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Abstract 

This thesis presents studies of the strong and electroweak forces, two of the funda
mental interactions that govern the behaviour of matter at high energies. We have 
used the hadronic decays of Z° bosons produced with the unique experimental appa
ratus of the e + e~ Linear Collider at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) 
and the SLAC Large Detector (SLD) for these measurements. Employing the pre
cision tracking capabilities of the SLD, we isolated samples of Z° events containing 
primarily the decays of the Z° to a chosen quark type. With an inclusive selection 
technique, we have tested the flavor independence of the strong coupling, o„ by mea
suring the rates of multi-jet production in isolated samples of light (utb), c, and b 
quark events. We find: c^faf - 0.967 ±O.027(arai) ± O.022( jtf5t) ± O.022((heory), 
acJa? = 1.012 ± 0.l04{rfar) ± 0.102{syst) ± 0.096{theory), ahJaf - 1.026 ± 
0.0A\{atat) ± QMl{ayat) ± 0.030(*Aeory), which Implies that the strong interaction is 
independent of quark flavor within our present experimental sensitivity. We have also 
measured the extent of parity-violation in the Z°c£ coupling, given by the parameter 
A°, using a sample of fully and partially reconstructed D* and D* meson decays and 
the longitudinal polarization of the SLC electron beam. This sample of charm quark 
events was derived with selection techniques based on their kinematic properties and 
decay topologies. Wef ind i4° - 0.73±0.22(srat)±0.10(si/3l)- This value is consistent 
with that expected in the electroweak standard model of particle interactions. 
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Chapter 1 

Overview 

This thesis presents two studies of the physics encompassed in the Standard Model 
of particle physics. The first study is a test of the flavor independence of strong in
teractions, a fundamental assumption of the theory of strong interactions, Quantum 
CLiromo-Dynamics (QCD). The second analysis represents the first direct measure
ment or parity violation in the coupling of the Z° boson to charm quarks. The data 
used to perform these investigations was acquired at the Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center (SLAC) using the SLAC Large Detector,(SLD) at the SLAC Linear Collider 
(SLC) during the calendar year 1993. All of the data was produced at a centerHrf-mass 
energy equal to the Z° boson mass. 

The thesis begins with introductory chapters which present an overview of the 
strong anil electrowcak interactions that make up the Standard Model. Chapters 
follow which contain descriptions «r the detector and accelerator apparatus and Its 
performance which arc relevant to hath analyses. At this point, the thesis is divided 
into two parts, the first containing a description of the analysis couii-rising the test of 
QCD in its entirety, the second^containing the measurement of the parity violation in 
the coupling of the Z° boson to charm c/iarks. Supporting appendices follow, adding 
complementary information to the.l presented in the preceding chapters. In particular, 
Appendix C, presents an overview of the ty[>es of accelerator-induced backgrounds 
that can be encountered at a linear collider and various techniques for their reduction. 

The following section gives a brief layman's overview of the components of what 

1 
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has become known as the Standard Model of particle physics. Those portions relevant 
to this thesis will be introduced in much greater detail In the following chapter?;. 

1.1 The Standard Model 
In standard usage, the terra "Standard Model" refers to the quantum field theories of 
the electroweak1 and strong interactions that describe the interactions between the 
fundamental particles that make up the universe. 

These fundamental particles, all of which are reunions (spin 1), are divided into 
quarks and leptons. Quarks carry electroweak and coloi charges, and thus interact 
via both the electroweak and strong interactions; they combine to form composite 
particles called hadmns like the proton and neutron. The leptons consist of particles 
like the electron which carry clcctroweak charges, and ncul rinos which only carry the 
weak charge. 

The fundamental forces of nature are represented in thews theories by vector (spin 
1) bosons which mediate the interactions between the fundamental fcrmknis. The 
electrowcak force contain." four such bosom: the masslcas photon (7), which mediates 
the familiar electromagnetic force, the neutral Z° (mz ~ 91 GeV/c 2), and the charged 
W+ and W~ (mw — 80 GeV/r 2), all of which are responsible for the weak force. The 
strong interactions arc mediated by massless particles called gluous. 

The one ingredient missing from the abuve description IK some means by which 
the masses of the fundamental fermions and bosons can be generated. This addition 
to the theoretical framework is commonly referred to lis the Higgs mechanism. Its 
effect will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. 

As a summary, the fermions of the theory are listed In Table l . l . 

'The ekctrowmlt force contain* a description of the elecnunftgnetic mid weak force* in « com
mon field-tlieoret leal language - than two wvmingly unrelated force* utu different aspecia of one 
underlying interaction. 
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Table 1.1: The fundamental fermions of the Standard Model, with their electric 
charges aud approximate masses in units of GeV/c 3 . 

Qiuirlu 

Charge Name (Mass) 

+i= u ( ~ 0 . 1 ) c (~ 1.5) l ( ~ 1 7 5 ) 

-I* <i(~0.1) s (~ 0.3) 4 ( ~ 5 ) 

Leptons 

Charge Name (Mass) 

- l e e (~ 0.05) li [~ 0.1) T (~ 1.7) 

l ° v, ( < ~ 10-") 1/,, ( < ~ 0.003) i/r ( < ~ 0.03) 



Chapter 2 

The Electroweak Interaction: 
An Introduction 

Bccquerel's conjecture' that Roentgen's X rays[2] may have some relation to pttos-
phoresence in uranic salts has turned out to be true, but not in any way lie could have 
imagined at the time. Bccq'ierel's 1896 discovery of what is now called radio&ctivity[3] 
while pursuing this question marks the starting point of the study of subatomic 
physics as well as the first experimental manifestation of the weak nuclear force. 
Since this result predates even the characterization of the electron a? a fundamen
tal particle[4] by a few years', it is almost certain that the true implications of thia 
discovery were incomprehensible at the time. 

The discovery and subsequent characterization of radioactivity, however, have 
functioned as major catalysts for the enormous growth in our understanding of the 
subatomic world that has occurred over the past century. Consideration of P decay 
spectra in conjunction with the unsolved problem of nuclear structure kd Pauli to 
propose the existence of the electron neutriiio[6) in 1930; Fermi provided the first 
"correct" description of the low-energy weak interaction couched in the language of 
quantum field theory only three years later[7]. Out of all of the developments that 
unfolded over the next two decades, the most striking is the discovery in 1957 that 

'Rcf. |1) a u been Invaluable to the preparation of this thesis. 
'the discovery of the nuclei*[5] m still 15 yews hence 
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the weak Interaction maximally violates parity[8], which led (after some confusion) to 
the V - A theory of the weak interaction|9] with the four-fermion interaction baaed 
on mediating charged vector bosons, denoted W*. 

Of course, the development of weak interaction theory did not proceed indepen
dently of the growing population of elementary particles. Studies of /i decay in the 
1940*3 indicated that the weak coupling was similar in magnitude and structure to 
that observed in 0 decay, which led many to postulate that the weak interaction was 
universal. As the quest for unification continued, the electromagnetic interaction also 
came under scrutiny, and the search for u combined theory of the weak and electro
magnetic interactions was begun. The earlier introduction by Yang and Mills of a 
non-abclfan theory of particle interactions[ 10) provided the basis, and after a decade 
or more of casting about for the correct formulation of the theory, Weinberg[llj and 
Salnm[l2] proposed a theory of the electroweak interaction which contained the un
derlying symmetry SU(2) x I/(l)[13]. The unification of the two theories necessitated 
the introduction of a new gauge boson, the Z°, which is the weak interaction analogue 
to the photon. The Higgs method[14] of spontaneously breaking the symmetry of the 
theory) 15] v a s u s e ^ t o transform the massless gauge bosons which result from the 
Yang-Mills theory into the massless photon and the massive Z° and IV*. One essen
tial difficulty remained, however: this theory seemed not to bo renormalizable. This 
impasse was solved by 't Hooft[l6] in 1971, and the theory was essentially complete. 

' It remained for the experimentalists to find some evidence of the weak neutral 
current or the massive gauge bosons themselves. This first came in studies of neutrino 
scattering, where the elastic scftttcrii\g(l7] f^e — wMe and the inelastic scatteringjlS] 
v^N -* Vf, + X were seen. Corroborating evidence for the doublet structure of 
SU('2) x t /( l) was provided in the following year by the discovery of the charm 
quarkfl!)]. The apparent symmetry between the generations of quarks and leptona 
was upset shortly thereafter by the observation of another heavy Icpton, the r[20j. 
The discovery of the T resonances in /i"*>~ production[21] provided the first quark 
of the third generation, and reestablished the symmetry or the electroweak theory. 
From this point, the search wan on for the elusive top quark, the last member of the 
third generation. Eventually, the W± and Z° bosons were otwervwj directly in pp 
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collisions^] in 1962 and 1963, providing the final piece of material evidence that 
the Weinberg-Salam model of the electrowcak interaction properly describes Nature. 
The recent observation of the long-sought top quark[23] provides the final piece of 
the particle complement puzzle. 

As it stands, what hus come to be called the Standard Model of electroweak 
interactions is a remarkably successful theory. Since its initial formulation, virtually 
all of its predictions have been verified to ever-increasing precision. Attention has 
now turned from confirmation of the model's validity to the questions underlying 
the assumptions involved in its construction: wLy are there three generations of 
fcrinions? What is the relationship between quarks and leptons, given that both of 
tltem are necessary for the theory to be rcnorinaIteablc[24]V Wlwt is the nature of 
CP violation? Just what is the true Higgs mechanism? Tlic current program of 
precision measurements of clectroweak parameters was undertaken to provide clues 
to the answers of these questions. Hopefully, the answers will be forthcoming. 

2.1 The Electrowealc Standard Model 
In this section, we present an overview of the components of the clcctroweak theory 
described in the Standard Model1. 

The unification of the electromagnetic and weak forces is accomplished by modi
fying the eletromHgnetic current 

- iejJJVi" =» -ic {hvQ1>) Au (2.1) 

to Include the weak interaction. Here, -4" is the four-poteutlnl of the electromagnetic 
field, satisfying d M =- 0, ^ is the fcrmion spiuor wuvefunction, % is the usual spinor 
matrix, and Q is the charge operator, which has eigenvalue - 1 for the electron. To 
complete this unification, the electromagnetic current is replaced by two new currents: 
an SU(2)t isotriplet of weak currents J„ which couple to three vector bosons W , 
given by 

- fcVW = - i f f X ^ T • y/"XL (2.2) 

'Mora dftUUed expotkloru of this type CM be found in, e.y., Ref. [25] or Ref. [26]. 
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Table 2.1: The L isodoublets and R isoslnglets of SU{2)L x V(l)y 

Quarks 

(5) t («)*«(d)R QL (e)R or (6)« g ) £ (()«or (b)R 

LeptonB 

ft), w« '(";), ("'» ("'), M » 

and a 1/(1) weak hypercliarge current j% coupled to a fourth vector boson B**, given 
by 

-i^%B*--ijfa^i>B>. (2.3) 

The operators T and Y are the generators of the SU(2)L and U(l)y gauge groups; 
the operators T satisfy the commutation relation 

[T*, Ti] = ieukT* . (2.4) 

The new coupling constants of the theory are g and g1. The fundamental fermions 
have been arranged in left-hauded isodoublets Xi * ud right-handed isosinglets VH. 
which transform as 

XL - xt-e™*™*" 1-*. 
*« - A = ****">« (2.5) 

under the infinitesimal gauge transformations given by Q(I ) and /3[x). The grouping 
of the fermions is shown in Table 2.1. Given a field corresponding to any fermion / , 
the left-handed and right-handed components can be projected out by means of the 
operator "}j: 

A = j ( i - m l / , A - j ( l + • * > / • P-6) 
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The general elcctrowealc interaction 

can be rewritten in terms of the electric-charge raising and lowering bosons 

which only couple to the left-handed fcrmion doublets, and a linear combinatioo of 
two neutral bosons -4M and Z* 

-ioVXiW*)"-£(?)» B„ = -i^sinB^ + g'cosey/f^A" 

- i f jcMftrJ* - g'smBw^\ Z». (2.9) 

This linear combination is just the fields W3 and B rotated by an angle 0w in the 
(IV3, B) plane. The value of the so-called Weinberg angle Bw is not predicted by the 
theory and must be determined from experiment. Relations between the couplings g 
and y and Qw can be derived by noting that the generators of the two groups also 
satisfy the relation 

Q = T*+j, (2.10) 

where Q is the electric charge. This leads to an expression of the electromagnetic 
current in terms of the two newly introduced weak currents: 

i7 = Jl + \it- (2.n) 
This choice of currents, with the electric charge given by Eq. 2.10, guarantees that the 
gauge boson AH which mediates the electromagnetic interaction will remain maasless 
after the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Higgs mechanism (to be discussed 
in the next section) that gives masses to the oilier gauge bosons. 

If we identify the first term on the right side of Eq. 2.9 with the electromagnetic 
current, we see immediately that 

gzinSw = fl'cosfliv = e . (2.12) 
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In addition, the relationship 
tanffw--- (2.13) 

also holdB. We can now rewrite the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 2.9 as 

The definition 
< c = ^ - rfaa«wjj" (2.15) 

completes the specification of the tv;o observed neutral interactions in terms of the 
new currents J and j Y that were introduced. Thus, the SU{2)i x U(\)y formulation 
of the electroweak theory does contain both the electrtmagnetlc and weak forces with 
their impropriate properties, The only missing element h the means to arrive at the 
huge mass splitting between the pltoton and the weak vector bosons. This is provided 
by the Higgs mechanism, the topic of the next section. 

2.1.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking: 
The Higgs Mechanism 

As the demands of gauge invariouce mid renorrualizability prohibit the introduction 
of such terms as M^.W^W into the theory, ancther mechanism must be invoked that 
preserves the dcsiretl aspects of the theory. This is provided by introducing a term 
in the electroweak lagrangiail of the form 

£ = | < ( ^ - S T - W „ - | S ^ 0 | -V(0) , (2.16) 

where there arc four scalar fields $, and the potential V{4') is given by 

K(<W=//W + A ( ^ ) J . (2.17) 

To preserve the gunge invoriance of the lagra»(;ian, the fields <t> must be members of 
SU(2) x U(l) multiplets. The least complicated choice is that of a Y = 1 isodoubiet, 
which is giveu by 

, /•(*> + ••h)l^\ , , . , . 
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If we choose the parameters /i J < 0 and A > 0, the potential V(4>) posseaaes «i 
S(/(2)-invwiant manifold of minima whose locus is given by 

*>*£ \(fi+ & + & + $) - - £ I \v' . (2.19) 

We can now "spontaneously break" the SU(2) symmetry by amuming that the phys
ical vacuum is given by some specific choice of the minimum of V(4>), e.g. 

* i « f c » * i = 0, 4=-'j^ = v1. (2.20) 

The vacuum &> is then given (From Eq. 2.18) by 

This choice of vacuum Is HOI SU{2) invariant, but ths lagrungiaii of Eq. 2.16 still is, 
as it does not core where the minimum in the vacuum is located. 

To examine the consequences of this choice of vacuum, we can consider small 
oscillations of the fields about this minimum. These fluctuations can be parametrized 
by the four real fields $t, 0j, 03, and h using the form 

Substitution of this form into Eq. 2.16 results in three mossless fields* fy a term 
proportional to 2/iana, and a number of cross terms proportional to (W%8l'Bi. VVe 
ore free to exploit the St/(2) gauge symmetry by performing ft gauge transformation 

0 - . 0 ' - e - ^ " > / V , (2.23) 

which leaves us with the field 

'These are the tliree Goldtfone bosons that mult from the spontaneous «ymmetry bre«kk|[3T). 
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Upon inserting this pvamctrization into the lagrangian (2.16), wc fine] that that the 
flekl h, which wc now call the Higgs particle, has acquired a mass - ^ , and the gatige 
bosons tV f have acquired masses via the term 

K-irfT.Wp-i^B,)*! (2.25) 

which, after squaring and some algebra, yields 

< 5 » f f ) X + H ' ' ' + \v* [gW* - g'Bjf + 0 [tfW* + gB„]2 . (2.26) 

The masses of the charged «ud neutral bosons can be read off from this expression 
by identifying the coefficients of the various terms with M^VW+W~, ^M%Z2 and 
~M\A3, respectively. This gives 

M r = \w . (2.27) 

and, upon normalization of the fields, 

A, = '^fp- «lth J / , , - 0 (2.28) 

z - = ^ ^ w i t h ^ = \^+^- ( 2 f f l ) 

Thn», we have arrived at a theory which contains three missive and one masslcss 
vector boson. Using the information from En,. 2.12, we see that the Higgs mechanism 
has given us a new relationship between the W and Z messes: 

This prediction can be tested experimentally to verify that the Higgs mechanism is 
responsible for the symmetry breaking of the elcctroweak theory. 

2.2 Specifying the Standard Model 
As we have just seen, the three parameters 3 (the SU{2) coupling constant), a' (the 
U(l) coupling constant), and 0>'"o) or equivalently, v (the Higgs vacuum expectation 
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value) suffice to specify all of the tree level pi-ocesaes that occur in the standard 
model. However, none of these parameters arc experimentally acccwible. Instead, we 
can define three combinations of them which can be measured experimentally. Pint, 
from Eq. 2.12, we have 

Next, we take from the low giicny behaviour of the weak interaction the Fermi 
constant Gy, which is given by the charged weak current at q* •-* 0. In this case, wo 
can rewrite the lagrangian as 

Ccc = -i-j~(j"W* + J"lW-) . (2.32) 

In the low q* limit, thia leads to the Fermi four-point amplitude 

whence we can extract the relation 

G'-;wferv4p- ( 2 M ) 

Finally, we have 

Mz = - 7 ! ( < W 5 ' + S ' 2 - (2-35) '72 
The values of theso parameters are shown in Table 2.2 Any other measurable combi
nation of these three parameters, such as 

^'""• = ^T^- < 2 3 0 > 
can be compared ugain.it its predicted value using the above tin t'o paruinutL'M to test 
the Standard Modrl. 

At higher order, of course, the unspecified fermion UHUS.S«J >md Higgs mass and 
couplings enter into the theoretical predictions in the form of radiative corrections. 
This has the effect of modifying the observublcs in such a way as to allow experimental 
access, given the Standard Model calculations as input, to the os-yet-unobserved 
Higgs, and allows the verification of the higher-order behaviour of the theory (or, 
hopefully, to Home violation of tin- theoretical predictions!). 

http://ugain.it
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Table 2.2: The parameters which specify the eJcctroweak Standard Model at tree level 

Parameter Measured Value Precision 

a 
Gr 
Mz 

1/137.0359895(01) (28) 
1.16537(2) x 10- s (G«V)-2 (29) 

91.187(7) GeV/cr1 [30] 

4.5 X 10- ' 
1.7 x 10-* 
7.7 X 10-" 

2.3 Z° Production and Decay 
Since 1989, we have had direct access to the weak interactions by studying the pro
duction and decay of 2 ° bosons in the pristine environment of e + e " collisions. Since 
the Z° couples to all known fcrmions, the detailed vertex structure of the eiectroweak 
interaction can be studied through measuring the Z° coupling to the initial and final 
state particles. 

To aid in our discussion of physics at the Z° pole, we can rewrite the weak neutral 
current 

in terms of the quantum numbers of the eiectroweak interaction, 7^ and Q (cf. Eq. 

2.10) 

- ' ^ M [ j ( l - 1*)T? - sin 'OfQ/] «'/Z. • (238) 

We can express the vertex factor in terms of the vector (u/) and axial vector (a/) 
couplings to the Z° 

where 

vf a 7J~-2sm*ewQf 

«/ « Tf. (2.40) 

Here, Qs and Tf ate Hie charge and the third component of weak isospin for the 
fermion / . For completeness, the values of the vector and axial vector couplings for 
each of the fermions is listed in Table 2,3. 
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Table 2.3: The vector ami axial vector couplings for the fermiotu to the Z°. 

Feraiion "/ Vf 

"*» Cj., V, i I 
2 

e, ft, r _ i - l + a s i i i 3 ^ -

«, C, I i 
7 

\~lsm20w 
d, s, b _ 1 - | + §*«.'% 

In Figure 2.1, we shown the total cross section for e*e" — /**/*". The large reso
nance around the Z° pole is quite obvious. Since it dominates the photon-mediated 
processes by a factor of ~ 800, we can safely neglect the effects of the electromag
netic interaction when discussing processes that occur at the Z° pole. In addition, 
at tlw pole the effects of 7 - Z° interference vanish or become negligible, so we are 
left to consider the eicctroweak current as consisting of pure 2 ° exchange. As will 
be discussed in Chapter 4. the SLC is capable of producing a longitudinally polar
ized electron beam, which, as we shall sec momentarily, allows us to study the chiral_ 
structure of the elect roweak interaction in more detail than previously possible. 

The differential cross section for e + e " — / / at the Z° [jole can he expressed as[3l) 

da\ _ a a s 

5 n U ~ 4 sin* 2%. (s - Ml)7 + Vzs*/M$ ' 

[(1 +cos 2 0) (ifea + a r

a ) - 8 «wfliv« f '/«/] 

- / 7 [ 2 ( l + « d 8 » J i w i r ( p / * + a/ ! l )+-I; '0»fl(iv 8 + a t * ) t 7 a / ] (2.41) 

Here, P." is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam, where /*." =* 1{—1) 
corresponds to right- (left-) handed electrons, s is the ^uare of the center-of-mass 
collision energy, and the width of the 2° resonance is sp--rifled by Tz, The angle S is 
the polar angle of the outgoing fertnioii with respect to lie electron beam direction. 
We have neglected in this representation extra term? that could arise if the positron 
beam is polarised, and terms tha» are due to transverse beam polarization, «ace 
neither apply i.. our particular case. Upon inspeotio)! of this formula, it can be 
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Figure 2.1: The total cross section for c*e~ -* fx+|i" vs. cctitcr-of-mass energy 

seen that Iroth the polarization dependent and the polarizntlon-lndependent parts of 
this expression contain polar-angle anti-symmetric terms, which implies that all 2° 
decays will exhibit fennion production asymmetries. As we shall see below, these arc 
enhanced for the polarized case. 

In general, the effects of 7 - Z Interference c m be included by adding the supple
mentary cross section 

at " M'-^h-w'+nM (2'42) 

{[(1 + ca?8)vrv, + 2coa0araj] - P~ [(1 + ca?&)atvj + 2am9vraj]}. 

As mentioned above, this rantrihution vanishes at the pole, where A/ | = a. Since the 
energy dependence of this cross section is different from that of the pure Z° exchange, 
however, the total fermion production cross section am] any fermion production asym
metries depend on the ccntcr-of-iiiastt energy. In considering these effects on the final 
state fermion production asymmetries, we will see that they are small. 
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2.4 RenormalUation of the Electroweak Coupling 
In this nection, we consider tbe radiative corrections to the electroweak coupling by 
examining the higher-order diagram* that modify tbe tree-level coupling. A general 
discu9aionofclcctroweakradiRtivccorrectioitBcanbefoui)dinRer. [32]. We divide the 
discussion of the virtual corrections an in Ref. [32] into *'»uFt" corrections, which can 
be considered as responsible for "smearing" the Z° line shape, and "bard" corrections 
which determine the higher-order "un-smeared" resonance through the renormaliza-
tion of the electroweak parameters. Since a proper exposition of the rcnormalization 
of the full elcctrowcak theory would be too lengthy, we present merely a sketch of tbe 
procedure here. 

2.4.1 Soft Radiative Corrections 
The predominant soft radiative corrections occur to 0(a) and are due primarily to 
initial state radiation (ISR). The diogrums tlint contribute to ISR at tbe Z° pole are 
shown in Figure 2.2. Their effect is to modify the shape of tin; Z° resonance as a 
function of eentcr-of-inass energy. The relative sign of this effect ia easily understood: 
since ISR is a relatively probably occurence, some fraction of collisions that occur 
when the colliding beams are at tbe Z° pole will take place at a reduced centef-of-
mass energy, where the Z° production cross section is lower. Thus, the peak cross 
section in reduced by initial state radiation. In addition, those collisions which occur 

iz° z'l z°l A A' A 
t 

3-tO M«1A10 

Figure 2.2; The leading-order initial state QED corrections to the Z° resonance shape. 
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"88 90 92 94 06 

Figure 2.3: Variation of the Z° resonance shape from 1SR (nee text). 

at a ccntcr-uf-riinsH energy above the Z° |>olc can radiate down to the pole, where 
the cross-sect ion is larger. This results in an overall upward shift of the observed 
peak cross section, as well as an asymmetry in the shape of the resonance, with the 
high energy side Iwhig larger than the low eiwrgy Bide1. A comparison of the tree-
level cross section with two higher-order calculations is shown In Figure 2.3. The 
Bonneau-Martin ca)i:nlation[33] is a fixed-order calculation performed at 0(a). The 
Fadin-Kuraev result[114] is obtained by evolving the radiating beam particles down 
to a lower enr -?y by a process similar to the Altarelli-Parisi equations of QCD" and 
summing th.* ••ontributmns of the leading terms in the splitting kernel to 0 ( a J ) . 
One can see that the reduction in the peak cross section is (mite large, — 30%; 
consideration of these effects is crucial in making precision electro weak measurements 
at the Z° pole. 

*T1K; c*e~ pair ciux always radiate down to the Z° jxwk. 
»Sw Section 3.1.4. 
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Figure 2.4: A Hchematic view of the different electroweak radiative corrections, includ
ing (a) initial and final state breiumtrahlung, (b) vertex corrections, (c) box diagrams, 
and (d) self-energy ("oblique") corrections. 

2.4.2 Hard Radiative Corrections 
A complete consideration of the radiative corrections to the electroweak lagrangian 
should include the effects of all of the diagrams shown schematically in Figure 2.4. 
The important effects of the initial-state brcmsHtrflhlung graphs of Pig. 2.4a were 
discussed in tlte previous section. We turn turn- to nu overview of the other correc
tions which modify the cteclroweak parameters. The most important of these to our 
present discussion are the oblique corrections of Fig. 2.-ld, which provide the primary 
contributions to the renormalized couplings and are common to all electroweak inter
actions. The vertex corrections (Fig. 2.4b) are process-specific in the sense that they 
depend on the masses and flavors of the external fcruiiniiK. The box corrections (Fig. 
2.4c) are in most cases negligiblo[35) and will not be considered further. We will follow 
the notation of Hollik[36] and Bardin[37] while keeping in mind the organizational 
simplicity of Kennedy and Lymi|38]. 

Renormallxation of the Electromagnetic Coupling 

As an example of the renormalization procedure, wc consider first the rcnormaliuition 
of the electromagnetic coupling a . By gauge invariancc*, the only contribution to the 
renormalization of the electric charge comes from the photon self-energy diagrams, 

'See Section 3.4.1 for H litocmwiwi of tlw W«iJ-Talaliashi kk-irtity, 
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Figure 2.5: A schematic view of (a) the photon self-energy correction and the defini
tion of the vertex factors and (b) the infinite series of one-particle irreducible diagrams 
that contril-rte to the renonnalization of the electric charge. 

shown schematically in Figure 2.5. It is convenient to define the function 

n ^ t o 2 ) » ^ . (2.43) 

where HQQ is the coefficient of a"* in the photon self-energy in Fig. 2.5a. If the one-
particle irreducible diagrams of Fig. 2.5b arc summed to all orders[39], one obtains 

as the expression for the complete photon propagator, where e 0 is the bare electric 
charge. This suggests the definition of an effective charge e e / / = e given by 

where now the coupling e depends on the q2 of the interaction, i.e., it "runs". The 
value of e a t q2 = 0 is chosen as the reference coupling; thi<? can be determined from 
the g — 2 of the electron or from other measurements such as the Joeephson effect. 
This allows us to define the familiar quantity u by 4JTQ = e2(q2 = 0), where the value 
of a from this definition is given in Table 2.2. From this definition, the running of a 
is given by 

* 4 ^ -sb-Inbotf) -n;»(0)].. (2.46) 
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Though the quantity IIQQ diverges, the difference Tl^tf) - H'QQ(0) is finite. Of 
course, all of the difficulties involved in renormalizing tlie couplings arc involved in 
actually calculating the quantity 1 7 ^ in a convenient gauge. We will omit a diactu-
sion of that here, and merely mention that the value of o(Jl/£) is necessary for toe 
comjtarison of experimental results obtained at the Z° pole with theoretical predic
tions. This quantity can be obtained from existing measurements of e+e~ —» / / by a 
theoretical argument[40] using the optical theorem to relate tlie hadronic corrections 
to forward Qhabha scattering to the total cross section for e + tT —* hadrons. A recent 
result of this procedure is[4l] 

a _ I ( A / | ) = 129.08±0.10 , (2.47) 

where the dominant uncertainty is from the imprecise measurements of the total cross 
section for e + e~ -* hadrons at low-energy (2 GcV < Ecu < 3.6 GeV). 

Renornudizat ion of the Weak Couplings 

Because of the number of different diagrams involved, a discussion of the renormal-
ization of the weak couplings becomes quite complicated. As a summary of the types 
of diagrams involved, we show in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 some of the contributing pro
cesses. Their effect on the couplings is most easily expressed in terms of the induced 
modification to the form of the neutral current vertex'. If we rewrite the weak neutral 
current in terms the parameters chosen to specify the tlieory, we obtain 

- i\h [4V2Gc] ! 7» [ | ( l - 7 s ) 1J - dn'tw\,Q,] , (2.48) 

where, for notational convenience, we have used the Sirlin definition of sin2#iv[42]: 

which elevates the tree-level relation of Eq. 2.30 to a definition whkh will be taken 
as valid to all orders in perturbation tlicory. 

'As it Is not relevant to our purpose*, we will omit here any rftaciueion of the charged weak 
current. 
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T I ™ # M V T « i • * tloQ g* ( V + — 
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Figure 2.'i: A schematic view of seH-energy diagrams that occur in calculating ra
diative corrections to the weak interaction and the definition of the vertex factors 
involved. Here, s 'fr 2) = sii^tfivfcos'Sw). 

(conii.J-(Ia-cornea) -uA" " 
X"A*A*A 

Figure 2.7: A schematic view of self-energy diagrams that occur in calculating ra
diative corrections to the weak interaction and the definition of the vertex factors 
involved. Here, **(<?) = sin''fliv(cos' ffw). 
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Wlien the effects of the one-loop correction* are included, the form of the current 
from Eq. 2.45 can be retained with the addition of an overall normalizatioa factor />/ 
and an additional vertex form factor K/, where the current in now given by* 

- < M l [ 4 > / & , P / ] i r [ i ( l - 7 , ) j J - « , . f o , » » | ; < ? / ] . (2.50) 

Note that, as defined, the form factors pj and « / are fermion-flavor dependent. They 
can, however, be separated into universal pert* (due to tin? boeon stlf-encrgiea) and 
non-universal parts (from the vertex corrections and self-energies of the external 
fermion lines) as follows: 

PS = l + ^pUto + i^non-UHi* 

K, = l + ^ J ^ + t A K ) ™ . , ^ . (2.51) 

The universal parts of the form factors contain essentially all of the the dependence 
of the couplings on the top quark maw (m,) and Higgs mass, except in the cose of 6 
quarks, where large vertex correctiuiis are important. In general, with the preceding 
exception, the universal jiortkms of the form factors are much larger than the non-
universal contributions. To lowest order, we have 

l + (Ap)-i. I - A p 

Sill »H*|s 

where[43] 

is the result of calculating the correction including 2-loop irreducible diagrams. 
The form of Equation 2.50 suggests that we define an "effective" renormanzed 

version of sin a 6w given by 

sin a 0$ s K, sin 3 ew}s s sin 3 9»\ + ( A n ) w . m i H sin 3 9W\S . (2.54) 

•thk factorization of the corrections ig only valid in the erne where the box diagram* of Fi(. 2.4c 
at* neglected. 
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, . TopMaw (Q«V) _ 

Figure 2.8: The dependence of sinaffj.' <>ii m, and mj/,„. . 

With this definition, we can rewrit. *]q. 2.50 as 

- Mz [iViCr,,,]' T" [5 (• - V ) 1/ - 5 i »* < ' < ? / ] • ( " 5 ) 

Figure 2.8 shows the dependence of sin 3 on the top mid Higgs maa-seu*. We note 
in passing that the "universal" weak mixing angle defined in Eq. 2.54 is the same 
as the sj of Kennedy and Lynn[38), which is constructed to be independent of the 
vertex corrections. 

Now, we are able to continue our discussion of electroweak physics ut the Z° pole, 
including the leading order corrections as we proceed by replacing the couplings in 
the tree-level exprowions by their renorinalized counterparts. 

'TUb dependence ra calculated uilng the jKogram ZSHAPE[44|, without the value of Q" ' (A / | ) 
fiwi In Eq. 2.47. 

li 
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2.5 Electroweak Asymmetries: 
Testing the Standard Model 

As mentioned above, tlie measurement of a different combination of the parameters 
g, </, and (<fo) {or equivak'iitly a, Gp, and A/z) which specify tlie weak interaction 
can serve as a test of the validity of tlic theory. Different combinations of thcae 
parameters have different sensitivity to the various radiative corrections introduced 
by physical processes hcynnd the Standard Model. Thus, if a difference between 
prediction and experiment is seen, a comparison of the various obscrvables may yield 
some indication of its origin. Since the goal of these measurements is precision in 
determining the tltictroweak parameters, every attempt has been made to eliminate 
sources of experimental error. One powerful technique to accomplish this is to form 
ratios of cross sections where the parameter of interest h-ts been isolated by the 
angular- or polarization-dependence of the differential cross section. Tliis has the 
advantage that the errors inherent in determining an absolute cross section, such a» 
those due to luminosity normalization and absolute detection efficiency, cancel in th« 
asymmetry which is formed. Using this method allows the isolation and examination 
of various combinations of the electroweak coupling. Several of these asymmetries 
will be discussed below. 

Before we proceed, however, it will be useful to rewrite the Bom cross section for 
fermion production at the Z° pole (Eq. 2.41) as follows: 

= K ( v e

2 - r V ) ( v / a - r V ) x 

(J - AtI>t)[\ + cos 30) + 2A,(At - ^)coaB , (2.t>6) 

with 

K = 4 s i u i 2 f f l t . ( s - A / i ; ) s + r | 5 V A / l ( 2 , 5 7 ) 

where we have factored out the term {v e

a + a, a ) (v/3 + a / 2 ) from tire previous expres
sion and have defined the quantity 

dm 
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for each species of fermion/. The difference of A[ from zero ia a measure of theparity 
violation in the Zff coupling. The signed longitudinal polarization of the electron 
beam will henceforth be referred to as P e . 

2.5.1 The Left-Right Asymmetry 

Perhaps the simplest example of an asymmetry wbkh can be formed in this manner is 
the Left-Right Asymmetry, denoted i4ift[45]. At the SLC, the longitudinal polariza
tion of tire electron beam allows as to examine the partly violation in Z° production 
directly by forming the asymmetry 

'" " »C«Se£ - Z » - / / ) + „ ( e J e 5 - Z» - / / ) ' ( 2 5 9 ) 

where / is any outgoing fermion. More specifically, from the expression from Eoa. 
2.5G an-! 2.40 with P, - 1, 

A l " = A ' - v S + <:* H - | l - 4 « t n » » ^ ' ( i l l } ) p - { Z m 

Here, the dependence on the reisormalized electroweak ixiiameters has been intro
duced by replncing sin* Bw in Eq. 2.40 with sin 2 fffjj7. For arbitrary beam polarization 
with Pf < 1, 

1 . 1 NL-N„ / < l a i l 

wliere the quantity A,n is the measured asynunetry, given by the difference between 
the number of 2° events produced with a left-handed electron beam (<Vt) and the 
number produced with a right-handed electron beam (NR) over the total. As can be 
seen from this expression, the higher the beam polarization, tiie larger the asymmetry. 
For Pe ~ I, the expected value of Aw is about 0.16. 

The quantity ALR is uniquely suited for a precision determination of the value of 
m?0$f due to several important properties. First, as can be seen from Eq. 2.60, 
there is no dependence on the final state fermion couplings. This implies that all final 
state fermions can be used* to measure Am, which greatly increases the statistical 

*Becaiue of contribution* from (-channel Bhabha featuring, the e*e~ final atai* la uiUaily 
excluded. 
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power of the measurement. This also implies that, if symmetric acceptance limits are 
chosen, ALR is insensitive to any final state radiative correc t ions^ , such as those 
due to QCD. In addition, as long as the local detector efficiency for observing fermiona 
and antifermRms is tlie same, Am is independent of detector acceptance. 

We give the sensitivity of AIR to sin 2 9$ here as a benchmark against which we 
can compare the other asymmetries: 

&fc~™ ( 2 6 2 > 
which implies that 

Ma? 9$ = 6ALK/7M . (2.63) 

The sensitivities of all of the clectmweak asymmetries are given in Tabic 2.4. 
The SLD Collaboration has performed two measurements of ALR based on running 

during 1992 and 1993. The combined results for ALR and for sin 2 fljjt' after radiative 
corrections have been applied are[47j: 

A°LR = 0.1637 ±0.0075 

sm20llf = 0.2294 ±0.0010. 

2.5.2 The r Polarization Asymmetry 
The angular correlations from the decays of the flnal state fermions can also be 
analyzed to provide information on the clectroweak couplings. This measurement is 
most easily made in r decays, as it is the only fermion which can be "spin-analyzed" 
in a convenient manner, i.e., its charge is readily identified and it often decays two a 
two-body final state whose helicity component!, can be measured. Since the natural 
polarization of the final state fcrmion is used in this analysis, longitudinal beam 
polarization is not necessary. We can form the final state polarization asymmetry 
between the production of left-handed (TJ.) and right-handed ( T H ) taus: 

35(1) -r g ( r « ) 
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where the r helkity is obtained by examining its decay, tf we insert the un|>oIarized 
fermion production cross section, we find 

_2A*a*$ + AJ{l + c0#e) 
r r (1 + cos* 8) + 2AtA, cos 9 ' { ' 

This asymmetry has two interesting properties. First, if it is integrated over a cos#-
symmctric acceptance, the dependence on the initial state coupling drops out, leaving 

(pr) = A, . (2.66) 

Since the electroweak quantum numbers of the r and the electron are identical, this 
quantity has the same sensitivity to sa?&{(' as AIR, namely 

*?£ = -7.84 . (2.67) 

Second, by measuring the forward-backward asymmetry in "PT, one can isolate At, 
which provides yet another way to access sin 2 JJJĵ '. Thus, the r polarization asymme
try is a remarkable tool with which to probe the electroweak sector. Unfortunately, 
the fraction of Z° decays which preface a T + T ~ pair is only 3%, and less tlian half 
of these events contain a r decay mode suitable for spin analysis. In addition, the 
analyzing power of the Iiclicity analysis is not unity, which further dilutes the mea
sured asymmetry. All told, each Z° event has approximately 200 times less statistical 
weight for the r polarization asymmetry than is does for ALH. Comparisons of the 
statistic*! weight for each of the asymmetries are also summarized in Table 2.4. 

2.5.3 The Forward-Backward Asymmetry 

The fermjon forward-backward asymmetry, which one can measure at any e + e~ exper
iment, provides information on the initial and final state couplings of the electroweak 
interaction. This method has been used at lower center-of-inass encrgies[4S] to mea
sure the extent of 7 - Z interference. Al the Z° pole, it allows direct access to the 
ktmiou-Z couplings through the parity-violAtion present in any weak interaction. We 
define the forward-backward asymmetry for a fcrmion of type / as 

" ( r / (cos0>O)-<r/(cos9<O) 4 we

2 + ae

3vj2 + af 4 
(2.68) 
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Tabic 2.4: A comparison of the different observable fermisii production asymmetries 
that *•- " *ie measured at the 2 ° pole. The relative statistical sensitivities of each 
measurement (last column} arc calculated by assuming reasonable selection efficiencies 
for each of the analyses. Those measurements using l» quarks are assumed to have been 
performed with a lepton tag. The magnitude of the longitudinal beam polarization 
is assumed to be 63%. The size of the measured asymmetn' iias not been taken into 
account. 

Parameter Couplings Raw Asymmetry dA/dst?ew Rel. Stat. Sens. 

Aut A, \P.\A. ~ 0.1 •7.84 1 

•Pr A, A, ~ 0.1G -7.84 0.0075 

A{» A,A> \A,Ai,~a.U -5.59 0.015 

A,A, \A,AC ~ 0.08 -4.39 0.001 

A,At \.- 4, ~ 0.02 -1.92 0.017 

A' At \\P, .4i ~ 0.44 -0.03 0.0018 

A, 3|P. .4„~0.32 -3.42 0.0008 

A, §|P, .4, ~ 0.08 -7.84 (J.00 

If we take into account the symnu 
extends to some cos0 o, this express 

'ic acceptance of a real particle detector which 
in acquires a cos 9 dependence: 

. Jo dil J-n**, dit 

which yields, upon integration, 

AU 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 

Since in the case of A'FQ the prot 
initial and final state couplings. Tl= 
as a method to derive information < 
of both the initial and final state c< 

:ct AeAf is measured, one cannot disentangle the 
\perimcnts at LEP have used these asymmetries 

n &v?&$ by using the full sin a 0($' dependence 
aplings. As will be seen below, the quantity Aj 

file:///P./A
file:///perimcnts
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is large for quark final states, which Implies that the statistical sensitivity of this 
method to sin 3 fffe can be large if one can efficiently select samples of quarks whose 
charge and production angle can be measured. In terms of raw sensitivity to sin 3 8$ 
we have 

J At-
-5.58 

d sin 3 flu-

dA*FB 

dsin'ffir 

for d-typc ami wiy\K quarks, and leptons, respectively. The simplest decay channel 
in which to measure Af

FB is Z — £(. The small branching fraction of the Z° to 
leptons, coupled with the small sensitivity to Bin 30w' and the small asymmetry size 
(^ 2%) limit the stati»tical sensitivity of tills method. The asymmetry in the case of 
b quarks is large (~ 11%), and it also has a large sensitivity to sin 3 ( $ ' ; the use of this 
channel is only limited by the ability to correctly determine the production direction 
of the 6 (as opjiosed to 6) quark. Techniques for accomplishing this determination 
will be discussed in Section 2.8, below. 

By alternating the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam, we can form a 
double asymmetry, the so-called left-right forward-backward asymmetry *l{-fl{49]: 

. , vl+o* ~ [a1 + a'M) 3 

4 . v ; K ; j ; , : ; i r i | P j J " (2'ri) 

In the above expression, ap denotes the cross section for producing the fermion / in 
the forward hemisphere (cost? > 0) with a left-handed electron beam. This shows 
the experimental advantage in using a longitudinally polarized beam: by forming the 
double asymmetry, the 2? production asymmetry caused by the parity violation In 
the initial state coupling has been removed, leaving experimentally accessible the final 
state coupling, fn addition, for substantial net beam polarization, the raw asymmetry 
A'FB is quite large compared to the standard forward-backward asymmetry A*FB, since 
the multiplicative factor Pt can, in principle, be ~ 1, whereas Ae ** 0.1(i. This makes 
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for a smaller fractional error on the measurement of Ar

tll compared with that for Af

FB 

for a similar data set. 
For completeness, we give here the angular dependence of the asymmetry as de

rived from Eq. 2.56: 

This thesis prevents the first measurement of Ae using exclusively reconstructed 
charm mesons. 

We turn now to a discussion of the radiative corrections that effect the measure
ment of AFD-

2.6 Radiative Corrections to AFB 
We divide the description of the effects of radiative corrections on An, into two 
sections: the electroweak corrections, which arc small, mid the QCD corrections, 
which can be large and must be considered in detail. 

2.0.1 Electroweak Corrections 
The primary contribution to the electroweak corrections of Ayu (Hereafter dcnotetl 
Ajt since that is wliat is actually IM-IHR measured) arises from 7 — Z interference, 
which introduces some center-of-nmss riuvKy di'j«'iideiici* to Af. As argued in Refs. 
[GO] and [35], contributions from the weak iuicnu-Hoii vertex corrections and the box 
diagrams are very small. The olilitnu* aunviitms to Af can be related to those for 
ALH = Atby 

( A / t f W = (A.'l rU,„. 

(&A,,,„J,)M,W •=* ^(&A,Uin* • 

Those corrections due to QED initial state radiation have the effect of shifting the 
effective cctiter-of-nlttss energy. To demonstrate the size of these effects, we show In 
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Figure 2.9: Electroweak-corrected values of M and A\ us. yft near the Z° polfi-
QCD radiative corrections are not included. The tree-level values are Ac = 0.67 and 
At = 0.93 for comparison. These values have been calculated using the ZFITTER 
package[5l|. 

Figure 2.9 the values of Ac and At vs. y/s near the Z° pole with the electrowealc 
radiative corrections appliedThese values have been calculated using the ZFITTER 
padcage[5.].. One can see that the variation of these asymmetry parameters with 
respect to the cuntcr-of-masa energy, as well as the magnitude of the corrections, is 
small, as expected. 
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2.6.2 QCD Corrections 

0 ( a . ) Correction* 

First order QCD corrections to the benvy quark forward backward asymmetry have 
been calculate!i by a number of grouiM[&2, 53]. The full differential crow section for 
massive quarks including 0(a,) corrections is given by[52] 

£El 3 / a \» ff 
itfl " 4 \4sin'2«W P 

X {(„* + „> - 2avP.) • {(•?, + a)) (l + ?f} (l + ^ f i ( % ) ) 

- | «?'«? (l + f^('*/)) ] (1 + «•' »> 

+(n' + a- - 2avP.) • [(„} + a}) ( 2 t + | ^ , ( % ) ) 

-«J^(l + ^ . (%)) ] ( l -3«» '« 
-4(2ua - (v» + n2)K.)o;D,/3 ( l + ^ p F ) ( r » , ) ) c o s s j , (2.73) 

where P - is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam, and 
4a, 
3ir $•?*•(*/) " V l I + 3™' )' ( 2 ' 7 4 ) 

£«.,) - *(s + 4.^). (2.77, 

The quantity ffi/ is the scaled heavy quark mass, witli velocity /3 ! = 1 — mj . The 
expresfllons in Equation 2.74 are correct to order fhj. 
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Farming the asymmetry AFB results in 

_ M 0 ? ( 1 + ^ ( % ) ) } - ' . (2.ra) 

We write it in the form 
AFB{0) = -4£ a(0){l - A), (2.80) 

with the exact lowest, order asymmetry 

and the radiative correction to first order in a , and second order in fhj, given by 

A -?['>-2(^****¥H*^*. 
(2T82) 

to O(o a ) and mj. Note that the correction has the expected sign: gluon radiation 
must dilute the asymmetry, on it tends to smear out the initial quark directions, in 
most cases smearing them away from the region at high cost? where Ays is large. 
This is easily seen in the limit where the radiated gluon is very energetic. In this 
case, the observed quark directions are essentially unrelated to their directions before 
gluon radiation, and the quarks can end up anywhere in the detector. 

These analytic formulae have been incorporated numerically into the differential 
cross section tiiat is used In our measurement of Ae. In Figure 2.10 we show the 
effects of the 0 ( a . ) corrections for massless and massive quarks. 

0 ( n ; ) Corrections 

Second order calculations for the QCD radiative corrections (with massive quarks) to 
A/ have been performed|54). The total corrections have the form 

4 " " " [0(aD) = A* (\ + ( ^ ) 3 1 - ( 4 . 4 ± 0.4) - (26 ± 6)fD,\j , (2.83) 
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Figure 2.10: The 0{a,) QCD corrections to At and Ae for massless (solid line) and 
nusKive quarks (dotted line). The quantity &QCD relates the uncorrected asymmetry 
A° to the measured asymmetry by A™" *= A°{1 + AQCD)-

for. c quarks, and 

AS~ (C(ofl) = M ( l + ( ^ ) * [-(1-3 ± 0.4) - (3.5 ± 0 .7) /„ . | ) , (2.84) 

for b quarks. These corrections ore just the next order contributions: thsy must be 
applied in addition to the leading order calculation shown above. The second order 
correction depends in detail on the acceptance of analyst** cuts for four-jet events 
wherein a radiated gluon emerges as a pair or heavy quarks. In principle, in the case 
where the two primary quarks are one of the light flavors, these events should be 
treated aa QCD corrections to the light quark production cross section. Since the 
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Figure 2.11: Radiative Corrections to A* from virtual top quark loop*), 

heavy quarks can cause the event to be tagged as part of the heavy flavor sample, 
however, they need to be considered, as they will modify the measured asymmetry 
by a factor proportional to their probability to pass the event selection criteria. This 
cxperimentnl acceptance is paramntrized by the quantity fuB and must be determined 
by Monte Carlo simulation. The errors quoted arc due to the ambiguity of what 
value the quark masses should take in the calculation, where the ranges assumed are 
4 GeV/c 2 < T R K 5 GeV/c 3 and 1.1 GeV/c 2 < m e < 1.7 GeV/c 2 . 

2.7 PctfSlDle Modifications to Af 

from New Physics 
The values of the fermion asymmetries can be modified by any new physics that can 
change the final state through corrections to the Zff vertex. The value of -4* already 
receives a correction of this type from the presence of diagrams containing virtual top 
quarks, as shown in Figure 2.11, whose effects arc proportional to m?/A/£,|l{»|3> The 
magnitude of these corrections is less than 0.1% for Ai(35], and is negligible in the 
case of Ac, roncft the cone&poiiding diagrams contain strange quarks instead of top 
quarks. It is through diagrams such as these, however, that the influence of other, 
heavy particles can enter'. 

The sensitivity of the parameter A/ to modification* of ilie electrowcak coupling 

' T I M couickfMkxw for thta Miction we drawn from Rvfonnca (S6|. 
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a m be parametrized in terms of tlie difference of the observed A/ and the standard 
model prediction AjM. If the variable tff Is introduced, wltere 

^ = 1 + 1 / . (2H5) 

variations in the asymmetry parameters can be expressed ill terms of changes in tbe 
vector (u/) and axial vector (a/) couplings of the fermions. A short calculation yields 

2 ( 1 - 4 ) , . , , 

where cj = vj/nj = I - 8/3sin a0w. and the couplings have been recxpreseed as 
Vf = g[ + gjt unci aj =• g[ - gl

R so as to give expressions independent of the value for 
sin 3 fftf,1. Assuming sin 3 6w = 0.2325, we obtain 

% st 5.43[4J. + 0AB6& 

i f r =; -\.74[6H + Q.186gt] (2.87) 

This shows that, in fact, Ar is more sensitive to deviations of the couplings if the 
changes were to occur equally for 6 and c. Since charm quarks have the light strange 
quark in their weak isospin doublet, however, most effects that arise from new physics 
in the vertex couplings are markedly smaller for charm quarks wlten compared to 
those for 6's. [n the following sections, we briefly review how soma of the potential 
extensions of the standard model coukl modify the values of the heavy quark asym
metries A/, with particular attention to thane processes which could result in huge 
modifications of the Zee coupling. 

2.7.1 Two-Higgs Doublet Models and Supersymmetry 
When the single higgu doublet of the minimal standard model as described above is 
extended to two doublets, the single "standard model" higgs particle is replaced by 
five higgs bosons, each of which can participate in vertex loops and hence, can effect 
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the heavy quark asymm«tries[5(il. Typically, three neutral liiggs h°, Ha, and -4°, mid 
two charged higgs H±, comprise the higgs spectrum of these theories. Theories of 
this type are parametrized by the ratio of tlie vacuum expectation values of the two 
doublets t>a/vi = tanfl. Charged higgs and (in aupersymmetry) chargjno exchange 
in Z -* 66 decays can have potentially large effects on the effective Zbb couph*ng[57]; 
these modincations are auppreaeed by |K*| a < 2 x 1(T 3 for charm. Corrections from 
neutral hlggs exchange can be proportkHial to m/t and thus are smalt as well. Other 
contributions from neutralino exchange and nq*ark contributions in sujjersymnietric 
theory arc also expected to be small for charm. 

Alternate models with two higgs doublets can contain flavor-changing neutral 
currents[58], where the effects are largest in the i - c - higgs vertex. This is advan
tageous, as it allows a direct coupling of c to the "heavy" physics opened up by mt-
Depending on the strength of the Yukawa coupling in these theories, large (> 5% in 
SAC/AA could be observed. 

2.7.2 Extended Gauge Sectors 
Of the various models for extending the gauge structure in which the Standard Model 
is einbtxkled in order to achieve » unification of couplings, the E(G) models[59] arc 
interesting to our present discussion because they can contain "Alternate Left-Right" 
models that effectively switch the quantum numbers of the ordinary fermions[60]. 
This leads to large vertex corrections for charm quark final states which are similar 
to those seen for b quarks in the Standard Model, which could potentially odd large 
corrections to itie Zee vertex. The ratio of the higgs moss to the mass of the WR boson 
that mediates the interaction is the determining iactor in the size of the modification 
of Ac due to a model of this type. For mw„ > 0.3 TeV and higgs masses greater than 
~ 1 TcV, 10% deviations from the expected Standard Model value is possible. 
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2.8 Measurements of the Heavy Quark Forward-
Backward Asymmetries 

An shown in Table 2.4, the quarks produced in Z° decays have large asymmetry 
parameters Aj, wliich implies that the product \A\Aj it also relatively large, or at 
leant large enough to be easily measurable. The large values of the parameter* A/ alto 
imply that the sensitivity of AFB to variations in the value of A, is nearly maximal 
(see Table 2.4), which motivates the effort to measure each separately in order to 
scarcli for differences in tlie initial and linal slate couplings. The statistical boon 
provided by the large hndrunic width of tlie Z° provides extra incentive to attempt 
measurements of 4 f jjfor quarks. 

In order to be sufficiently sensitive to the (mark forward-backward asymmetries, 
however, as pure sample as possible of the particular quark flavor is needed. With 
the techniques presently available in modern particle detectors, the only two primary 
quarks whose events can be Isolated in a "clean" (read, "withsmallsystematicerrors") 
manner are c and 6. These considerations have led to many measurements of AFB 
for heavy quarks by the LEP experiments in order to gain as much information as 
possible ubout the value or sin'Sjf'. We no*' turn to a discussion of the various 
techniques used to obtain samples of heavy quarks for asymmetry measurements. As 
will be seen, all of these techniques exploit one or more of the features of heavy quark 
production and decay: 

• Hard Fragmentation Functions', 

• Large Masses, 

• Long Lifetimes. 

Results of the various metliods will be discussed in Chapter 1. 

'See Chupter 3. 

file:///A/Aj
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• AH 3th*r touroM 

Figure 2.12: The p and p± distributions Tor leptonB in hadronic Z° decays. 

2.8.1 High p± Lepton lfcgs 
The first inclusive method used to isolate heavy quark eventfl(6l] was to require the 
presence of high-energy, isolated leptons as a tag. This technique exploits the rela
tively large (— 20%) branching fraction of heavy hadrons to leptons plus a hadronic 
system (Q -* I + X) the hard heavy quark fragmentation functions, and the large 
energy available in the heavy hadron decay. The latter two projiertios of heavy quark 
event! result in leptons with large total momentum and large p i relative to the initial 
heavy hadron direction, which is commonly approximated by the jet axis' or the event 
thnut[62] axis. 

The possible sources of leptons in hadronic decays of the Z° arc*: 

•See Chapter 8. 
'Throughout tkta thuk ill •UtemvnU «* MBUI»<1 to apply equally to charged-conjugMe uxxka. 
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« b — c - 1 * 

• b — c — t~, where the e is produced from the branching of the IV" 

• 6 - T - - 1 -

• punchthrough, decays of *s or Ks in flight 

and the decays that proceed through mixing: 

, h - 6 — t* 

• b — l-*c—*l~, etc. 

The sign of the outgoing lepton is noted here explicitly, as it is used to determine 
the sign of the parent heavy quark in order to determine whether the fermkm waa 
produced in the forward or backward hemispltcre. From the list above, it is clear that 
there is the possibility of confusion, as a lepton can come from any of the sources. 
As shown in Figure 2.12, however, those leptons with high momentum and high 
transverse momentum relative to the jet axis actually do come predominantly from 
heavy quark decays. For b events in SLD, the purity of the remaining sample after a 
cut which excludes leptuns that fall within the ellipse 

(£)'+(£)'- <-» 
is approximately 72% [166]. The efficiency for 6's in the hadronic event sample to 
pass this cut is about 5%. As the momentum requirements are lowered, a significant 
portion of the lepto&s from charm decays are allowed into the sample. As long as 
the proper corrections for B — B° mixing aio included, one can perform a maximum 
likelihood fit to the lepton spectra vs. polar angle and determine AFB or AFB and 
AC

FB simultaneously. This method has been employed by the LEP cxperimentt(63| to 
measure AFB and AFB. It should be mentioned that the errors on AFB derived from 
an analysis of this type tend to be significantly larger than those on AFB due to the 
effective background subtraction that occurs when fitting the asymmetry of a charm 
sample with small signal-to-noise. 
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2.8-2 Exclusive Reconstruction of Charmed Mesons 
It is possible to obtain a relatively pure sample of events containing primary charm 
quarks, but at the price of requiring the presence of specific final states in the charm 
meson decay. Since methods of thin type will be the primary focus of this thesis, we 
will discuss them in some detail here. These analyses usually consist of kinematlcally 
reconstructing topological^ simple decay modes of the D° meson, then requiring that 
the D° was produced in the decay cascade D*+ - . ir*D°. This second requirement 
reduces the tagging efficiency, but enhances the tag purity through a clever kinematic 
trick[64]. Since the masses of the D*+ and D° are 2010 MeV/c 3 and 1864 MeV/c 3, 
respectively, the maw difference between the D'*aud the w+P° combination is es
sentially a {-function at zero1. The distribution is smeared out slightly due to the 
extremely small *+ momentum {39 MeV/c)* in the 0* + rer t frame and from tracking 
resolution effect*. The kinematics of this decay result in a strong correlation between 
the angle of the it* with respect to the D" direction and the energy of the w*. Since 
tracking systems tend to measure angles better than momenta, the width of the peak 
in the mass difference (Am) distribution is much narrower than that for the C" nuts . 
Significantly more background is excluded by cutting on the reconstructed D° mass 
and the Am distribution simultaneously. The added advantage in using this technique 
in a forward-backward asymmetry measurement is that the sign of the it, gives the 
sign of the D"*auA hence the sign of the charm quark without any of the ambiguities 
associated with leptons. 

In addition, one can take advantage of the hard charm fragmentation function to 
obtain a sample of even higher purity, as the background events and Da produced 
in b decay cascades typically have lower energy. Requiring the fractional energy 
xD =»• 2ED/ECU of the charm system to be more than 0.4, for example, reduces the 
background contamination by another large factor. 

To estimate the usefulness of thin tagging technique, let us first calculate the 
fraction of Z° -» cc events which contain the decay chain D'+ — xfD0... This last 

'The actual HUM difference \M*1 la uulywi It Am - m(D' *) - m(£>"), which remit* la a narrow 
peak abo« m(w)+ 6 MeV/c3 laitaftrf. 

'for Ihta I M I H , this piou is oftea referred to M the "bactebr", "•low", or "spectator" pktn|SA]. 
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Tabic 2.5: The largest branching fraction! in £P decay. We show here the branchiae 
fractions into topological final states ignoring any resonant substructure. 

Decay Mode Branching rVacttofi (%) 

Seiui-leptonic Modes: 
0° - . K-e*v, 3.80 ± 0.22 
B> - . K~vf\/, 3.2 ± 0.4 
DP-.K'-t'e+v, i.oti. 
D ' - . K V e + n , 2.8ii5 
Hadronic Modes: 

B ° - . « - * * 4.01 ±0.11 
0 » - 7 ? V 2.05 ± 0.26 
If-TP***- 5.3 ± 0.6 
C° - . K-ir*V 13.8 ± 1.0 
W - J f V i 0 -1 .0 ±0.2 
D ° - A - » * i + l - 8.1 ± 0.5 
C-XV*-*" 9.8 ± 1.4 
O" - K - ; r W 15 ±5 
Lf - «-»•»+»-»» 4.3 ±0.4 
D°^K°i*i - i tV( i° ) 10.61JS 
0° — ir-ir+i° 1.6 ±1 .1 
D° — a-iTx+irV 1.9 ±0 .4 

step tells us that even if we can reconstruct every last D°, only 7% of all charm 
events will fait into our event sample using this technique if we make no other cuts. 
Unfortunately, we need to impose more cuts, and only a small fraction of D" decays 
are simple enough to be reconstructed in a straightforward manner. In Table 2.5 we 
list the largest branching fractions of the Z)° for refei*nce[66]. 

In general one would choose to concentrate effort on the .D0 decay modes with 
the largest branching fractions to maximise the statistical power of the result. As 
mentioned above, however, the cleanest signals are obtained when one can use both 
the reconstructed 0 ° mass and the Am distribution, so modes with invisible neutrals 
are disfavored. Since the inefficiencies involved in x D reconstruction are often Urge, the 
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mode* containing niore than one JT° also are often excluded. The special kinematics 
of the decay D° -•* K'***0 make it tuitable for inclusion aiuce the w° need not 
be reconatructed t? obtain a narrow mass peak suitable for event selection. This 
cornea aliout in the following manner(65]. The decay EP —• A""ir+jr0 can proceed 
through two intermediate resonance decays D° -* K~p+ and D° -» K"~K+. Since 
the D° is a paeudoscalar, tlwse decays arc both from a state of J = 0 to slates of 
J = l + j * 0. In this CMC, HM.- vector meson must be in the Jt = 0 state to conserve 
angular momentum. This results in the decay products being emitted jirefercntially 
along the vector meson direction (tii|,D ex cosfl). In each case, approximately half 
the time, the K~ and tlie JT+ will be emitted in opposite directions in the P° rest 
frame, which results in their combination having a high invariant mass. Tlie other 
~ 50% of the cotubinntions yields a peak at lower mass. The peak ix sufficiently 
narrow for one to select these decays by imposing a maas cut in a band ltelow the 
true D" mass. Typically, tlien, the decay modes LP — K~ir+, D° — K " " T + T 0 , 
and D° -* A*~ir+it't"ir~ arc included in analyses which attempt to isolate n sample 
enriched in primar>* chann events using exclusive decay modes. 

The fraction of charm events remaining after each step in the decay of a charm 
quark for these decay modes can be summarized by 

c 2 S D mesons ^ £)•+ $% K+D° - ^ w+K-** - 1.2% 
- ^ j r*A-jr + »° - 4.2% 
^ jr+A-jr+jr+Tr- = 2.4% 

(2.89) 
where the branching fractions for a -* b arc given above the arrow for each step in 
the cascade. So, the net charm-selection efficiency of these analyses could be as high 
aa 8% if multiple decay modes nre included (assuming 100% event selection efficiency; 
typical event selection efficiencies are as high as 20%). Event samples derived with 
these selection techniques have HIBO been used at LEPJ67, 68, 69] to measure AC

FB, 
amuming A'FB m given by its .standard model value. 
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2.8.3 Lifetime Tmf Combined with Jet Charge 

With the advent of precision mkrovertex detector* in collider phytic*, It haa become 
possible to reliably separate events containing heavy hadrons from those with only 
light hadrons by using the lifetime signatures of the decaying badrons. Heavy, weakly-
decaying hadrons such u B and D meson* have "long" lifetimes on the order of 1 pa, 
which, at ^energies, implies that their average decay lengths will be one to several 
millimeters. Their decay products will tend to have large p i relative to the meson 
flight direction, which makes the secondary decay vertices family resolvable using a 
vertex detector whose typical impact parameter resolution is lean than 100 ttm for 
these tracks. Heavy quark events can be tagged in an inclusive manner by requiring 
the presence of a decay vertex or vertices in an event or hemisphere that is well sep
arated from tli" interaction point. Requiring some number of tracks to appear nor 
to originate from the interaction point, citlwr by simple counting or by a likelihood 
function based on this information, can also be used'. A lifetime-significance likeli
hood function tag was used to measure r(Z° -* b6)/r(£* — liadrons). in Ref. (70). 
Up to this time, tags of this type have concentrated on isolating [Hire samples of b 
fiftdrons, as their typical lifetimes and decay multiplicities arc largest. Efficiencies in 
excess of 60% for purities above 90% hnvc been achieved for these sorts of tags when 
they are applied to select b events. 

Once a pure sample of b events (in this case) has been selected, an inclusive way 
must be found to measure tlic charge of the outgoing quarks to discern whether the 
fermion was produced in the forward or backward hemisphere. One way to proceed 
ja to employ the momentum-weighted jet charge Q[7lj: 

<?= £ - % - s i K a ( * - f ) | p > f r . (2.90) 
inclu 

Here, ^ is the sign of the i'k particle, whfc'li has 3-inomenium ftt T is a unit vector 
along the thrust axis direction, awl K is mi adjustable parameter which must be 
optimized for each situation. The sign of the vector T is chosen such that overall sum 
Q is negative, making T an estimate of the b quark direction. Q in defined such that 

•For detmiU of a *lmple counting tag, m Chapter 7. 
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high momentum particles close to the thrust axis contribute the most information to 
the charge sum in an attempt to maximiie the weight of the b decay products in the 
sum. This is successful siuce the hard 6 quark fragmentation function results in the 
decay products of the b having large average momentum along the original • quark 
direction in addition to carrying the majority of the energy in each thrust hemisphere. 
The LEP experiments have measured A\g using this technique[72]. 

2.9 Measurements of Ab and Ac at SLD 
The analysis that is presented in this thesis is a single panel in a triptych of measure
ments of the parity-violating couplings At, and Ac performed using the SLD detector 
at SLC and the techniques described above. 

Using the 1993 data sample of Z°decays, measurements of A\ and Ac have been 
performed using high-px tnuons and electrons a* a tag of heavy quark events. As an 
illustration of the results, tile asymmetry t». tlie polar angle of the outgoing fermion 
is SIJOWU in Figure 2.13 for tcptons selected with the elliptical cut of Eq. 2.88. The 

0.4 

4 0.4 

0 

0 0.2 0.4 0.8 
|CM8|«| _ . , 

Figure 2.13: The left-rigbt forward-backward asymmetry Tor high p, px ieptwis. 
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Figure 2.14: Tlie outgoing b quark direction as determined by jet charge for the two 
beam helicUies. Note the large raw asymmetry. 

curve drawn through the points is the asymmetry function from Eq. 2.72. Note that 
the observed asymmetry \» quite large, as would be expected with the large absolute 
beam polarization (63%) of this data set. FVoui a maximum likelihood analysis of the 
leptoii p and px spectra, they obtained tiie following resulta[73] for At and J4*: 

At 

A, 

0.91 ± 0.14(j(af) ± 0.Q7{»ysi} 

0.37 ± Q.23(«fat) ± 0-2I(sffst). 

Note that the comment made above in reference to the typical error size on AC

FB from 
measurements using the lepton tag technique applies equally well to measurements 
at Ac. 

A jet-charge technique has alao been employed to meature A* after a sample of • 
events was selected uiing an impact parameter tagging technique like that deacribad 
in Chapter 7. l b demonstrate the power of thit technique, we ahow in Figure 2.14 
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the raw datributiooa of the polar angle of the outgoing fennkm for the two different 
longitudinal polarisation states of the beam. The raw asymmetry is quite large, even 
ifthe identification of the fcrmion direction is not quite perfect". A binned fit to the 
expreaakm in Eq. 2.72 after background subtraction yiddsl74] 

/U=-O-87±0.U(«(aO±O.09(s|(sf). 

All of the above n s u k s w e consistent with tlte standard model values of A» = 0.93 and 
Ac = 0.67. Comparison of these values with those obtained by the LEF collaborations 
will be made in ChaptT 1. 

We now turn to a description of the methods used in this thesis to measure Ax-

2.10 The Measurement of AE Using Exclusively 
Reconstructed D Mesons 

In this thesis, we concentrate on a measurement of the parameter Ac using an enriched 
•ample of Z° -* cc events. As discussed above, the only way such a sample can be 
obtained is through the reconstruction of exclusive decay dianncb of D niesous, and 
this will be our method. Since the charm-tagging efficiency of this method is sto small 
and we begin with a data sample 50 times smaller than that of the LEP experiments, 
we seed to design an analysis that yields as meaty charm events as possible in order 
to arrive at a competitive measurement for Ac- To this end, we have created a new 
set of selection criteria for isolating Z?° decays that make extensive use of the SM> 
precision vertex detector by requiring that the those particles used to reconstruct the 
£ft meson also form a secondary decay vertex well separated from the interaction 
point. The sample of D° decays used to measure Ac is a combination of events 
selected by the standard kinematic analysis and tlrosc chosen by the new decay length 
selection criteria. In addition, to maximize the statistical power of the measurement 
we include a sample of D* decays. Note thai sign of the D* also unambiguously 
determines the sign of the charm quark produced in the Z°decay. Since there is no 

" I t k Miniated that the outfoiag quark k Uffnl propwly M « k or i la 63% of i evcoU. 
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corresponding Am trick to int|>rove the signal to Kobe m the owe of D* production*, 
wc arc «nly interested In those D + ilecay mode* with a Large probability for correct 
recon-itruction*- We iist the major branching fractiooi[194) of the B+ in Table 2.6 for 
comparison to Table 2.5; we have chosen to consider only the mode D* —• K~*+x* 
for this analysis as it offers a large branching fraction and contain? no *•», The £> f 

selection analysis also makes extensive use of the vertex detector to obtain a sample 
of event* with very little background. 

A detailed description of the D" aiid D* selection techniques will be presented 1B 
Chapter 13. Discussion of the likelihood fitting method used to extract Ac follows in 
Chapter I, with a discission of systematic enors on tlje measurement (Chapter 1) 
and conclusions (Cliapter 1) serving to dose the electrowenk part of this thesis. 

*U*im the decay D'° — n"D* nenwiUtes tecoaMructkm of the *°. 
'OIK advantage to using the D+ modes to thit the pn*«K* of * D* — t> cawade ia not required, 

to that ths analysis can **rt witk a Uqp* poot st casnu events SHjfeUy aaniet cuts stlM nault la 
a Urge •atnpte of event* 
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Table 2.6: The largest branching fractions in £)+ decay. We show here the branching 
fractions into topological linat states ignoring any resonant substructure. 

Decay Mode Branchiug FVactioa (%) 

Scmi-Ieptonic Modes: 

z > + - * " « • * 6.6 ±0 .9 
D*-*!??**, 7.0iJ8 
B * - A - T + C + I / , 4-KJS 
D* - • K-**li+i>u 3.2 ±1 .7 
Hsdnmic Modes: 

D*-.»V 2.74 ±0.29 
D* - A - i + » * 9.1 ±0 .6 
D* - ??Vir° 9.7 ±3 .0 
D* -K-K+K + Z° 6.4 ± 1.1 
D + - . 7 ? 0 ! * ! * ! - 7.0 ±1 .0 
D*-^ /C _ i r + f f + ) r V 2.2SS 
0 + - : K V i r * * - T ° 5.5» : ; 

p - f f r 3.1 ±0 .7 



Chapter 3 

The Strong Interaction: 
An Introduction 

The quest for the correct theoretical formulation of the nuclear force has continued 
since the clarification of nuclear structure that resulted from Chadwk&'a discovery of 
the neutron in 1935 [75]. Yukawa's rrioo [76], although H provided a key concept in the 
development of held theory, proved to be tbc first of an enormous number of meson 
statei instead of the particle solely responsible for carrying the strong interaction. The 
incredible simplification realised in the qujrk model of Gell-Mann and Zweig [77] *"d 
the introduction of "color" by Han and Nambu[7S] represent the cornerstone of our 
"modern" understanding of strong interactions, as tlieir supposition of flavor and color 
Sl/{3} as the correct group symmetries has been borne oat by experiment. The early 
1970's witnessed the transition of quarks from phantoms to physical entities [79j in the 
deep-inelastic electron scattering experiments performed at SLAC. The discovery[80) 
that the non-Abelian nature of Yang-Mills theories! 10] allowed the ultraviolet freedom 
of quarks necessary to explain the Bjotken scaling seen in these experiments allowed 
ttie theory of the strong interactions that we now krxiw as Quantum Ciiirrnodynamics 
(QCD) to reach its final form. Tlie observations at PETUA [81] of jets of particles 
interpreted to be from the radiation of bard gluoas served to cement QCD as the 
"correct" theory of the strong interactions. Since that time, all other tests of the 
assumptions of QCD have reinforced this conclusion. Since part of the topic of thii 

50 
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thews is another of these tests of QCD, it is proper to review in more detail the 
theoretical formulatiou of QCD and the manner in which it can be tested. 

3.1 Quantum Chromodynamics 
This section presents a discussion of the theory of the strong interactions, proceeding 
from its basic group-theoretical symmetries through the question of rcnormalizability. 
The phenomcnological successes of QCD will lit pointed out at the appropriate points. 

3.1.1 The QCD LacrangUui 
We begin with the lagrangian density for Quantum Chromodynamics" of one quark 
field q: 

C = qiit»Ou - m)q - S . (yyT H ? )^ - faa? . (3.91) 

Here, T„ (a = 1 , . . .8) are the generators of SU(3), B£ are the eight gauge-invariant 
gluon rieldu, and g is the coupling introduced in requiring local Sf/(3)-color gauge 
invariancc. The generators T satisfy 

[Ta.TJ^. /ofcT, , (3.92) 

where the factors /& arc the 51/(3} structure constants. The kinetic energy term is 
given by 

C„u = a„Bt - QuBZ - g J ^ B t . (3.93) 

This last term, required by local gaugc-invariance, separates the behaviour of QCD 
from tliat of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), as it implies that the gluons them
selves carry the color cliarge. This addition arises due to the non-Abelian nature of 
the gauge group; similar terms occur in the Electroweak Lagrangian, Eq. 2.2. The 
interactions associated with each of the terms in the Lagrangiaa of Eq. 3.91 are shown 
schematically in Figure 3.1. 

*tke diicuwioii of the field -theoretical properties of QCD pmeMed in tub and the ibllowiag 
•action* IMI been ayatbMued from a nuntw of references. See Rafc. {36, 25, 82] far detail*. 
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^ ^ A, 
qq BB gBqq g B 3 g 2 B 4 

Figure 3.1: A symbolic representation of the interactions contained in the QCD la-
grangian. Tlie diagrams labeled qq and BB arc the quark and gluoii p r o n a t o r s . 
The vertices to order g are shown next, and finally, the four-gl'ion vertex is shown. 

It litis become customary to refer to the quantity o , = j | as tlie strong coupling. 
All further discussion of the strong coupling in this thesis will follow this convention. 

3.1.2 Simple QCD Procewes 
In this section, we will discuss the processes e + e " -* qq and e + e~ —• qqg in order to 
exhibit some of the properties of ttie strong interaction formulated in QCD. Figure 
3.2a slmws the Fcynmiui diagram for c + e " —• qq at the tree level, whit \ except 
for the required factor of Ne (the number of colors) in the cross section, requires no 
input from QCD'. To lowest order in tlie strong coupling Q „ the rate for e + e " —•qq 
is modified by virtual corrections due to internal gluon loops, as sliowii in Figure 
3.2b. Each of these diagrams contains ultra-violet and/or infra-red divergences, but 
the sum of the squared amplitudes yields a finite result for the total cross section1 

when the 0 ( a . ) correction due to the emission of a real gluoii {Figure 3.3a) is added. 
For completeness, Figure 3.2c contains the Feymnan graplis of processes of order QJ 
included in a higher order calculation of e+e~~ —> qq. The addition of thcae diagrams 
to those for HI other 0(oJ) processes, including those in Figure 3.3b and Figure 
3.4 also results in a finite total croas section for e+e~ — liadrons after the coupling 
constant is renormalized (see the next section). 

'The dectrowcak differential crow section for ferauon production waa piwiHid in Eq. 2.5f. 
•See, e.g., fief. {82, p. 50]. 
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(•) 

y r-~"-\l V^S<J \ s ~ V ^ J 

y ^ y~\ )>-^ 
\ A A T \ W S ^ 5 jy^N^^3 

Figure 3-2: Fcynman diagrams for e+e" -» 99, allowing (a) the 0(Q°) process, (h) 
0 ( o , ) processes, and (c) O ( Q J ) procesaes. 
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(•) >~f 

/̂ \.,_ 

Figure 3.3: Feynman diagrams for e + e~ -» « g , showing (a) the 0 ( o . ) process, *nd 
(b) O(QJ) jirocesses. 

Let us consider explicitly the process e + e~ -» 999 where, instead of being inter
ested only in the total crow section for e + e~ —* hadrons, we would like to obaerve the 
radiated gluon. To lowest order in QCD, the differential crow aection for radiating a 
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y 
A 

Figure 3.4: Feynman diagrams for e + c -* q$q$ and c + e 

single gluon in events of the type e*c~ —» qq~g (sec Figure 3.3a) is given by(83l 

da 
•=o0--

2 Q , i f+ : 
dxxdx-i 3 JT (1 - i i ) ( l - 1 2 ) ' 

where CT0 is the lowest order Born croes section, 

4 r a a 

da = ^cE«?. 

(3.94) 

(3.95) 

and j j « 2Ei/ECM for 1 - 1 : i/, i = 2 : 9, i = 3 : g. Here, Wc = 3 is the number of 
colors, a is the electroweak coupling, and 9/ is the charge of quark flavor/. Of course, 
the values of x that are kinematically allowed in this formulation are 0 < 1 < 1, 

The lowest-order cross section of Eq. 3.94 diverges as n or i j approaches unity. 
Tiie case X\ —• 1, xj -* 1 corresponds to the emission of a gluou of vanlshingly 
small momentum. This is an infrared divergence, In that the cross section diverges 
when the momentum of the emitted quantum approaches zero. The other case, where 
xi —• I, t j j * I corresjKmds to the situation where one of the quarks emits a soft, 
colllnear gluon, and is known as a collinear divergence. In either case, tlte gluon is 
not resolvable from the j or Q. As stated above, however, the total crow section for 
«=+e~ —> luwlrons is Unite, so the probability of radiating a "^solvable" fln*l-state 
gluon must also be finite. We can define the term "resolvable" by any number of 
different criteria. For example, the energy of the outgoing gluon and its angles with 
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respect to the two quarks must be ubuvu some threshold [84], or, equivalentiy, the 
scaled invariant mass squared 

1=-* (3.S6) 

must be greater than some resolution paraint^r ymi„ for all pairs of quarks and 
gluoiLs[85j. Integration over the region of phase space that the gluoti is molvttUle 
yields u finite cross section for e + e " —* qqg events*. Note that the cross section for 
e + e~ —» qgg (and that for e+c" —• qq, for that matter) must now be functions of the 
resolution criteria(8y]r 

<fn[ymin) = TO l + 32^[-21og ' , f f m i n -ylogVm* I . + ' l y m i n l o g y B 1 M - l + y 

*M*{ym.->) - ^l~{2\ogiymm+liU^yHtin-'iymnk%y„,K + ^ - ~ \ (3.97) 

Note that the cross section for the threc-partou filial state is proportional to a,; 
we wilt use the measurement of this imaiitity to derive the magnitude of the strong 
coupling. 

Similar caHilat >ons haw been performed to obtain matrix elements for more com
plicated final slates of <iuarks and gtuons (lieiiceforth referred to collectively as "par-
tons"). In particular, results exist fur the cross sections for four (e + e~ —* qqgg or 
e + e " - . qqi/H') [87] and 5-jct (c+t:~ — qqggg or e+e" -* qOtfifgi {88] parton fi
nal states- In prinnplc, these calculations can be compared with the experimental 
measurements of the same quantities us a check of tile validity of higher-order QCO 
calculations. 

As mentioned HIIOVC, the individual Fcyuman amplitudes for tlie first order QCD 
corrections to uny process contain divergences. Since the "bare1' coupling of the 
theory appears to 1M; infinite when the firwt order corrections are added, it is useful as 
a computational tool to invoke a rewnnalixalion procedure to redefine the coupling a , 
as a finite experimental observable and absorb live infinities of the individual gr»|>lut. 
This will be discuiucd in the next section. 

'The infrared divert***** cancel IWMC In the 0[<t.) MICUUUON fat e*e~ — ff, n t a r t the ctcm 
•action for r* c" — tf It nl*» finite, M H muM be ti» pmerve uakaiHy M ikk> order la pwturbaUon 
tltaory[«]. 
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(a) Jximr V . 

M £>nmr + Tjw""" 1 •HJoVW-'l 

(c) —^wwr + f£nmp •aizi-iM^Tj 

« ^<>t>-o-*X> •fcbVJV1) 

Figure 3.5: The leading order corrections to the qu&rk-gluon vertex, i.e., to a„ show
ing: (a) the bare qqg vertex; (b) the one looi> vertex corrections, which multiply the 
bare vertex by the factor («?fl - 1); (c) the quark self-energy corrections, which mul
tiply the bare vertex by the factor -2 (Zf ' - 1 ) ; (d) the gluon self-energy correctlona, 
which multiply the bare vertex by the factor {Z3 - 1). The solid lines correspond 
to quarks, the helical curves represent gluons, and the dashed lines are the "ghost" 
distribution necessary for removing non-physical gluon polarization states from the 
calculation. 

3.1.3 The Renormallzation of the Strong Coupling 

Before moving on to a discussion of the various predictions of QCD, the behaviour of 
the theory at the one-loop level needs to be explored. It is the renormalized coupling 
which exhibit* all of the salient features of QCD phenomenology, and we turn now to 
a discussion of its derivation. 

The lowest order diagrams and virtual corrections to the quark and gluon prop
agators arc shown in Figure 3.5. As is shown in the figure, the lowest order vertex 
factor -ijfiipTe is modified' by the various one-loop corrections: 

'Expression* for three correction* can be found in, e.g., Ref [82]. Not* that Figure 3.6d contains 
an extra diagram due to the "ghost" term* which muit be added to remove nou-physical putaxbatlon 
•tatce In the gauge chosen for thia calculation. 
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• - ' r iHtTat^fr 1 ~ *) by t n e vertex corrections, 

• ( - '3?7^T U )(-2)(Z3 _ 1 - 1) by the quark self-energy corrections, 

• -iffj7(.T a{2 3 — 1) by the corrections to the gluon propagator. 

Each of the Z, terms contain ultra-violet divergencus resulting from the infinite mo
menta which are possible in the partun loops. Them infinities muat be absorbed into 
an effective coupling constant in order to tender the theory cakulationally useful. 
Including the proper normalization Tor external fermion lines and the gluon source, 
we can odd the amplitudes for all of the diagrams to arrive at 

- i « . 7 „ T . - " j f f i g ' [' + ( V ~ 1) - 2(Z» ' ~ 1) + (Zi - 1)] (3-96) 

= ^(- ir fT.T. ) 

or 

>.=Y»''' < 3 " > 
This coefficient can be written as a power scries in terms of a°, the tare coupling, 
where Q* * S 2 / 2 T . The new, renormaliicd effective coupling a\fl U given by 

Here, BQC0 is the actual functional form of the result, mid Q'* is the gluon momentum 
liquored and hence the energy available for the interaction. In general, the specific 
form of BQO depends on the method chosen to regulate the divergences that arise in 
calculating the Zj factors while preserving gauge invariaiice. One way to do this, called 
dimensional regularization[90, 91] is to ralculate the loop diagrams in N dimensions, 
where N is typically set to N = 4 + €, and then take the limit of the results as 
N -* 4 (e - 0). 

Equation 3.101 implies that 

5^) -55-*»<«">• ( 3 1 0 1 ) 
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The functioii B^^Q2) diverges, however, and •» standard rctiormalization procedure 
must be followed In order to obtain a finite, observable coupling in terms of a finite 
difference of infinite terms. Since B^^Q2) is pro|K>rtional to Iog(? a, wc cannot 
define the coupling in the limit of zero momentum transfer. Instead, wc must chaotic 
a finite reference scale Q1 = /t a and define the "experimental coupling" as 

o .s» . ( / , ' ) (3.102) 

as a replacement for a? where it appears. The relationship between the experimental 
coupling and the bare coupling is given, then, by 

so that at other values of Q 1 , we find the coupling is 

Since the Q2 do|ieiidcnce of BQC0{Q2) o n ' v appears in a iogarithmic term, 

B^W) ~ B^oU?) oc log(Q a / / ' a ) • (3.105) 

To lowest order [82, p. 242], the exact expression is 

JWQ8) " *W/''> = '% M W ) , (3-106) 

where 
P, = jCA-icF = n-ln,. (3.107) 

Here, CA and Cp ore the Dynkiu indices of the adjoint and fundamental represen
tations of 5(/(3) u , and nf \B the number of quark flavors accessible at energy rang': 
Q}. The difference in the two infinite -B^g terms is finite and doesn't depend on 

"Thtwc factors arise in calculating the traces In obtaining tin- loop amplitu&s. The quantity 
CA coinw from the trace Tr(F.Ft) = CW* = 34"fc, where F, are the 8 x 8 matrtce* defined hy 
(F0)*r = -i/ . i(. So, CA = 3, the number of colon- In the fundamental representation, l t (T.T t ) -= 
CptP* m 16"* for each fcnnlon in the fundamentaJ reprwentatlon. All told, the factor due to Cp Is 
given by \nt, wlicre nf h tlie number of acceaalbk En-mlou. 
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the constants introduced by dimenKioiml rogularlzutioii. Inserting this expression into 
Equation 'J. 104 yields 

It is common to rewrite the above equation in tenns of a single parameter, often 
denoted A. If wc make the replacement 

wc can rewrite Eq. 3.108 as 

This particular choice of which coastants are nbsortied into A is known an the Min
imal Subtraction (MS) schemc[92). Other schemes, such as the Modified Minimal 
Subtraction (MS) scheme[93], also exist. 

Note that there two effects of the renormalization of the coupling. First, the 
coupling a, now is function of Q3, i.e. a , is a running coupling. Second, the renor
malization procedure has re-expressed the coupling of QCD AS a function of A single 
parameter, A, which IK now the fundamental parameter of QCD. 

3.1.4 The Altarelli-Parlfli Equations: 
The Leading Logarithm Approximation 

It was shown by Altarclli and Parisi[SM] that, to leading order in powers of the log
arithms logQVA 3 , the results of £>(a?) QCD calculations for the behaviour of the 
structure functions in deep-inelastic scattering can be reproduced by a consideration 
of only the basic vortices of QCD coupled with partan probability densities in an 
infinite momentum frame (p > rn,). Their description of hard scattering i» valid to 
all orders in a , (Q J J logQ 7 /A 2 . These corrections to the tree level diagrams can be 
mimmed to infinite order, resulting in the so-called Leading Logarithm Approximation 
(LLA)[96] to QCD. 
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The Attaretli-Parisi formulation of the LLA in terms of the more intuitive parton 
model concepts allows a inuch simpler basis for calculating those quantities where 
the leading logarithms add important contributions, fn tlieir description, the basic 
vertices of QCD are expressed in terms of probability densities for the branching 
of ODC parton into two partem*, P.-*. The evolution of a jwrton density function 
A{«, Q2) is given by 

Here, / describes the evolution of the system, e.g. t = log(<2a/Aa). and « gives the 
fraction of the initial parton energy retained by parton b". The (Q'-independent)11 

functions P„^e are given by: 
41 + (1 + *) J 

(3.112) 

41+V 

The usefulness of this formulation in the generation of parton distributions within a 
MC simulation of badron production will be discussed below in Section 3.2.3. 

3.1.5 Higher Order Correction!: 
The Renormalization Group Equation 

It is possible to perform the calculation of the renormalized coupling to higher order 
in a* by considering the increasingly complex Feynman graphs which occur. Some of 
these for 0(a 2) axe shown in Figure 3.2c. 

The results of these calculations can be conveniently expressed in terms of the P 
function 0[a,) contained within the so-called Renormalization Group Equation: 

**>./«(! = / J ( o J - - | | a S - ^ < > : - ^ , < » ; + ... . (3.113) 

"Parton C iwceKwily «rt* the fraction 1 - x. 
"These terme are*}1 indepnrufeM to all order* of ci«. A miuble rwcalint; of tbe energy scale A 

lurfloM ta include higher-order (In a.) coMributioM[Q7|. 
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The coefficients are given by 

A =-= (306 - 38n/)/6 (3.1M) 

-27"' (3.115) 

in minimal subtraction (MS) scliemrs. Note t^at the definition of the coefficient! 
/?„ for n > 2 in the series depend on the specific renormalization procedure used to 
subtract the infinities, i.c. they are renormalization-scheme-dependent. The so-called 
rcnormali2ation scale fi a a measure of the mean gluon energy taken in the higher-
order corrections that modify the coupling. It is the game parameter introduced in 
tiie calculation of Section 3.1.3 to define the scale of the leading order corrections. 

With this definition of the 0 function, the definitiou of the scale A can be given 

'H^&i A = „ c x p | - / K t t ^ j . P U S ) 

The parameter A is arbitrary and serves to specify the boundary conditions on the 
choice of scale. 

If we could perform the calculation to all orders, any dependence of the answer 
on fi must vanish, as it is an artifact of the truncated calculation. We can see from 
combining Eq. 3.113 with Eq. 3.116 that, at least to this order, 

OA/dit = 0 (3.117) 

though A still depends on the renoemalization scheme through the exact, values of the 
coefficients in the (3 function series. 

The integration of the renormalization group equation yields an expression for 
Q , in terms of Mi or equivalently, from Eq. 3.116, in terms of A. One v-'hoke of a 
representation for this result is[96]: 

' l V ) Alo8(0VA3)[' A ln«J»/A») 

#E?«VA>) 
.((n[h(fl7A>)]-i)*+^-!)](ui|> 
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Having proceeded through the discussion of first- and second-order calculations of 
the modification of the strong coupling, wc should nausc and verify that the coupling 
we have obtained to relatively stroll, so that our use of a power scries iu these cal
culation* can be shown to be valid, as least a posteriori. We would expect that the 
strong interaction becomes "strong" when the energies of the quarks are on the order 
of tfc« binding energy of a simple hndron, like the ploii or kaon. Inserting a value of A 
of the order /» (A = 100 MeV/c), wc find that, for values of Q1 larger tlian about (S 
GeV/e) 1 , a, < 0.2, so at least there is some hope that there is a pcrturbative regime 
in which calculations based on the power series will converge. Wc will now discuss 
several of the properties exhibited by the renormalized value of the strong coupling 
a,-

3.1.6 Asymptotic Freedom and Quark Confinement 
The renormalizcd coupling shown in Equation 3.108 or Equation 3.118 possesses a 
remarkable property: as the momentum transfer of the reaction, Q2, approaches 
inlinity, the strength of the coupling drops to zero[80]. This is known aft "Asymptotic 
Freedom", and was surmised to be a necessary part of the theory of QCD after the 
..iln.^.ii.-iil.il.j,;;.!!;- ,,..ir^WUsHL'loptHiist';i:;...;^Uai.j.uuii.... 1SLACexlilbltt;d 
so-called "Bjorkcn scaling" [99]. The observe! behaviour of tlic structure functions in 
dccp-inelastic scattering implied that the uuurks within the nuclcona were quasi-free 
particles when struck by a hard photon, and thus any theoretical description of the 
strong force must include this property. 

The fcinn of Equation 3.113 gives us a convenient way to discuss the properties of 
the theory. Consider the lowest order term 

p f t > / * 3 « < i ) - ^ o * . (3.119) 

Since 
(3o=n--n,, (3.120) 

for jtj < 16, the coupling a, decreases as /i - • oo, i.e., 5t/(3) QCD is asymptotically 
free. This was shown ta be a general property of Yang-Mills theories; indeed, only 
non-Abelian theories have a chance of being asymjHotkaJly frec]100]. 
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Let us compare QCD and QED. The analogous equation to Eq,. 3.106 in QED la 

The coefficient we ivould identify as tfSB0 is then 

fl?*'"--|. P'22) 

which implies from Eq. 3.119 that the coupling in QED increases as Q2 —» oo, the 
diametrically opposite behaviour. It In the coutributlon of the gluon loops in the gluon 
self-energy correction, which are present only because the three-gluon vertex exists, 
that arid the extra, positive term in fly00 that makes the theory asymptotically free. 

A more "physical" picture can be obtained by considering a picture of the "charge 
screening" that occurs at small distances in the two theories. In QED, an electron is 
surrounded by a cloud of virtual electron-positron pairs. The pairs are polarized in 
such a manner that the positron* are closer to the pole electron, and thus a probe 
photon of relatively low energy observiw a lower, shielded charge, as it cannot resolve 
the polarized cloud. As tire energy of the photon increases, the distance scale of its 
interaction shrinks, allowing it to resolve an area containing fewer of the shielding 
partick-a, and Itence observing a higher charge. Something completely different hap
pens in QCD. Wc can again for simplicity consider a photon probe impinging on a 
quark of a given color, say Mac". Tltc same vacuum polarization effects that occur in 
QED will also be present, i.e., the quark will be surrounded by pairs of blue-anti-blue 
quarks from the vacuum, which will shield its charge. However, if the blue quark 
were to emit a virtual gluon of charge, say, blue-anti-red, it changes for a time into a 
red quark. Since this radiation of virtual gluons occurs continually, the color charge 
due to the quark is distributed and diffuse, so that the higher the resolution of the 
photon probe, the less effects of the color charge it can "see". In effect, the fact that 
8 colored gluons can be radiated overcomes the charge screening behaviour. 

If we now look at the opposite Q3 extreme, we can see that, as Q2 approaches A 9 

"The "colon" of color 5t7(3) haw cam* to be referred w m red. grow, and blue, the prlaary 
colore of llfht. 
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in 

"•""•ftW/AT ( 3 1 2 3 ) 

the coupling becomes infinite. Of course, the actual Kale at which this happens is 
somewhat arbitrary, m it depends on the exact value of A chosen, but It is a general 
feature of QCD that perturbative calculations are no longer valid when the energy 
of the quarks and gluoos approaches xero (Q1 -* A). This behaviour implies that 
free, individual, bare quarks are not found in nature. They must be confined [101] 
within color-neutral tiadroaic matter, since it would require an infinite amount of 
energy to liberate them; this is in stark contrast to the behaviour of electrons in 
the more familiar QED. At the present time, no rigorous proof exists that SU(3) 
QCD contains confinement. It can be sbown[78], however, that the presence of the 
gluon self coupling results in the lowest-energy states being those which are color 
singlets. For a discussion of dynamic symmetry breaking in non-abelian theories and 
its relationship to confinement, see Ref [102). 

The confinement of quarks and gluons within liadrons renders the comparison of 
theoretical calculations with experimental results difficult. Any experiment designed 
to test the tenets of QCD must begin and end with observable particles. Regard
less of the energy of the probe used as a measure of the interaction, the parton 
distributions produced by a process calculable in perturbative QCD necessarily pass 
through the incalculable non-perturbative regime as the asymptotically free partons 
are "dressed" up to become hadroja which can be observed in a particle detector. In 
practice, experimentalists rely on several different Monte Carlo-based models of tlus 
"hadronization" process in order to relate the observed distributions of hadrotis back 
to the underlying parton processes resjionsible for them. The observed diatribe itions 
and the simulation techniques used to reproduce them are the subject of the next 
section. 

3.2 Production of Hadrons in e+e~ Collisions 
So far in this discussion of QCD, we have concentrated in a somewhat abstract man
ner on the field-theoretical properties of a hauronic theory baaed on color St/(3) 
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and some general phenomeiiologlcal implications. Here, we preacnt an overview of 
hadron production in e+c~ collisions including the QCD proceiw* that resuk in the 
experimental obscrvabws. 

3.3.1 The Fragmentation ProcflM 
As the {irevious section implied, wlwn a quark-anti-quark pair is i»roduced in the 
process « + e~ -+ qij, the two bare quarks are not observed as two individual charged 
tracks emerging from tlie production point. Instead, a process similar to that shown ia 
Figure 3.6 occurs. Tlte two quarks, slowed by the increasing magnitude of the strong 
force, radiate gluons, each of which can split into two quarks which can themselves re-
radiate. This "showering" continues until tlie available energy is degraded towards A 3. 
As mentioned above, at this time the coupling becomes very large, and the partooa are 
no longer able to exist as free entities. It is here where the incalculable badronization 
process occurs, and we are left with many different liadronic states. Many of these 
states can be unstable resonance*, which quickly decay into more stable hadroos. It 
is this final distribution of stable liadrona which is observed in particle detectors. 

3.2.2 JeU 

As will be shown explicitly below, the shower process for a single quark is analogous to 
electromagnetic bremaslrahlung. Many of the rndiated gluons are thus emitted trav
eling close to the initial quark direction. If the primary quark ban sufficient relativistlc 
boost, the radiated partons, and hence their liadronic decay products, will farm a col-
limated cone around the initial quark momentum direction. These cones of particles 
are referred to as "jets", and are ubiquitous in liadronic interactions at high energy 
colliders *. Evidence for jets wan first observed by the MARK 1 experiment[103] at 
SPEAR, using an analysis that sliowed that the hadronic events became less spherical 
(and hence more "jetty") as the energy of collisions was increased from 3 to 7.4 GeV. 
At higher center-of-mass energies, jets are an obvious feature of hadronic events. In 
1979, experiments at PETRA[81] observed planar events with 3 well-separated jets, 

'A pnclM definition of what ii neaM by a "jet" *Ui bit give* below. In Soctioa 3.3.1. 
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(* « *| («} (*— <m — * \ **v> 

Figure 3.6: An overview of an e + e " —» q$ event. Four stages of the event evolu
tion are indicated. Stage (i) is the perturbative phase, where the Q* of the interac
tions are sufficiently large that perturbation theory is valid. Stage (ii) is fragmenta-
tion/hadrooucatkHi, where the initial partons are combined by some prescription, and 
color-singlet hadrons are formed. In stage (iii), the short-lived hadronic resonances 
decay; it is their decay products and the other stable hadrons that reach stage (iv), 
experimental observation. 

the first "direct" observation of hard gluon radiation. As an example of the observed 
Jet structure, Figure 3.7 shows events in SLD with 2 and 3 jets. As will be explained 
in the following sections, a number of properties of jets can be related to the underly
ing parton distributions and hence can be used to test the predictions of iierturbative 
QCD. 

3.2.3 Simulation* of Fragmentation 

The cascade of quarks and gluon produced in a parton shower is far too complicated 
to lend itself to an analytical calculation of the exact final state with present-day 
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Figure 3.7: Views of 2- and 3-jet events in SLD. The curved lines originating from 
the center of the detector are charged tracks; the irregular rectangular boxes which 
point back to the origin are energy deposits in the calorimeter system. See Chapter 
4 for a description of the various detector elements. 
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techniques'. Iiistcad, various approaches baaed on Monte Carlo simulation have been 
developed in aii effort to relate simple processes containing small number)! of partons 
to the properties of the hadronk final ntate[104j. They differ in the details of the 
showering process, but all models contain a picture of the hadronk: interactions that 
looks something like Fig. 3.6. 

To begin the showering process, tbc initial state consisting of the four-momenta of 
the original partons must be specified. Typically, this is done by either providing the 
calculated transition matrix elements of the original distributions for some number 
of parlous, known simply as the Matrix Element approach, or beginni-ig with two 
partons and allowing them to shower based on splitting probabilities, known as the 
Porton Shower approach1 

Matr ix Elements for P s r t o n Product ion 

As discussed in Section 3.1.2 the differential cross section for radiating a single gluon 
in events of the type e f e~ —• qqg (see Figure 3.3) is given by 

d£dT3 " Co3 x ( l - x O t l l x a ) ' ( 3 1 2 4 ) 

where ffu is the lowest order Born cross section, and i , = 2E,/ECu for i = 1 : g, > = 
2:q,i = 3:g. 

Operationally, the writer of a Monte Carlo simulation can avoid the Infrared sin
gularities of the matrix element by imposing some sort of cut-off in the minimum 
invariant mass between any two of the parlous. This corresponds to modifying the 
the definition of what constitutes a 2- vs. a 3-parton event depending on the energy 
of the radiated gluon. 

As discussed above, some of the second- and third-order QCD matrix elements 
have also been calculated, yielding the cross sections for 4-jet (e +e~ —• qqgg or 
e + r " -* qqq'if) [87) and 5-jet {e +e~ - • qq~ggg or e +«~ -» qlrffg) [88] events. These 

'Of founw, striking advances in fitU theory could chanae tblt situation. 
'Note that m haw bwn using the tern "parton shower" to refer to the cascade of partons 

fonnrd as tlw initial quark* fly apart from their production point. The Partem Shorn model of this 
cascade refers to a speciKc prescription for gluon radiation and spUttlag Into quark pairs during the 
shower log procoat. 
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can also be used to generate tlic initial-stale parton distributions for comparison with 
experiment. 

T h e P a r t o n Shower Mode) 

Rather tlian attempt to calculate the matrix elements Ur all of the possible final states 
to M high an order as possible, one cau uae the Altarelli-Parlsi (LLA) formulation' 
and consider the possible branchings contained within QCD: g —» qg, g —* gq, and 
g -* gg. Beginning with tbe initial quark pair, the system can be evolved given the 
probabilities that gluons are radiated, etc., as a functions of the parton energies and 
the energies of the radiated particles. This process would look something like that 
shown in Figure 3.8. Typically, a, is allowed to "run" during the shower as the energy 
of the partotis decreases. 

The shower process is initiated with a value of the energy of parton a and a 
suitably chosen value of r, wlicre t describes the energy evolution of the system. The 
virtuality £ of the shower Is allowed to run down until a branching occurs. Partona 
b and c are then evolved following tbe same prescription, and so on. Branchings are 
allowed until the available Q2 readies some cut-off value Q2,, typically of (7(A). Note 
that the cutoff APS depends on tlie actual definition of Q2 chosen in implementing the 
parton shower and Aps is generally not equal to the A introduced in renormalizatioa. 

Different implementations of this model are distinguished by the definitions of t, z, 
and Q1. The implementation developed by the Lund group{105], for example, treats 
the shower process in the centcr-of-niasB frame, with z being the energy fraction in 
that frame. The evolution parametor t is given by t = log{m 3/A a), where m is the 
mass of the parton. To account properly for the interference among tbe many soft 
gluous that are emitted[106], an "angular ordering" can be imposed on the shower 
such that successive gluon emissions occur at smaller relative angles-

'See Section 3.1.4. 
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Figure 3.8: Psrton Shower evolution, showing two primary quarks and a possible set 
of their "brandlings*'. 

Model* of Hadronizat ion/EVacmenUtion 

Once the initial partem distributions are generated frotn either the Matrix Element 
calculations or the evolution of a Partou Shower they must be "converted" into the 
color-singlet hadrons that can be observed by a particle detector. Tlic process of 
this conversion is called fragmentation, ' and must be implemented by some model 
motivated by appropriate theoretical assumptions, as the processes that form hadrons 
take place in the norj-perturbative regime and are therefore incalculable. There exist 
three major classes of models for fragmentation: 

•We uae tbe term 1ngnattAtk»tr fcm to refer to the specification of both tbe uucWlytuc panon 
distribution Md the www by which the obMrwble IwdroM an fomed. aa these difcraot model* 
ca« be dMiagutifwd by tk«ir daacripUoa of both of time pwemi. 
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q.W * , : q q , z,W 

(—> * * * i r f i i , )* 

^ • remnant 

Figure 3-9: A schematic representation of Independent Fragmentation, showing the 
quark-autiquark pairs pulled from the vacuum and the energy fraction* carried by 
each succemtivi; hadron. 

• The Independent Fragmentation model 

• The String Fragmentation model 

• The Cluster Fragmentation model. 

Each of these will be descril>ed in some detail in the following paragraph*. 
Independent Fragmentation: In this case, each energetic parton in the event corre

sponding to a well-separated "jet" is fragmented in isolation. Small adjustments are 
made to the fragmented systems to conserve energy and momentum and to guaran
tee that quark flavor is conserved. Tbe fragmentation process occurs in the following 
iterative manner (sec Figure 3.9): an initial quark jet q with energy W becomea 
paired into a hailron qq\ carrying energy fraction IV • ; ( , leaving behind a remainder 
jet qi with energy (1 - Zt)W. This jet in turn is split into another hadron, qfa, 
carrying energy z2[l - Zi)W, leaving again a remnant jet ^a- The proceaa continue* 
until the energy is too low to form the lightest hadron. The energy sharing between 
daughter products is given by a fragmentation function, often denoted / ( - ) , which 
is assumed to be the same at each step in the fragmentation process. The Field-
Feynmau model(107] was one of the earlier versions of this fragmentation scheme to 
be implemented in Monte Carlo calculations. 
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This simple approach w u made increasingly complicated by the introduction of 
resonance production mnd deny, strangeness and baryon production, and mecha
nisms to generate an appropriate amount of transverse momentum relative to the 
initial quark direction. Various other independent fragmentation schemes of increas
ing complexity have followed this initial formulation[l06, 109], The moat commonly 
used of these today is the IS A JET Monte Carlo|ll0j. 

String Fragmentation: The idea of using a string stretched between tlie outgoing 
portoos to represent the linear confinement of QCD was first introduced in a Monte 
Carlo model by Artru and Mcmiest;icr[lll]. Since then, the Lund group has been 
responsible for developing the model of string fragmentation as wc know it today. 
Their Monte Carlo simulation, JETSET 6.3(113], is used m the basis for the results 
of this thesis. 

In the string fragmentation model, the axis of tlie color flux tube* which is 
stretched between two partons moving away from each other is represented by a 
seiniclassica) masslcss relativistic string with no transverse degrees of freedoui[ll4]. 
The string is assumed to have- a uniform energy density per unit length. This gives 
both n linearly rising confinement potential and a constant probability per unit length 
to split into new qq pairs that allow hadron foriimtion. The splitting is done in such 
a way that energy, momentum, and all internal quantum numbers are conserved. A 
schematic view of the string splitting process for masslcss quarks is shown in Figure 
3.1D. Mawive quarks must actually be produced some distance apart so that the field 
energy between them can lie transformed into maw and transverse momentum. This 
can be accomplished by creating them at a point and allowing them to quantum-
mechanically "tunnel" out lo the allowed region. This tunneling process occurs with 
a probability proportional to [115] 

e - « * * - e ^ e - * - 1 (3.125) 

where K is inversely proportional to the string constant. This formulation serves to 
generate tlie transverse momentum spectrum of hadrons relative to lite original quark 

'Siftrc the gluatw exchanged bMwmt the two qiuulu are *bte to Interact wrth MCH other. uae caa 
vfeualfaK the color "fidd \mm" as pultad into a narrow tube n thn tkM apreadfag out to infinity •• 
would be the caw in QED. 
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Figure 3.10: A sdiciinttic rej>reae)H»tkm of String Frugini'iitAtion. In (a), the two 
primary quarks arc shown a* they mow nway from their common production point. 
Tlic shaded region U the iihyskal extent of the non-vaiiishiug color field. Tbe first 
three breakings of the string u e shown in (t>). with the quark-anti-quark purs labeled 
in the order that they appeared. Tlie furtlK-r evolution of the shower is shown in (c). 
AH the quarks which furm the observable mesons arc produced with some transverse 
momentum relative to cacli other, they oscillate about their center of maw, which 
produces the sequential itvtaugW seen a« the mesons move towards the top of the 
diagram. The actual meson trajectory is the line drawn through the rectangle vertical. 
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Figure 3.11: A qqg event in the string fragmentation scheme. The lieavy line is the 
string stretched between the gluon and the two quarks. 

direction, and specifics by virtue of the relative quark masses the flavor composition 
of the qq pairs created when the string is broken. Charm quarks, for example, are sup
pressed by a factor of ~ 10"" relative to the light u and d quarks and are essentially 
never produced in the string breakup. 

These simple a&>. mptions of the string picture lead to a number of interesting 
features. Since the hadron production vertices are causally disconnected, the time-
ordering of the production is Lorentz frame dependent. This implies that all of the 
vertices must be treated identically, since no one branching is more primary than 
another, and leads to a an explicit form for the fragmentation function f(z)$. The 
kinematics of string-breakup also lead to an ordering (on average) of hadrons in 
rapidity with respect to the primary quarks, as the slower h&drons are produced 
earliest. 

The treatment of gluons is worth noting. The gluon is treated as a "kink" in 
the string that is stretched between the two quarks (see Figure 3.11). This makes 
intuitive sense, since the gluon carries two color indices1. One consequence of this 
formulation is that the multiplicity of hadrons will tend to be larger between the 
gluon jet and the two quark jets compared with the region between the two quark 

'Fragueatation (twetioua in general will be dfeciuMd beVwtf. 
^Tke ratio of tbe strengths of the color faith between quarks aad gluou should be 2/(1 - 1/Wg)-

9/4, where Nc ii Che aumber of colon. The value of 2, then correspoads to an isinke tHunber of 
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Figure 3.12: A diagram of Cluster Fragmentation. 

jets. Tlie first observation of this so-called "string effect" was reported by the JADE 
collaboratiou in 1980[116), and, after more years of study, is now an established part 
of the fragmentation plienotuenoIogy[117]. 

Cluster Fragmentation: In the Cluster Fragmeutatiou model, the Parton Shower 
evolution is given tlie primary role of producing tlie underlying structure of the final 
state hadrons by being allowed to evolve into many gluons a3 i quarks. After forced 
splitting of the gluons into quarks, the quarks are combined into colorless "clusters", 
which are tlien decayed isotropically hi their rest frames, typically using some simple 
phase-space model. The assumption of the Cluster Fragmentation model, then, is 
that all of the properties of the luuironic final state should be determined by the 
perturbative QCD, rather than some ad hoc model of non-perturbative fragmentation. 
A diagram of Cluster Fragmentation is shown in Figure 3.12. 
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The first widely successful model of this type was developed by Marchesini and 
Webber[118], which included a "inherent" parton shower approach[l 19) containing 
previously ignored gluoti interference effects[106|. The present version of this program 
Is known as HERWIG[120]. 

frapnentatioa ftinctlona 

We introduced above the function / ( ; ) whidi governs the sharing of energy between 
the daughter hadrou and the remnant jet that remains as the fragmentation process 
progresses. Here, wc present witlK>ut derivation the two fragmentation functions used 
to generate the Moutc Carlo events analyzed for this thesis. The Luud symmetric 
fragmentation functiou[]21] can be derived by requiring the left-right symmetries 
involved in breaking a string starting at the quark or the antiquark side, and is given 

by 

/ { s ) o c s - ' ( l - s r , « - , e * / ' . (3.126) 

Here, a and b arc parameters which must be determined from experimental data. 
A fit to the observed hadron siieclra in e+e" data gives typical values of o = 0.5, 
6 =- 0.9 GeV-*[104]. 

For invents containing heavy quarks, experimental results indicated tliat a "harder" 
fragmentation function was necessary. The so-called Peterson form[122] lias become 
the standard parametrization: 

Typical values for t are t, = O.OG and eb = 0.00G[123J. These values and the Peterson 
fragmentation function were used to generate the heavy quark Monte Carlo events 
for this thesis. 

Tlie remainder of this chapter is divided somcwlat arbitrarily into sections on 
techniques for measuring tbe st rang coupling o , and methods for testing the properties 
of QCD outlined above. Tim divinkm is arbitrary in the sense tliat measuring a, 
with different techniques and conitiaring tlie results actually provides a test of the 
calculations! methods used to derive the theoretical predictions uted to make the 
mcasun;ment[124]. 
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3.3 Measurements of «, 
To begin ttte discussion of techniques for measuring the strong coupling, we resaiftd 
the reader of the matrix element for e+e~ — <rfg ewnia shown in Eq. 3.94 

a ^ S ' ^ j T a - L K I - H i - ( 1 U " 
As might be expected, the rate for the radiation of a gluon is indeed proportional to 
the coupling a,. So, a measurement of the rate of single gluou emission should, at 
this simplistic level, allow the derivation of a value for the strong coupling. Prom the 
above discussion on QCD phenomenology, it slunild be obvious that the single gluon w 
not observable, and that instead the final state will contain some number of hadronk 
jets. So, measuring the rate of single gluon emission corresponds experimentally to 
measuring the rate of events that appear to have three jets. A discussion of wkat this 
actually means will follow. We present this first att it is not only the most iotukivc 
method, it is the one used in this thesis. 

3.3.1 Jet Rates 
As was mentioned in the discussion following E<i- 3-94, t!ie differential cross section 
diverges as X] or x?, the fraction of the beam energy carried by the outgoing quarks, 
approaches unity. This corresponds to tire instance when soft gluons are emitted along 
the quark direction but are still counted as independent parlous. When combined with 
the lowest order propagator and vertex corrections, the result actually is finite, but 
this behaviour ]MHiits to a common resolution to tlje problem of infrared divergences. 
To sidestep the colliuear divergences, a tnatw cut-off can be added to the theory, such 
that any two uartons whose combined invariant mass is less than some parameter 
t/min are considered as an unresolvablc single parton. This makes particular aenre 
when one is dealing with a final hadronic stale containing jets ratlier than individual 
partons, as only jets coming from partons with high relative transverse motnentuH 
are distinguishable experimentally. The tint measurement of Q , using the rat« of 
"resolvable'' 3-jet events was published by tl»e PLUTO collaboration in 1980(128]. 
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AU of the Jet algorithms currently in use are based on a procedure of iterative 
cluster-finding. First, the user sjwcifies the manner in wliich the invariant "ma*s" 
Ihj ihould be calculated. An example, from the algorithm developed by the JADE 
collaboration 1126], is 

„ - W W ; • - « » > , (3,29) 

where E, is the energy of the i'* particle, and 0,j is tlie angle between particles i and 
j . Tbc algorithm then considers all of the particles in the event and combines the 
two with the lowest y value into a single pseudo-particle following some prescription, 
like p* = pf + p j . The process is repeated using the remaining particles until all 
of the (pscudo)- particles have an Invariant mass greater than ymin (also referred to 
*s 1/cni) when combinations with all other clusters are tried. The number of clusters 
remaining is then the number of jets in the event. 

Initially, this manner of measuring a , was limited by the omission of large ncxt-
tc-leading terms from the theoretical calculations- Results up to second order in a, 
haw now been included, aud attempts have been made to reduce the dependence on 
i*io renortnalization parameter /t as well on the uncalculated higlier-order tcrma[l27]. 
The general form of the predictions for the 3-jet rate a3jtt/o0 is[l28, I2U) 

^TT1 - ^ ( » - > + ( ^ V i ^ + ^ w c * / ] • (3i30) 
Here, / = fp/s, and bo = (33 - 2n/)/(12ir), where nf is the number of active fla
vors {nf =* 5 at y/a = Mz). The terms proportional to B arise in part from 4-jct 
events where two of the jets were unresolvablc. The 4-jet rate O^I/OQ has only been 
calculated to lowest order[87], aud has the expected form: 

f W ^ = ( ^ y C ( „ M ) . (USD 
In general, tin: coefficients A^^) and C{ynx) arc the same for all algorithms, 

since there should be no de|iendf nee of the lowest order result on the choice of some 
specific jet-finding algorithm. It should be noted that these results are a companion 
of the second-order jet production rates with the usual Born cross section CD. where 

°,= ^£"cZQ}. (3.132) 
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The tree-level cross section Is also modified by QCD corrections, which have actually 
beeu calculated to third order in a , for studies of the JT'hadroroc width[128]. T a e ; 

second-order result in the lwfS scheme (A x Am) is[130] 

i„m_,+sm+f-dfflV „ * . „» , , , , ( 3 .m ) 
OD * \ * / 

wh(*e the corresponding second-order value of « , m given above in Eq. 3.118. Aa 
experiment measuring jet production rate* necessarily measures o^tt/^utt » these 
corrections should be taken into mrount when measurements of a , are derived from 
these quantities. 

3.3.2 Event Shape Variables and Particle Correlations 
Various other properties of hadronic events in e + e " amtibilation events can also be 
calculated in perturbative QCD. Theoretical prediction* similar in form to Eq. 3.130 
exist for quantities related to various distribution* of particle IDOUKQU about the jet 
(or some other) axis and the How of hadrotw in the event; measurements of o , can 
then be derived from the observed distributions. Rather than list and describe all of 
the other techniques for nvjasuring a , here, we refer the reader to Ref. [128], which 
presents an overview of hadronic observables iu c+c~ annihilation at the Z*pole. A 
recent paper from SLD [131] contains a comprcltcnsive set of measurements of at 

using these techniques. 

3.4 Tests of QCD 
The emergence of Quantum Chroniodynamics as a viable theory of hadronic inter
actions (marked by the discovery of asymptotic freedom) coincided almost exactly 
in time with the final piece of evidence that the quark utodel of hadronic structure 
was correct (the discovery oX the charmonium states in 1074(132]). The predictions 
of QCD were now subject to experimental scrutiny, as new experimental result* were 
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compared to all of the different possible models of tlie strong force in order to deter
mine the "correct" theory of the strong force*. 

In addition to the 'racial success in describing the phenomenology of deep inelas
tic scattering, the firs: observation of jets in e + e~ annihilation|103j provided anoth.T 
early triumph of the theory, « Jets are essentially a result of quark confinement. As 
mentioned above, the observation of 3-jet events at P£TRA[81] gave the first direct 
evidence for the gluoi:, though neutral, chargeleas hadronic constituents had been 
required earlier to make the quark-parton model agree with deep inelastic scattering 
data[l34]. It was also shown quickly from the angular distribution of the gluon jets 
that the radiated parti le was consistent with having spin 1[135]. Another important 
result from PETRA was the first evidence that a, *runs" (is Q a dependent) from 
studies of jet-productim rates at different center-of-mass nnergics[136j. Dinict evi
dence for gluon sclf-coLipluig ivas found in the orientation of the jets in 4-jet events 
found at TRISTAN[137]. Even as these basic tenets of QCD have been verified, efforts 
continue in testing tin. theory on many fronts. 

3 . 4 . 1 F l a v o r I n d e p e n d e n c e o f a, 

One active area of investigation is tests of the flavor independence of the strong 
coupling. In principle, the QCD Lagrangian, instead of looking like Eq. 3,91, could 
have a sum over flavors: 

-C = T. [%(*>*$. - ™jfei " aHWTiViXZ] - \nfCW? . (3.134) 

However, this formulation violates the Ward-Takahashi identi*.y[l38], whicli, by virtue 
of color conservation, n quires that the coupling in the thrce-^uon vertex be the same 
as that in the gqQ vertex- A brief discussion of the implications of the Ward-Takahashi 
identity and its importance is in order. 

"An early indication that color (or MOW other new quantum number allowing three independent 
degrees of fre«Ir.m) waa neccuary in hadronic interaction* wo provided by the rate of the reaction 
x" —-77. A calculation of this rate prcw^ ta be Ituxmpatibfe wMh expedinentd obaervMkm* unkw 
each -quark" thai contributed to tbe final amplitude *m counted three timea|133j. However, tlii* 
waa realizul before the full applicability of QCD became apparent. 

file:///nfCW
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T h e Ward-T»kaka#hi Ident i ty 

To iutroduce the identity, we return to the more familiar environs of QGD. Gtaaje 
and Lorentz invariauce of the electromagnetic field AM requires that free pbotow have 
only transverse polarization states, i.e., that the condition 

*„**{*) = 0 (3.135) 

can be reduced to 
k-e{k)=Q, (3.136) 

where k is the photon momentum, and t(k) is the photon polarization vector. This can 
be seen in the following manner- Tlie free photon field has the ft.m A^ = c(Jb)|le~'*'*, 
nnd ' must he •:.. -innt «! :',..• tr. "tfoniii.tiu]: 

Ap — A], = AM + dtf (3.137) 

where x satisfies d 2 * = 0 to insure that €^AM = 0. We are free., then, to choose a 
gauge paranie'.er 

X = iae'ikz (3.138) 

where a is some constant. Under the conditions of Eq. 3.137, the physics must be 
unchanged if the polarization vector cM is replaced by 

*d - < = f, + a*„ . (3139) 

This implies that two polarization vectors which differ by a multiple of k„ describe 
the same photon. This degree of freedom implies that there arc only two indepen
dent polarization vectors to d tw:He tile photon; v.e can require the time component 
ea to vanish identically, e° = 0. Then, itquiring the field A„ to satisfy Maxwell's 
equations for a fiec field gives us the further condition that the polarization must be 
perpendicular to k, which results in the condition of Eq. 3.136. 

We can now examine some of the consequences of the relationships derived above 
from gauge invariance. Given any amplitude Mi including an external photon of 
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polarization t^k), the following relation must hold': 

V A < - a . (3-142) 

We have used the subscript 1 here to denote the amplitude including the external 
photon. Although wc have not proven it here, this result is true to all orders of 
perturbation theory. If we define the amplitude J W 0 as the same set of diagrams 
without the photon, then we obtain M\ by summing the diagrams Ma with the 
additional photon inserted at every possible point. For an amplitude M i with n 
incoming and n outgoing fer-iiion lines (and an arbitrary number of external photons), 
the general form of the Ward-Taknhashi identity ii. given by' 

k^Mt = < * / £ | M , ( p , • ••p„:qi•••{qi + k)- - ) - M i { p i - - - ( p . + *) — Wr•<fo)l • 

(3.143) 
Here, qj is the fernion charge, the p/ (/ => 1, n) arc the momenta of the incoming 
fermions, and the qt arc the momenta of the outgoing fwmions. In the case that Mi 
is an amplitude for some physical process, the two amplitudes Mo do not contribute, 
and the original form of the identity (Eq. 3.142) is recovered. 

The simplest example is shown in Figure 3.13a, where we have s free quark prop
agating as tlie fundamental process Mo- K w add tin external photon, this gives 
the diagram on the right, hand side, which we denote Mi. In this case, there is only 
one diagram in the sum over insertion points, since there is only one place we can 
attach the photon to the quark line. From Equation 3.143, we find the situation 
shown in Fig. 3.13b. The components of tlume graphs are simple, as they are given 

'An akeniUe way to view the mme statement hi to coaaidar the actual fbrai of tbe MpUtude 
Aii. It KM* be proportion*] to a matrix eteawat coatauia*- tke electromagnetic curreat j„(x), K> 
that we haw 

M„[p) <x J4n~+'tf\il,[*m • (31«) 

Siace dnj" = l> by current ron* rvalkm, 

i - M Ar« /atK-*»</WJ"(x)|0 - 0 . (3.141) 

'For a rtrtichtfonwd detrntkw, *ee Re? |140j, Sactioa 7.4. 
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Figure 3-13: An illustration of the amplitudes involved in a discussion of the Ward' 
Takahashi Identity. In each case, the diagrams labeled Mo represent the amplitude 
for some j>roc«» without the addition of aii external photon or gluon. Tlw diagrams 
labeled M\ make up the amplitude after the external photon or gluon has been added. 
In (b), a diagramatic representation of the identity is given for the simplest caae. See 
the text for a description. 

by fermion propagators and the vertex function. Let us discuss the ramifications of 
the Ward-Takahoshi identity on the renonnalized mass and charge in QED by using 
the renormallzcd fcrmion propagator and vertex functions. Then, we have* 

w-j^hw) < 3 - , 4 4 > 
for the fermion p r o n a t o r . Here, £(p) is the sum of all (infinite) one-particle Ir
reducible virtual corrections to the fermion line, and m is the fermion mam. The 
multiplicative renormaliiation coefficient Zj is defined by 

Z,-' = l - ^ | (3.145) 

*T1M* expnwiom can be found la any adnaced Held theory text; see, e.g., Rof [140], 

^Sw Suction 3.1.3 for the lomt order diagram*. 
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and is the residue of the propagator pole 

sW~jz^ <3.1-16> 

at the physical moss in. The vertex function is denoted liy the symbol [""(/J + fc.ji), 
which represents the sum of all of the corrections to the bare vertex. The rcnonnal-
izatiou constant Z\ is given by 

r"(p - 0) = Z f V . (3.147) 

If we set V near the mass shell, an expansion of Eq. 3.M3 to lowest order in k gives 

or 
Zi = Z2. ( . . (3.140) 

This implies that the rcnornialtzatioii of the vertex function ami ihi- uunion propa
gator are not independent. If v.v refill from our discussion of the renormalization of 
the strong coupling, E«[. 3.98, that the rcnormnlizution of the charge is given by 

e - ^ ^ c . (3.160) 

we can easily see that the ^normalization of the charge is given only by the contribu
tion from the vacuum polarization of the photon, represented by the factor Z3. That 
is, the electric charge renormolizntion must be universal, n result which is valid to all 
orders in perturbation theory. Note that different fennions are allowed to have differ
ent electric charges; the ratio of the charges can be expressed in terms of a universal 
constant c. 

The next most complicated cose is shown in Fig. 3.13b, in which we add an 
extra photon to a qqy vertex to obtain quark Compton scattering. In this cose, the 
same cancellation must occur. This can be compared to the diagrams of Fig. 3.13c, 
which show the same process in QCD, with photons replaced by gluons. Although the 
derivation of the Ward-Takahnslii identity is more difficult in Yang-Mills theories[139], 
the qualitative result is the same: k^Mi = 0, where kf, is the momentum of the 
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external gluon. In QCD, the presence of the tbrec-gluoii vertex here demands that 
the coupling between glnons must be the same as that l>ctwecn gtuotis and quarks, or 
else QCD ceases to be a unitary, renornializablc theory. Thus, the strong "charge" or 
the magnitude of the strong coupling must be the same Tor all quark,flavors. Again, 
this must be true to all orders in perturbation theory. It is through this mechanism 
that modifications to the lagrangian like that of Eq. 3.134 are forbidden. 

Other Means of Introducing Flavor Dependence 

Undaunted by field-theoretical considerations, we can still entertain tiie possibilities 
of different strong coupling strengths for each of the quark flavors, since, if the experi
mentally measured couplings were to be unequal, new physics must be present. Vastly 
different couplings among the light quarks can be dismissed by the consideration of 
Hit! spectrum of hadrons seen ill c*c~ interactions, as a large discrepancy between o j 

. , ' n',' would violate tin- apparent SU{3) flavor mid isosplu symmetries observed in 
nature. 

More possible, ucrhajw, is a difference in the couplings of the light and heavy 
quarks, througti some mechanism involving powers of the quark masses which would 
suppress the effect for the light quarks. If, for example, a quark had some sort of 
chromo-magnctic moment, its effective coupling to the strong interaction would be 
different than quarks lacking this extra vertex correction. This sort of effect has been 
proposed in the context of studies of the top quark[l41], but it is equally applicable 
here. In this sort of theory, the second term of the QCD lagrangian would be replaced 
by 

C = gJ/V* ( v + ' ^ V * " ) VtGl - (3.151) 

Here, jfc is the outgoing gluon momentum from the qfyg vertex, and F2(k2) is a 
form factor describing tlui strength of the anomaliimi coupling. This term does not 
violate the Word-Takahu-shi identity in QCD, mid thus is permissible. This is usually 
parametrized by a constant such as «, where Fa(fc7 = D) = H. Performing the 
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calculation of the 3-jet rate with these terms in the lagrangian yields 

°«* _ Q. K7* v2 + 1.25aa 

(3.152) 
o# " IT I8m| v* + a* 

where a (v) is tlie axial (vector) coupling of the quarks in the electrowcak interaction. 
If K is non-zero for some quark, the measured value of a, for that quark will be 
larger than those with K - 0. New couplings of this type do not arise in the "usual" 
extensions of the standard model, so the observation of an anomalous strong coupling 
for a specific quark flavor would he a sign of truly "new1' physics. 

Tests of the flavor itidepi-lltk'n'ce of QCD have been made possible by the accumu
lation of x, i jiively large data sets containing five quark flavors at PETRA, TRISTAN, 
and at LEP/SLC- To perform a test of thin sort, an event sample containing predom
inantly the quark flavor of interest must lie obtained and an analysis performed on 
this sample to yield a value of the strong coupling for that quark flavor. Methods 
uf flavor tagging have been developed which allow the isolation of events containing 
primary quarks of a particular flavor. The separation of heavy (b and e) and light 
(uds) quark events is the most straightforward tine to the long lifetimes, hard frag
mentation functions, and large masses of the liadrons that contain heavy quarks. A 
chronological discussion of the previous tests of flavor independence will serve both to 
introduce the various flavor-tagging techniques and to summarize the existing results. 

The TASSO Collaboration carried out tlie first tests of the flavor independence 
or u , at PETRA. Events containing charm quarks were identified by exclusive recon
struction of D' — nD° meson decays' and the EEC distribution was used for the 
measurements of the strong coupling. They obtaincd[l42] acJa°" = 0.91 ±0.384:0.15. 
It la worth noting that this particular technique of selecting charm decays necessarily 
requires the charm meson to be carrying a large fraction of the energy available to it, 
which limits the acceptance for events with very hard gluons. Also, charm events con
taining the appropriate D' —• irLfi cascades only moke up a small fraction (~ 7%) 
of the total and the exclusive decay modes used to reconstruct the D° have small 
branching fractions. These factors lead to an undesirably small efficiency for tagging 
charm events and hence to an undesirably large statistical error. Events containing 

•See the other half ofthli tbeua for a diccuMion of tbwe technique*. 
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b quarks were tagged by searching for the presence of decay vertices well- separated 
from the beam interaction point. They obtained[143) at/of » 1.17 ±0.50 ±0.28 
from the EEC distribution. Using lifetime Information to tag heavy quarks ia made 
easier due to the long typical (light distances of the heavy mesons and the large avail
able energy in the meson decay. Tliene factors result in sufficient numbers of charged 
tracks emanating from the meson decay point with relatively large transverse mo
mentum relative to the meson flight direction to make searching for decay vertices, 
for cxamplti, an efficient process. This method of tagging is also much leas dependent 
on the kinematic properties of the event, as the vertex flight distance resolution is 
typically much smaller than the mean meson decay length**. 

The era of experimentation at lire Z° pole with e+e~ colliders has allowed tests 
of the flavor independence of QCD with unprecedented precision. All of the early 
results from the LEP experiments were produced without the present set of precision 
microvcrtex detectors that allow the tyi»e of b tagging done with TASSO. Instead, 
kinematic tags were used to separate events of different flavors. The most common 
is to use identified leptons with large momentum and large transverse momentum 
relative to the nearest jet axis as a tag of b or c quarks" Depending on the cuts placed 
on the lepton momenta, this method could also bias the event sample away from 
those events containing hard gluon radiation. The lepton tag approach w » followed 
by the L3 and DELPHI collaborations, who found o j /a , " - " - 1-00 ± 0.05 ± 0.06 
and QJ/Q; 1 1 ** = 1.00 ± 0.04 ± 0.03, respectively, from the measured 3-jet rate. The 
OPAL colIaboration[145] performed the first truly comprehensive study of the flavor 
independence of a,. They used high p± leptons for a 6 tag, exclusively reconstructed 
D mesons for the charm tag, fast A'° for a strange tag (X* «= 2EK/ECM > 0.4), and 
fast pions, protons, and kaons (0.7 < x l h > < l-07) t ( as a tag of light (uds) flavors. 
The 3-jet rate is measured, and a grand unfolding is done to obtain the ratios of 

"Although, thU was not the case far the TASSO vertex detector, which explain* their large 
statistical error and relatively small tagging efficiency. 

"See Sectkw 2.8.1. 
"The upper limit of 1.07 is one standard deviation on the rocwufement of the momentum of a 

particle with x = 1. 
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couplings: 

abJaf = 1.021 ±0.013 ±0.023, 

o j / o f = 0.912 ±0.067 ±0.061, 

Q ; / a f = 1.141±0.043±0.142, (3.153) 

a'Jaf = 0.933 ±0.087 ±0.175, 

n*faf = 0.951 ±0.103 ±0.182. 

Tbe large systematic errors on the light quark couplings arc due to the uncertainties 
in basing a tag on the identity of the fastest particle in an event, as this Is uncharted 
territory for many of the Monte Carlo models of liadron production. The large statis
tical errors on these quantities is a consequence of the inefficiency of the light flavor 
tags. A recent paper by OPAL has extended the repertoire of techniques used iu the 
measurement of o,for the flavor tagged sainplcs[146]. They use a detached vertex b 
tag similar to the one developed at TASSO to obtain a pure sample of b events. A 
large number of measurements of a , are then performed on this b sample, and the 
results are averaged to state a single value: a^/af = 0.994 ± O.O05logJ5. This Is by 
far the most stringent test of the flavor independence of a , for b quarks. 

One feature of all of these analyses is that a ratio of couplings like ctj/oj" is 
measured. This has the advantage that it reduces the effects of a number of errors 
that can plague the determination of cr,. For example, if corrections due to detector 
resolution or acceptance are essentially the same for each flavor, the uncertainties 
on the ratio due to these corrections are smaller. Uncertainties due to the choice of 
renorinalization scale /i should also mostly cancel, since the evolution of the parton 
showers are identical in all events up to the effects of quark masses. 

In all but the OPAL analysis involving five flavors, assumptions need to be made 
about the relative strengths of the strong coupling for the other quark flavors, an no 
sample of events is 100% pure, and the background being subtracted has some 3-jet 
rale. The most common approach is to assume that a" = a* => nj = a£ °* c and then 
proceed with the background subtraction. 
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M e t h o d s Chosen for This Analysis 

In an attempt to obtain the best possible statistics! precision for all flavors, we have 
chosen to pursue on "inclusive" analysis to test the flavor independence of the strong 
interaction. The method is inclusive in that all hadronic events which pass the se
lection cuts (Cliapter 6) are used. We use the precision microvcrtex detector to 
separate the flavors based on the charged multiplicity of secondary decays*: there 
arc no decays of heavy secondary particles in uds events, and the average number 
of secondary tracks in c and 6 quark events differs by almost 3 tracks. The tag is 
based on truck counting; reconstructed decay vertices are not required, as this results 
in togs of lower efficiency. Using the number of tracks that arc not consistent with 
originating from the precisely determined position of the interaction point, we can 
obtain highly enriched samples of events containing primary uds and b quarks, with a 
somewhat enriched sample of c quark events in the remainder. This tagging process is 
relatively insensitive to the underlying event kinematics, and results in event tagging 
efficiencies that are quite high- Wc note in passing that it is the tiny, stable beam 
spot of the SLC that allow* us to tag tlie uds sample. We do not need to obtain the 
position of the interaction point for every event, a procedure which could introduce 
large systematic effects for a tag of this sort. 

We also perforin a jet rates analysis on each of the tagged samples, and the 
results are unfolded to arrive at values for ot/o"/ ' , o j / o j " , and a j ^ / a j " . Note that 
by using all events and unfolding to arrive at values for cJjai' we ouly make the 
weak assumption that o" = a* = o j , which, as discussed above, is consistent with 
the approximate isospin and SV{3) flavor symmetry observed in hadronic structure. 

To determine o , ratios from the jet rates measurements, we use six of the com
monly used jct-liuding algorithms in order to coihpare the effect* of the uncalculated 
higher-order terms in the the 3- and 4-jct crotw sections (Chapter 8). Our results will 
be discussed and compared with those mentioned above in Chapter 12. 

'The method of flavor tag will be explained in great detail in Chapter 7. 



Chapter 4 

Experimental Apparatus: 
the SLC and SLD 

This chapter presents a description of the unique facility that exists at SLAC for the 
study of Z° boson physics. Added detail will be included in the sections that arc 
relevant to the analyses presented here. 

4.1 The SLAC Linear Collider 
The SI-AC Linear Collider (SLC) is the world's first linear collider, a an accelerator 
concept which gained promincnce[l47] in the 1970's its perhaps the only economically 
feasible way of pushing e + e " colliders to the high energy frontier. The prototypical 
linear collider consists of two linear accelerators (linacs) producing high-intensity 
beams which impinge on a common interaction point (IP) which is surrounded by 
the particle detector that will record the interactions produced in the collisions- In 
their inimitable SLAC fashion, the designers of the SLC. when faced by budgetary 
and spatial constraints, produced a linear collider folded back on itself, aB shown 
in Figure 4.1. Both the c + and e" beams arc accelerated by the linac and then 
the beams are split, bent 90*, and forced to collide head-on. One of the salient 
features of a linear collider is that the beam bunches cannot be umnediately re-used 
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Figure 4,1: The PoSarized SLC, showing the overall layout of the accelerator complex. 
The orientation of the electron spins is given by the arrows along the path of the beam. 
SLD sits at the IP. 
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for collisions as the)' arc In a storage ring collider due to the violence of the beam-
beam interaction. Some schemes exist for recirculation of the beams[148], but here the 
spent bunches are absorbed in a beam dump after each collision. Another "feature1' 
is tbe low repetition rate of the accelerator, which is limited by power constraints 
as well as tbe maximum operational frequency of the pulsed-magnet "kickers" which 
perform nearly instantaneous steering of the beams along the desired orbits. In order 
to obtain a sufficiently high interaction rate in the beam collisions, it is necessary to 
focus the particle beams to incredibly tiny cross-sectional areas, whkb is accomplished 
by a complex optical system known as the "Final Focus" immediately preceding the 
interaction point. Some of these features will be discussed in more detail in the 
following sections. 

4.1.1 The Polarized Electron Source 
The SLC is unique in its ability to accelerate, transport, and collide a longitudi
nally polarized beam of electrons. This is nude possible by the introduction of 
Gailjum-Arscnide (GaAs) as the active material[149] in a photocathode- based elec
tron gun[150]. A circularly polarized laser is used to selectively excite transitions into 
longitudinally-polarized states in tbe conduction band. An energy state transition 
diagram is shown in Figure 4.2. In 1992, a bulk GAs cathode was used which had 
a theoretical maximum polarization of 50%. The average polarization mcasured[l51] 
was 22%. In the 1993 run, a new strained-lattice cathodc[152] using GaAs grown on 
a GaAsP (Gallium-Arsrnide-Phosphide) substrate was employed, yielding an average 
polarization of ~ 65% at the source (see Figure 4.2). A new cathode with a thinner 
GaAs layer is currently yielding average polarizations of ~ 80%. 

4.1.2 Beam Transport 
A single accelerator cycle begins with the production at the source of two bunches 
of electrons each containing approximately 5 x 10 1 0 [(articles. These arc captured 
by tl»e accelerator, and accelerated up to an energy of 1.19 GeV at which time they 
are stored in the North damping ring. The damping ring reduces the size of the 
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Figure 4.2: The energy state diagram foe bulk GaAs (top) and the dianges it under
goes when the lattice is strained (bottom). The relative sizes of the matrix elements 
governing the interstate transitions are given in the circles. For excitation of elec
trons to the JTij = ±1/2 state, the theoretical maximum polarization is 50% for bulk 
GaAs (top). For the strained lattice, the degeneracy between the Jmj| - 3/2 and the 
)mj| <= 1/2 valence states is broken, allowing the potential for 100% polarization. 
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beam phase-space through the emission of synchrotron radiation and the application 
of radiofrequency power. After a large number of turns, they arc extracted from 
the ring and follow a positron bunch from the South damping ring down the linac. 
Approximately two-thirds of the way down the linac, the second electron bunch is 
diverted onto a target to produce positrons, which are then captured and sent back 
to the South damping ring to await the next accelerator cycle. After reaching tlieir 
maximum energy of 46.7 GeV, the production electron and positron bunches are 
split apart in the Beam Switchyard by a bending magnet and follow the curved, 
terrain-following arcs around to the IP, where they collide. Each outgoing beam is 
then steered onto a beam dump, and the cycle begins again. The repetition rate is 
120 Hz. More description of the accelerator and the accelerator-detector interface 
and interaction will be provided in Appendix C. 

4.1.3 Spin Transport 
To preserve the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam, a series of spin rotation 
solenoids were installed. The one immediately upstream of the North damping ring 
is crucial, as it rotates the electron spins into the vertical plane so that they will not 
process during their time in tlm ring. Any precession of this type would result in a 
large decrease in the average polarization of the beam, since particles with different 
energies have different spin-precession rates. Since the time spent in the damping ring 
is relatively long, any non-zero precession rate would have a lung time to depolarize 
the beam. 

The other two spin-rotator solenoids were used in 191)2 to provide an arbitrary ori
entation of the electron spin at tlie IP. However, in 1993 the operational mode changed 
to so-called "flat beams", whose vertical size is much smaller than the borizontal[209]. 
Since the spin rotator solenoids downstream of the damping ring would mix the hori
zontal and vertical beam motions, potentially destroying the small vertical spot, they 
were turned off. Instead, the fact that the SLC arcs have a betatron oscillation frc-
QUL-ncy very close to a spin-precession resonance frequency is used to manipulate the 

'eaetgy low due to aynchnrtron radUtloa in the u a reduce* tha beun energy to tbe OMired 
wlueofttz/2. 
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of the WiSRD energy spectrometer, showing the beam com-
ponentH and the WiSRD detector. 

spin orientatk>n[l&3). This has l>een extremely successful. 

4.1.4 Beam Energy Measurement 
The benm energy is measured on every pulse by two spectrometers that are placed JUK 
prior to the outgoing beam dumps where the spent beams arrive after the collision. 
The actual energy measurement is performed by deflecting ench beam horizontally, 
then vertically by a precisely-calibrated bend magnet, then borbootally again. The 
horizontal bends produce two synchrotron radiation swaths whoae paritkwa are mea
sured by the Wire Imaging Synchrotron Radiation Detector (WISRD)[154]. The 
vertical distance between the two stripes is inversely proportional to the beam en
ergy, which can be extracted given the integrated field of the precision bend and the 
distance to the detector. A schematic view of the WISRD spectrometer is shown in 
Figure 4.3. The center of mass energy for the 1993 run was 91.26 ± 0.02 GeV[47)'. 

'Since thk !• not exactly (be Z" uww, we will have to account for the djftcreacx !• tmttfy a* 
part of the electroweak radiative comctk™ to the charm asymmetry measurement. 
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4.1.5 Beam Polarlxation Measu remen t 

All of the electroweak asymmetries measured at the SLC depend on a precise knowl
edge of the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam. The polarization is mea
sured immediately downstream of the SLC IP by a Compton Polarimeter, which 
uses the difference in the Compton scattering cross aections[155] for the Jx = | and 
Jx = £ combinations of circularly polarized light and the longitudinally polarized 
electron beam to extract the electron beam polarization. The measurement is baaed 
on the dependence of the scattering cross Hection (oc) on helkity and on the electron-
photon collision angle in the center-of-inass frame1 When the electron-photon collision 
is boosted back into the laboratory frame, the differences in scattering probability as 
a function of scattering angle become olwervable as an asymmetry in the scattered 
electron energy spectrum. The shape of the asymmetry function does not depend 
on the polarizations of the electron or photon beams, as it is only a function of the 
energy in the center-of-mass system. The unknown electron beam polarization Pf can 
be extracted from 

where P1 is the (measured) laser polarization, E is the (measured) scattered electron 
euergy, Ac is the (calculated) Compton scattering asymmetry, Amttl is the observed 
asymmetry, and aj is the (calculated) analyzing power of the detector which actually 
measures the scattered electron energy and determines the Hsymmetry. The errors 
on the beam polarization measurement come primarily from uncertainties in the net 
circular polarization of the loser and the analyzing power of the detector. 

The polarimeter Hystem[156] is shown schematically in Figure 4.4. The photon 
beam is provided Ijy a frequency-doubled YAG loser which produces 2.33 eV photons 
which are transported down into the SLC to collide with the 45.6 GeV electron 
beam at the Comptuii IP, which is 33 meters downstream from the SLC IP. The 
electron energy is measured by a spectrometer consisting of an analyzing bend magnet 
and a multi-channel Cerenkov detector. A tremendous amount of effort has been 

'The J, = j state bu a largfr probability tot couipk-tc backseat teri tig collkiooi. 
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Figure 4.4: A schematic diagram of the ('otuplon l\>l;iriiiu'ter system, showing the 
positions of the components relative hi t In- Si .U .leuvtor. 

expended in understanding the mcasuri-mi'iil s ]mn tilttl Iiy t lit- polarimeter system to 
a precision of better than i%- The rcsiills of this work tire shown in a somewhat 
symbolic form in Figure 4.5, where it inn lw SWII that the valuot of the Comptoo 
asymmetry measured in each channel of the (Yrenkov detector agree absolutely with 
the theoretical calculation and a Monte Curlu simulation of the detector response to 
within 0.5%, cbannel-by-chaimel. 

The measured polarization for the 11)93 run is 63.0 ± 1.1%. 
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Figure 4.5: The measured Compton asynmiH ry, compared with the theoretical calcu
lation as modified by the EGS[213] simulation of Urn Ccrcnkov detector response. The 
lower plot shows the absolute channel-by-channel residual between the measurements 
and the calculated values. 

4.1.6 SLC Performance History 
Construction of the SLC began in 1963 and concluded in 1987. After a somewhat 
difficult commissioning period, the first Z° boson ever produced in e+e"collisioas 
was observed by the Mark II detector in April of 1969. Over the course of two runs 
spanning 1969 and 1990 the Mark II recorded 826 Z° decays, with peak luminosities 
of the SLC reaching 4 £s /h r s . The Mark II era ended on November 21, 1990. 

sSo M U> not be depraued by the actual lumiooaky achieved by tbt- collider, SLC lumlooiitlt* 
are typically quoted in "Zt/hr" instead of paitkln/caVi. Aauwiag * peak Z° production croat 
lectio* of 30 »b. a Z/hi it roughly equivalent to 9.2 * ltf" cnT V"'. 
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Figure 4.6: The history of the SLC Luminosity performance, along with the achieved 
polarizations to date. The arrow labeled "Design" is the proposed SLC luminosity, 
with the accelerator running at 180 Hz colliding bunches of 7 x IO 1 0 particles. 

The SLC Large Detector (SLD) program began with an engineering run in 1991, 
during which luminosities of C Zs/lu were achieved during GO Hz operation. The 
improvement in luminosity is mostly due in this instance to the increased magnetic 
field provided by the new superconducting final quadrupolc triplets which perform 
the final focussing of the beams just prior to the IP. In 1992, SLD had its first 
physics running, recording approximately 1000 Z° decays with unpolarized beams, 
and 10,000 Z° events with an average polarization of 22%. Peak luminosities were 
around 30 Zs/hr. During a machine physics program at the conclusion of the 1992 
run which was aimed at studying final focus systems for the next generation oT linear 
cotliders[158], it was realized that the linac was capable of transporting the naturally 
flat 1 beam from the damping rings without much growth la sue due to added random 

'Due to the borteoMal bead* of the damping ring, the beam tUe in Ike vertical plaae »» kt 
typically much amaHer than at unkm the z aad y motioai ate atfxfd. 
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Figure 4.7: The history of the SLC beam size/area, showing the horizontal and vertical 
sizes of the beams, and the combined beam area. The design area is also Bbown. 

beam motion. This reduced the area of the beam cross section by approximately a 
factor of two with essentially no changes to the accelerator, and was chosen as the 
default operating mode starting with the 1993 run. The SLC produced approximately 
50,000 Z° bosons that were recorded by the SLD during tlie 1993 run, and peak 
luminosities approached CO Z/hr. A history of the luminosity provided by tbe SLC 
is shown in Figure 4.6- Tbe exponential growth of the luminosity continues, as, at 
the time of this writing, peak luminosities near 90 Z»/hr have been seen'. This next 
jump has been made possible by the installation of new final focus elements that 
cancel some of the chromatic serrat ions that limited the vertical spot size, The 
historical progression of sixH. sizes in the horizontal and vertical planes is shown in 
Figure 4.7. The small, stable luminous region of tlic SLC will play a large part in the 
analysis of this thesis. Tlic lustory of tbe integrated luminosity for tbe 1991 through 

•it m Ikcartenine to see that the SLC ic now capable of producing in a day more Z" events 4uui 
the Muk II recorded in iw grueling two years of running. 
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Figure 4.8: Tbe Integrated Luminosity for SLD niitning from 1991 to 1993, displayed 
as luminosity per week (left axis) and total luminosity (right axis) as delivered by 
SLC and recorded by SLD. 

1993 runs of the SLD experiment Is shown in Figure 4.8. 

4.2 The SLC Large Detector 
The SLC Large Detector (SLD) was first propot9ed|l59] in 1984 and was completed in 
1990- It was rolled onto the SLC bcainliue in time for the mimmer 1991 engineering 
run, and has been recording data ever since. The SLD poaaetees the cylinder-endup 
geometry typical of most collider detectors. An isometric view of the SLD k abowii 
in Figure 4.9, where the separate elements which make up the detector as a whole 
ore labeled. The individual detector elements, beginning at the center and working; 
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Figure 4.9: Au isometric view of the SLD detector, showing the layout of the detector 
components. 

outwards, are: 

• The Vertex Detector (VXD) 

• The Luminosity Monitors (LUM) 

• The Central Drift Chamber (CDC) 

• The Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CR1D) 

• The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) 

• The SolewHdal Micnct 
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Figure 4.10: A quadrant view of the SLD detector, giving the overall dimensions of 
the detector component*. 

« The Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) 

The endcaps which complete the hermetic coverage of the detector are organized in a 
similar fashion, except that the VXD {and the solenoid!) hai no endcap components. 
Each of these detector elements will be described briefly in the following sections with 
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emphasis on the barrel systems, an the eudcaps (excepting tlie LAC) were not used 
iti these analyses, Special attention will be focused on tlie tracking systems, as their 
performance lies at the heart of the analyses presented in this thesis. A quadrant 
view of the detector including the physical dimensions is shown in Figure 4.10. 

The SLD coordinate system takes z to '** along the beam axis, with z — 0 defined 
as the center of the CDC. The xy plane is perpendicular to the beam axis, with the x 
axis parallel to the ground. The angle 8 will be used often in this thesis, and is defined 
afi the angle between a vector or line drawn from the IP to the object in question and 
the beam axis. We will define positive cos 8 to mean that the angle in question is 
smaller than 90 s when measured with respect to the outgoing electron beam, although 
the official coordinate system of SLD signs this in the opposite manner. 

4.2.1 The VXD and Beunplpe 
The beampipe section which lies at the very center of the SLD is fashioned from a thin 
beryllium cylinder. This section of pipe was made 25 cm long so that the full tracking 
volume of tlm SLD would be preceded by a minimum of material. The be*mpipe's 
outer diameter is 25 mm. Including the VXD cooling jacket, the total thickness in 
radiation lengths before the first layer of the VXD is 0.71%, which is "mailer than the 
thickness of each VXD layer. This material is kept as small as possible to minimize 
tlie amount of scattering each track undergoes before the first, jweition measurement 
can be performed. 

The VXD uses Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs) as the medium for detecting the 
deposition of ionization from throush-goiiiK charged particles. Since a single CCD is 
composed of a large number of tiny pixels, a detector based on this technology is a 
source of thre*1 dimensional space potato along the track trajectory. 

The VXD is constructcd[160] from sixty 9.2 cm-long ladders arranged In four 
concentric cylinders which are held in place by a beryllium shell. An end-on view of 
the detector is sliown in Figure 4.11. Eight CCDs are mounted on each ladder, with 
four on each Hide to maintain full coverage in cost*. One can see from Figure 4.11 
that most of the tracks passing through tlie VXD will inquire two VXD hits. Some 
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Figure 4.11: An end view of the VXD, snowing the (bur layer* of CCD-canying 
ladders. Toe gaps between ladders result in what is effectively a two-layer trackiac 
device. The innermost layer is 28.5 mm from the center of the detector. 

tracks can hit inure than two CCDs, and the average number of VXD hits per track 
is 2.3. Two hits are possible on any trade for (cos9\ < 0.74. The inner layer of CCDs 
is 29-5 mm from the IP, and the outer layer is 41.5 mm away. Each layer comprina 
1.1% of a radiation length (Xo) in material. 

Each CCD is approximately 1 cm square, and contains 375x578 pixels, each 22 
jim-square. Each pixel has a depletion depth of 20/im, which allows excellent position 
resolution even for tracks passing through the detector at large dip angles. This fine 
granularity provides robustness against tracking inefficiency due to large backgrounds 
in tlie detector. This is a useful feature in the SLC environment, since the slow readout 
speed of the CCDs necessitates a readout time of approximately 160 ms (19 beam 
crossings), during whidi time any charge deposition in tbe detector is recorded. Even 
in this high-noise environment, occupancies above 0.1% are extremely rare. Upon 
installation, it was discovered that two of the ladders and an aaaorted CCD or two 
were completely inoperative due to inaccessible bad connections. Thte resulted in 
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approximately 4% of channels remaining inoperative for the lifetime of the detector. 
An iuterual alignment of the positions of all of the CCDs relative to their ladders 

and tbe relative positions of the ladders themselves was performed using charged 
tracks firom Z° hadronic decays. To check this procedure, tracks with three VXD 
hits were used to obtain tbe intrinsic position resolution (including alignment errors) 
of each hit. Tlie measured single-hit resolutions are 5.5 um in the xy plane, and 5.5 
nm up to 9 /Jin for central tracks and those with [cosdf > 0.55, respectively[160]. 
These values are consistent with those found by using the two-track miss distance 
in Z° — fi+fi- and Z° -*• e + c " events fitted with the VXD hits only. The slight 
degradation in the resolution at larger cosfl is most likely due to radial alignment 
errors and bowing of the CCDs. 

Figure 4.12: A beam's eye view of the Luminosity Monitor (LUM), showing the pad 
structure and the readout cards. Tbe inner diameter is indicated in tbe center. 
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4 . 2 . 2 T h e L U M 

The luminosity monitors for the SLD are silicon-tungsten calorimeters arranged IQ a 
pod configuration surrounding the beampipc[lGlj. Their primary purpose to to mea
sure the absolute integrated luminosity by recording all small angle Bhabh* scattering 
events. The inner edge of the fiducial acceptance is tk'Iined by a tungsten mask that 
covers the regiou or |cos(?| < 25 mr. The pads arc arranged into a projective tower 
geometry. A beam's eye view of the LUM is shown in Figure -1.12, where the tower 
segmentation cau 1M> seen. Each tower is divided longitudinally iiiiu an EMI section 
of 5.5 radiation lengths in thickness and an EM2 section of 15.G radiation length*. 
The energy resolution has been measured[162] to essentially agree with the design of 
3% at 50 GeV. 

4 . 2 . 3 T h e C D C 

The CDC is tin- primary tracking detector for the SLD1163). It is constructed in the 
form of a cylindrical annulus of inner radius 20 cm, outer radius 1 tu, and length 2 
m. The active elements are 5120 sense wires interspersed throughout the chamber 
volume. The slicll structure which bears the tension of the wires was designed to be 
as thin as possible. It consists of "dished" 5 mm-thick aluminum endplates and inner 
and outer cylinders made from an aluminum sbeet-Hcxcel fiberboard laminate. The 
inner cylinder lias 1.8% of a radiation length of material. 

The sense wires are arranged in 80 layers which are organized into 10 supcrlayers 
of 8 wires each. Six of the superlayers have a 40 mrad stereo angle With respect 
to the beam axis to allow a measurement of the z position of the track hits. A 
subsection of the CDC endplate showing the layer geometry is shown In Figure 4.13. 
The superlayers are broken into jet cells, where each set of sense wires is radially 
oriented". The wire layout of a single cell is shown iu Figure 4.14. The field-shaping 
and guard wires consist of 150 pm diameter gold-coated aluminum wires, and the 
sense wires are 25 fim diameter gold-coated tungsten. Each set of sense and guard 

"This structure wit choaen for mechanical stability, not am of tracking, at it *itiwaMM« thM 
there Us an ambiguity at to whether a liit originated to the left or right of the M»M wire plaae (this 
b commonly called the "Wt-rigliT ambiguity). 
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Figure 4.13: A portion uf the CDC endplate, showing the layout of axial (A) and 
6t*reo (U, V) layers. 

wires is mtienuYtxl into individual Lexan blocks which can be precisely positioned and 
tensioued in situ in slots in the aluminum endplate. 

To read out the signals from the chainber[164), the charge from each sens* wire 
is clocked on each beam crossing into a switched capacitor array, which functions 
as an analog memory unit (HAMU). If the chamber is to be read out, the charge 
is digitized and sent up to a FASTBUS waveform sampling module (WSM), which 
performs zero suppression, corrects each HAMU channel for linearity, and subjects 
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Figure 4.14: A diagram of an individual CDC cell, showing the aenae, guard and field 
wire layout. The two sense wires at the rnd of each row are dummy wires and are 
not read out. 

the data to a waveform- finding algorithm which extracts, for each wire end, the 
time, charge, height, and width of each pulse found in tlie data- Both ends of the 
chamber are instrumented, so that the z coordinate of each hit can be meaiured to 
approximately 2% of the wire kngth using the charge division of the pulae. 

The gas mixture was chosen to provide maximum precision on the drift distance 
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measurement. To this end, CO3 * u chosen a* tbe primary gM in the mixture, an it 
has a low drift velocity and ft low diffusion constant. The low drift velocity allows 
higher resolution on the shape of t t* arriving pulse for ft fixed sampling time, and 
tbe tow diffuMoo limit* tbe smearing of t h ; pulse over long distances. Tbe other 
compoiwaWof tbegnwn*: wobutuiG, added as ['quencher; argon, added to increase 
avahuiche gain; and trace amounts of water to suppress the effects of wire aging|l65). 
Tbe gas composition in percent is COj:At:Isobutane:HiO::75:21:4:0.2 . Tbe drift 
velocity of tbe final gas mixture is 7.9 jtra/ps at the mean drift held of 0.9 kV/cm. It 
is worth noting that tbe drift velocity of tbe gas depends strongly on gas density, gas 
composition, and the electric field in the drift region. All of these must be monitored 
in order to guarantee stability and precision of the drift distance measurement. Tbe 
local resolution, which is calculated by tbe difference in residuals of adjacent hits on 
a track within Individual drift cells, and tbe glottal resolution, which is given by tbe 
residuals of ail of tbe hits on a track, are shown in Fi^v-e t.l$ as a function of drift 
distance from the sense wire plane The difference in local and global resolutions 
can be attributed to small inter-cell alignment errors". Also plotted is tbe resolution 
curve one would expect for diffusion, given a resolution of 68 ^m a t ! cm. The moan 
resolution ot the hits between 0.5 and 2.5 cm is 82 /im, making this tbe most precise 
large drift chamber ever constructed. 

Two other measures of the chamber performance on the local level are the hit-
finding efficiency and tbe two-bit resolution. Tbe hit-finding efficiency is denned as 
the fraction of time a hit in one of the 80 sense wire layers is found on a track" 
which passed through that layer. This is shown in Figure 4.16, along with the MC 
expectation for the same quantity. High bit-finding efficiency and good agreement 
with tbe MC have been achieved. The two-hit resolution is gji -1 b; the minimum 
resolvable separation between hits on adjacent tracks. This is shown in Figure 4.17, 
where an efficiency of 50% is obtained at a hit separation of 1 mm. This resolution is 
determined by tbe length of each pulse after dmiwon, etc, and the specific portion 
of the waveform algoritbu that searcbea for second hit* on tbe falling tail* of pulse*. 

"The 30-W urn aUgaiMM ana ittplfed by Figm 4.15 are COMMN* wHh the rwolittioa of tbe 
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Figure 4.1 >: The local and global CDC drift diaUace resolution measured with track* 
in hadronic events from the 1994 data, sample. Also shown is the resolution curve 
expected due to diffusion effect* for the specific CDC gats composition. The diffuwon 
mrve has been normalized to give the correct minimum resolution. 

4 . 2 . 4 T h e G R I D 

To distinguish among species of charged particles, it is necessary to determine, ei
ther directly or indirectly, the masse* of each particle under scrutiny. With particles 
moving at relativists speeds, it becomes a much simpler matter to measure the mo
mentum of a particle and its velocity, thereby determining the maw indirectly*. Thia 
has been accomplished in past collider experiments by precise measurement* of the 
travel times of particles between two fixed points ("tirae-of-fligfat"), and measurement* 
of the ionization per unit path length through a gas ("dE/dx"), which is related to 
the Lorentz fa of the particle). Cerenkov detectors, which measure the Lorentz 0 of 

ceU-to-oll aScuwnt procedure, tkacribed la Ref. [it*}. 
" T i n t &h*} nay ttuctioa •Jforitiuii will be dtacuwed in the wot duptor. 
*Of course, particle ipeciee can ako be dtMiagV^aat) W their u*iJq*e iateractkiM with aMtter w 

they travel through m detector- SLD'i rauoa •yatesi «ad rebrhattty both me thb other wcheiejm 
fa particle identalcatioa. 
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Figure 4.16: The efficiency for finding a single hit on a track which pauses through a 
given layer in the CDC. Shown are the efficiencies in the data (points) and the MC 
simulation (solid histogram)- The detailed geometry of the cell locations determines 
the layer-to-layer variations. 

a particle, are heavily used in fixed-target experiments for particle identification but 
have only recently been adapted for the cylindrical geometry of a collider detector. 
The SLD CRID is one of only two stich detectors ever constructed* These devices 
allow measurements of the Cerenkov angle for all particles in an event whose velocity 
is large enough to allow them to emit Cerenkov radiation. The active elements of 
the CRID detector are long1 time projection chambers (TPCs) which drift and cap
ture the photoelectmuH that have been liberated from the TPC gas volume by the 
Cerenkov photons. The CRID has two radiators to generate Cerettlwv photons, s 
liquid (CGF,4) and a gas (CjF^) . Photons from the liquid radiator impinge directly 
on the drift boxes, while a system of 400 mirrors focuses the photons from the gas 
radiator back onto the photo-sensitive medium. Given the direction and momentum 
of a particle as determined by the CDC, the radius of the "ring" of pliotoelectrons 
created by the cone of Cerenkov photons determines the Cerenkov angle and hence 

•The other to tbe DELPHI Ring Imaging Cwenkr* (RICH) detector1167). 
•We will only ditait* the harwi CIUD r*Ne. The emfcap C&IDs operate is a *ImM« master. 
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Figure 4.17: The number of bits found in a single CDC layer as a function of the 
distance after the first hit. The horizontal hue is drawn at full hit-finding efficiency. 
The 60% efficiency point corresponds to a hit separation of 1 mm. 

the particle velocity. A schematic view of the CRID detector is shown in Figure 4.18. 
At this time, the CRID is becoming well-enough understood to be useful in physics 
analyses. The observed number of photodectrons and the loral resolutions on the 
measured Cerenkov angles have been meusurcd to be close to the dimign values. 

4.2.5 The LAC 
Calorimetric energy measurements are provided by the LAC, a sampling calorimeter 
whose basic module consists of lead plates immersed in liquid argon[lf>9]. The ar
gon is the active medium, as it is ionized by charged particles passln' through the 
calorimeter. The lead serves to induce particle showers and as the coll ction medium 
for the charge liberated in ionizing the argon, The basic structure of the LAC is 
shown in Figure 4.19. The layers of lead are broken up into alternating grounded 

i 
3- 400 
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plates and tiles held at high voltage; it is here where the charge collection occurs. As 
the lead is stacked, the tiles are arranged into projective towers whose longitudinal 
depth depends on how many layers have been ganged together for readout. 

The LAC U segmented into two layers, the electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic 
(HAD) secttoua. The EM section is formed of 2 mm thick iead plates separated 
by 2.75 nun of liquid argon, and is subdivided into two layers, EMl (6 X0, 0.24 
interaction lengths (A<,)) and EM2 (15 A'0< 0.60 A0). The HAD section is formed 
of 6 mm thick lead pUtes, but the 2.75 mm argon gap is maintained. The HAD 
section is also subdivided into HADl (13.9 X0,1 AQ) and HAD2 (13.9 X0,1 AQ)- The 
EM towers subtend one quarter of the solid angle of the HAD towers, so that each 
set of four EM towers ia backed by a single HAD tower. The EM sections contain 
approximately 99% of the energy from a 45 GcV electron, while the LAC as a whole 
contains 85-90% of the total energy in a hadronic Z° decay. The energy resolutions 
for the LAC have been ineasured[170] using e + e " ~* e*e~ and Z° —*q<j events to be 
12%/i/E and Gb%/VB for the EM and HAD sections, respectively. 

Figure 4.18: A schematic diagram of the principle of CRID operation. A charged 
particle entering the liquid radiator emits Cerenkov photons which impinge on the 
drift boxes containing a photo-aensitive medium. Cerenkov photons from the gas 
radiator are focusted back onto the photo-sensitive medium for detection. 
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Figure 4.19: The internal structure of the LAC, showing the alternate layers of plates 
and tiles which form the readout towers. 

4.2.6 The Sotenoidal Coil 
Surrounding the LAC is the SLD solenoid, an aluminum core magnet. It provides a 
field of 0.6 Tesla along the beam axis. The field has been mapped(l71] to be uniform to 
3% over the tracking volume of the CDC; the lowest order polynomial expansion to the 
non-axial field in a finite solenoid is used during track reconstruction to parametria* 
the field lion-uniformity. The polynomial agrees with the the measured field to better 
than 0.05% over the CDC volume. 

4.2.7 The WIC 
The WIC serves four functions within the SLD: flux n-tiini for the solenoid, a backing 
calorimeter to measure the residual badronic energy which has leaked out of the 
LAC, a muon-identification system, and the structural support for the rest of the 
detector components. The WIC is made of 18 layers of Iarroci (limited-streamer) 
tubes sandwiched between 5 mm thick steel p1ates[172]. The tubes are instrumented 
with square pad readout for calorimctric purposes and long strips for reading out the 
individual tubes in order to use the WIC as a muoo tracker. The WIC geometry is 
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Figure 4.20: Tim WIC structure, showing the single layers containing longitudinal 
strips for muon tracking as well as pad tower readout. Also shown are double layers 
with crossed strips Tor tracking in the other plane. 

shown in Figure 4.20. The WIC strip* which provide the muoo-tradung information 
are arranged in two separate arrays 90" from each other to enable the trajectory 
of a muon in two dimensions. The rndcap chambers in particular have half of the 
stripB oriented vertically and half horizontally. This information will be useful in the 
context of the backgrounds discussion iu Appendix C. The barrel WIC has proved 
to function as intended and has been used to identify muons from heavy quark semi' 
leptonic decays[7;i] 

4.2.8 The SI.D Detector Simulation 
The interactions of all particles with the materials of the SLD are simulated by the 
GEANT 3-15(173] package of routines. The composition of each of the detector vol
umes is specified, and the simulation deposits the appropriate amount of energy in 
each volume, scatters through-going particles by angles consistent with the mate
rial thickness, and allows electromagnetic and hadronic showers to occur. Hadronic 
interactions are simulated by the GHEISHA package; electromagnetic showers are 
deposited in the detector using a parametrized shower shape rather than running a 
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detailed simulation. 
To simulate the accelerator-induced backgrounds that arise in tbe various detector 

elements, all of the signals from random-trigger events close in time to the Z* decays 
are overlayed on top of the generated Monte Carlo events. This is an atteaipt to 
insure that the proper luminosity-weighted background levels are properly simulated. 

In addition, the observed complement of dead channels is reproduced in tbe mt*~ 
ulated detector response, so that tbe time-dependent configuration of the simulated 
detector matches that of the real SLD over tbe course of the run. 

A detailed description of the SLD modifications to the heavy flavor decay package 
in JETSET6.3 can be found in Ref. [166]. 



Chapter 5 

Tracking System Performance 

As will be seen in the next chapters, a, thorough understanding of thu minute details 
of the tracking system is crucial to the analyses prcscntrd here. This chapter gives 
an overview of the excellent performance of the SLD tracking system and our under
standing of Its workings, which Is evidenced by measurements of data events as well 
as our ability to obtain agreement between data and tbc Monte Carlo simulation. In 
the previous chapter describing the detector, various details of our understanding of 
the intrinsic local resolutions of the CDC and VXD were given. Below, we will dis
cuss the global performance of these detectors. As charged tracks are reconstructed 
using both the VXD and CDC, this global performance directly impacts the physics 
analyses that rely on the precision of the tracking system. 

5.1 Track Reconstruction 
Charged track reconstruction begins in the individual drift cells of the CDC*. A 
"Vcctored'Hit Finder" searches for straight or slightly-curved strings of hits on the 
eight sense wires in each cell. Shorter combinations not contained within longer ones 
are also sought. Each of these miniature track segments is reduced to a vector giving 
its direction and position. These serve as the input to the patter recognition software, 

"As the VXD only provides two hita per track, it i« not [XMHUB to do atand-akwe trucking within 
the VXD itMtf. Trades are first found in toe CDC and projected inward to candidate U*M in the 
VXD. 

119 
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which attempts to find actual tracks in the CDC. This stage begins by looking first 
at patterns of hits which form circles in the four axial layers, then proceeds by adding 
hits from the stereo layers to form long tracks. Sborter tracks not contained withla 
longer ones are also found[174], down to tracks spanning 4 CDC auperiayeri. After 
the tracks are found, the hit* which they contain are recorded, and a preliminary 
track fit is performed. This fit {traduces initial track parameters which can be input 
into the actual iterative track fitting algorithm. The output of the track fitter ia 
a track defined by two sets or track parameters, ooe set evaluated at its innermost 
radius, one at its outermost. Extrapolation inward to the VXD or outward to the 
CRID, LAC, or WIC begins with these sets of track parameters. 

The CDC performance can be studied by using the pairs of tracks from Z* —»{i+fT 
and Z° —• e*e~ events, as well as those from cosmic rays*. The measured resolution 
for tracks found in the CDC only for the quantities relevant to physics analyses are 
shown in Table 5.1. For tracks to be used In analyses requiring precise knowledge 
of the track trajectory near the IP, the resolutions of doca'^, the distance of closeat 
approach to the IP in the plane transverse to the beam axis, doca'rf, the distance 
of closest approach to the IP along the beam axis, and A, the polar angle of the 
track with respect to the vertical, are critical determinants of how well tracks can be 
extrapolated to the VXD in an attempt to find associated tuts. The other parameters 
shown in the table are the resolution on the track direction o> in the x-y plane, and 
the infinite momentum (a) and momentum-dependent (6) terms in the momentum 
resolution, where o{p±)fpf = y o 1 + (b /p x ) 3 . Dots of the x-y and r-z two track m i » 
distances are shown in Figure 5.2. Except for the momentum, the resolutions for a 
single track are deconvolved from the distributions of the differences between the two 
tracks for each of the measured quantities. The larger resolutions for those quantities 
measured in the r-z plane are typical of cluunbers that use stereo wire layers to 
measure the track positions along the cylindrical axis of the detector. As the VXD 
does not have a large enough lever arm to measure track momentum itself, it must 
rely on the CDC measurement as a starting point. A plot of qfp farZ°-» fi*fi~ 

11n principle, one could UM 27 — 2-ptoag event* to *tuuy the low-nNxnaotun Muviour of the 
neMurec] quantities, but thia au£fMtk>* KM not been followed up to thk point. 
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Figure 5.1: The signed inverse momentum of muons in Z° - • ti+p~~ eventa as de
termined by the CDC alone. The solid curves are gauasian fits to this distribution. 
The muons used for this measurement have sufficiently small polar angles that the 
distribution is well-approximated by a guuasian. 

and Z° -* e + c~ events is given in Fig 5.1 shows the expected gauaxian shape. The 
momentum resolution of the CDC is afoi)/i% = ^/o.0050 3+ (0-010/pi) 3. 

To match the trades reconstructed in the CDC to hits they possibly left behind 
in the VXD, the tracks are extrapolated Inward to the outermost layer of the VXD. 
The extrapolated track errors give an indication of an appropriate search region in 
which to look for VXD bits that could have belonged to that track. A Billoir fit[l75) 
is performed' for each possible combinations to select those VXD hits (if any) which 

'Tbc Billoir technique for track fitting UH» aaiMple matrix multiplication to handle the extra, 
Mctiapobtkm error introduced by pawing through material Instead of an iterative "swimming" 
method, which atepa the track* along their helical path and conakiew material on a muck more local 
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Figure 5.2: The two-track miss distances of muotw in Z° -* /**/*" events as deter
mined by the CDC alone. The solid points represent the measured distribution in the 
x-jf plane, the open squares represent that in the T-Z plane. 

provide the best matcli to the track. Hits arc not allowed to be shared by tracks. A 
final pass is made using a weak vertex constraint to attempt to link tracks to those 
regions or the VXD where only one hit is available due to the dead CCDs. 

The efficiency for linking "quality" CDC tracks' to hits in the VXD is shown in 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4a-b plotted against track momentum, track polar angle i, and 
track azimuthal angle 0. Also shown in these plots are the same quantities and the 
fraction of the links that are incorrect as predicted by the MC. One can see from these 
plots the quality of the links, as well as the quality of the MC simulation, which agrees 
with the data to better than 1% for quality tracks. Figure 5.5 shows the fit quality 
V 3 * 1 - V W » / - 1 °f the combined CDC+VXD Billoir fit for data and MC. The 

'The cuu to chase a "quality" track will be dtacwaed i« ike next csapur. 
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Table 5.1: The resolutions measured for various track parameters with the CDC and 
CDC+VXD tracking systems. The variables are defined in the text. Resolutions 
quoted are those from single tracks, u deconvolved from the two-track difference 
distributions. 

Parameter CDC Only Resolution CDC+VXD Resolution 

doca^ ISO/mi U/ i iu 
docor. 1000/im 38 fita 

* 0.45 mrad 0.32 mrad 
A 3.7 mrail 2.2 mrad 
a 0.005 .0020 
b 0.01 0.0095 

Mom***) (GtWc) 

Figure 5.3: Tlu* efficiency for linking "good" CDC tracks (sec Chapter 7 for a defi
nition) to the VXD as a function of track momentum. The points arc the measured 
efficiencies in the data, the solid histogram is the same quantity as determined in the 
MC simulation. 

good agreement here demonstrates that our understanding of the various resolutions 
and alignment problems is approximately correct. 
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Figure 5.4: The efficiency for linking "good" CDC tracks (sec Chapter 7 for a def
inition) to the VXD as a function of (a) track polar angle and (b) track azimuthal 
angle. The points are the measured efficiencies in the data, the solid histogram is 
the same quantity as determined in the MC simulation. Note the effect of the 0.4 cm 
shift of the VXD along the beam axis, which leaves the efficiency in coetf somewhat 
asymmetric. 
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Figure 5.5: A comjiarison of the \ZS3?- yflndol.- 1 distribution for the CDC+VXD 
fit for data (points) and MC (histogram) tracks. 

As would be exjiected, adding VXD hits to tbe CDC track dramatically improves 
the resolution on most of the track parameters over those measured by the CDC alone. 
The CDC+VXD results for these resolutions are also shown in Table 5.1. The momen
tum resolutions certainly benefits from the addition of the precise VXD points close to 
the IP; the combined momentum resolution is a(p±)/pf = TJO.00261 + (0.0095/pj.)2. 
Due to the small lever arm of the VXD, tbe combined measurements are still affected 
by the precision of the CDC. In particular, the single track impact parameter reso
lutions in the r-z plane arc more than three times worse than those in the x-y plane 
due to the lower precision of the CDC measurement of the track dip angle. 

An estimate of the impact parameter resolutions for lower momentum tracks can 
be made from the widths of the distributions of doca£ and dooaff by using the MC to 
unfold tbe effects of heavy badron decays and IP motion. The results of this study are 
shown in Figure 5.6 for tracks at 6 * 0° and tracks at \9\ = 70°. The impact parameter 
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resolutions obtained for truck* with momentum 1 GeV/e are 6{doca'£) =•= 76>m aad 
6(docag) « 80/im at 9 - 0°. 

Momentum (GtWC) MomtMum (G»V/c) 

Figure 5.6: The impact parameter resolutions as a function of track momentum 
and polar angle, for the x-y and r-z planes. Tbe solid lines are the resolution* 
obtained from the MC; tbe points are those from the data obtained by correcting tbe 
observed distributions for tbe presence of long-lived mesons. Two sets of resolution* 
are shown: those for tracks with normal incidence on the VXD ladders (0°) and those 
with a relatively large polar angle (70°). Note the worsening of the impact parameter 
resolution due to tbe extra multiple scattering in the effectively thicker detector at 
large angles. 
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5.2 Determination of the 
Primary Vertex (IP) Position 

The inclusion of this section breaks the flow of the discussion of tracking performance, 
but is is necestary to define what is meant by the event primary vertex or IP position 
with respect to which all track impact parameters are measured. Up to this point, 
we have used the term IP to mean loosely "where the Z° decay occurred''. Here, we 
will make the distinction between the SLC IP, which is defined as the center of the 
luminous region of the overlapping beams, and the event Primary Vertex (PV), which 
is where the tracks in the event appear to originate, given the information provided 
by the SLD tracking system. 

5.2.1 Transverse Position 
In principle, one could find the PV for each event from fitting all of the tracks which 
appear to come from a single, central point to a common vertex. This results in an 
error on the spatial position of the PV in the x-y plane that looks like an ellipse due 
to the inevitable presence of collimated jets of particles. This is shown schematically 
in Figure 5.7. Typically, the size of the errors are 100 fim along the ellipse major 
axis, and 15 fim along the ellipse minor axis. As these values are large compared to 
the resolutions discussed above for the SLD tracking system, they would introduce 
unacceptably large errors on the track impact parameters if this were the only way 
to find the PV for each event. 

Fortunately, the SLC luminous region is stable and extremely small. As the beams 
must actually collide to produce useful luminosity, the average position of the collision 
point is stable over times of at least one hour during smooth running. Steering 
correctors in the SLC final focus driven by feedback loops make small corrections to 
the beam positions over this time to maximize the luminosity, but the amount of 
induced motion is small. So, rather than attempt to find the PV event-by-event, we 
can substitute the average position of the SLC IP. In addition to drastically reducing 
the magnitude of the position error, averaging over events mitigates several other 
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problems: tbe error ellipse on tbe mean IP will be roughly circular, removing the 
asymmetry induced by the jet axis; tbe bias on tbe PV poiition due to single tracks 
will be greatly reduced; and possible correlations between tbe PV position and those 
of decay vertices in events with many secondary decays will be essentially eliminated. 

To find values for tbe average IP (IP) position over the entire run, the SLD data 
sample is divided' into sets of 30 sequential liadronic Z° decays (events selected with 
loose criteria), except when a run ended more than 20 events into a set, at which point 
the set is ended11. A trial (IP) is determined for each set by fitting for the PV, tben 
averaging the result. Tbe {IP} for each set is then derived by fitting all tracks which 
have VXD bits and which come within 3tr of tlie trial (IP) to a common vertex. The 
fit {IP} is then used as a new trial {IP}, and tbe process is iterated until it converges. 
Typically, 330 tracks are used in a fit, and the fit converges after 5 iterations. Tbe 
7^/dof for the fit and the fraction of tracks within 3o of tbe fit (IP} are monitored for 
each set and compared with those from previous and subsequent sets to identify sets 
which might span a major shift in IP position. Information from the SLC correctors 
is used to help determine exactly when a major shift occurs. When a major shift is 
found within a set, the boundaries of the set are changed to coincide with where tbe 
IP shift occurs while still maintaining *«* 30 events per set whenever possible, and 
the fitting procedure is repeated. For a set to be used in tbe analysis, tbe x*/<tof is 
required to be < 1.3, and the number of tracks used in tbe fit is required to be more 
than eight times the number of events in the set. Tbe fit {IP} position for the set in 
which an event resides is tben used as the best estimate of tbe PV position in the x-y 
plane for that event. 

The uncertainty in the {IP} (aIF) is tbe combination of tbe statistical error from 
the fit (~ Sum)", the extent of the SLC luminous region (— 1/un), and tbe motion 
of the IP within a set (~ 6/im). This totals — 7um when added in quadrature. There 

'This work wy done and tbe description graciously provided by Steve Wagner. A aiaular section 
appears in Ref (182]. 

•Major juraps In the SLC IP petition almost always occur due to tbe reeatablialuneat of coUiataas 
in a dilferent place than before after a period oflaactivRy or outage, for whatever raaaoa. A* SLD 
data-taking runs are usually coded alter 30 stiautet of SLC inactivity, tbese aujor raiagai ia IP 
position tend to happen between SLD runs. 

"Conpare this to 15 fin for the siagle event PV determination, above. 
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Figure 5.7: A diagram showing tbe definition of the variable* used in tbe discuauon 
of the {IP) fit quality. Shown are the possible results of fitting the IP position for a 
given event, with the error ellipie of this fit (which hats major (minor) axis length ax 

(sigmay)). Also shown is the mean IP position {IP} for this eet of runs, and the two 
coordinates specifying its location relative to the fit event IP. The {IP) position is 
xT away from the fit event IP along the major axis of the error ellipse, and yr along 
the minor axis. 

are several ways to estimate alp using tiie data. The distribution of track impact 
parameters with respect to (IP) iu Z° - • /(+/i"cveiits is shown in Figure 5.8. As 
Z° —r /i +/i~events are not used in any way for the determination of (IP), they can 
provide an independent check on the precision and accuracy of the beam position 
measurement. The a of the distribution is 12.7pm; when the track extrapolation 
error is subtracted in quadrature, this gives atp = 6.7/im, which confirms that our 
estimates of the uncertainties in extracting the (IP) are approximately correct. In 
addition, in liadronic events where most tracks fit to a common vertex, the distance 
(jfr) between the (IP) and the fit vertex, projected onto tiie minor axis of the fit 
vertex error ellipse, also contains information on alp. 

The quantity yT is calculated for each event using the fitted primary vertex for 
that event. The primary vertex for «»ch event is found by beginning with the four 
tracks whose impact parameters with respect to tbe (IP) are smallest. Tracki which 
make the x* vertex probability the largest are added until the overall x2 probability 
drops below 1%. The powtion of the event PV and the error ellipse parameters are 
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Figure 5.8: The impact parameters of muons from Z° —• / i + / i " events to tbe {IP). 
As they are not used in the determination of the (IP) position, these trades provide 
an independent measure of the resolution on the (IP) position. 

then calculated. Figure 5-9 Knows the distribution of yT for tbe events wbere 

• > 7 tracks are included iu tbe primary' vertex 

• > 70% of the tracks in the event are used in the primary vertex fit 

• The error on yT is less than 15 fim 

• the overall X s vertex probability is greater than \%. 

The data points are overlayed on a MC simulation in which 7 fita of IP motion 
has been added. The non-gaussian tailB are similar in both MC and data. This 
distribution for all events, while having high wtatistics, includes some contamination 
from events containing heavy quark decays, which could bias the fit PV position. We 
can produce another sample by requiring 
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Figure 5.9: The j/r distribution for all events satisfying moderate vertexing criteria 
(see text). The points are the data, the solid histogram is the MC with an input 
smearing of 7 /iin in the (IP) position. Small tails can be seen on both distributions. 

• 100% of tracks with VXD hits arc used in the primary vertex 

• the overall x 2 vertex probability is greater than 10%. 

These events contain a very pure sample of light quark events, but the resulting 
yT distribution is lower in statistics, as shown in Figure 5.10. Nonetheless, the yT 

distributions for both these samples were considered; all distributions agree with 
ff,, = 7pm ± 2fim for the 1993 data. 

Even though great care has been taken to minimize the potential for large beam 
motion within a set of events, it is still possible that some sets contain events which 
occur a large distance away from the (IP). Thin would lead to large numbers of tracks 
in each of these events that nuss the (IP) by a significant amount, which would lead 
to a much liigher jxobabiljty for these events to be tagged as b quark events. This 
would effect any analysis that attempt! to use the precision tracking as a flavor tag. 
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Figure 5.10: The y-r distribution for events with all tracks in the primary vertex (see 
text). The points arc the data, thi* solid histogram is the MC with an input smearing 
of 7 /Jm in the (IP) position. 

In an attempt to set an upper limit on bow often this could happen, the same 
distributions which are used to estimate olt, are searched for evidence of noo'gauanan 
tails. The n+fi~ impact parameter distributioo shows no evidence for nop-gauawan 
tails, but the statistics of this sample are not large enough to rule out non-gaussian 
tails in the much larger sample of hadrooic events. The highest statistics check, the 
yT distribution in all hadrouic events, shows similar small non-gaussian tails in both 
the MC and data. The MC indicates that this is caused by the occasional incluaion 
of B or D decay tracks in the vertex fit, which then pulls the PV vertex position 
slightly. All other distributions show .smaller non-gauatiaii tails than this on*. We 
take the yT distribution in all hadronk events as a conservative limit on the site of 
these tails, which leads us to include a second IP extent ( o ^ ) of 100/im in < 0.25% 
of the data to simulate thin effect. The full shift in the results obtained with and 
without this additional tail will be taken as the systematic error due to thi* effect. 
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5.2.2 Longitudinal Position 

Since the SLC bunches are a|>t>roKimately 1 mm long, the luminous region along the 
z a-ris has a much larger physical extent than in the x-y pUne". There it nothing 
to be gained by averaging many events together in this plane to obtain the mean IP 
position, since the tracking resolution is much finer than the possible distribution of 
interactions. The beat estimate of the PV 2 position for each event comes from a 
technique using only the median 2 of the tracks in the event itself. Each track with 
associated VXD hits is extrapolated to the point of closest approach to the (IP) in 
the x-y plane, and the 2 coordinate of the track at this point is denoted as 2 j « . A 
selection of tracks is then made to require the track x-y impact parameter to be less 
than 5O07im and the track to p a n wilhin 3a of the (IP) baaed on the estimated track 
impact parameter error and (IP) error. The event IP z location is simply defined 
as the median of the z&xa values from the selected tracks. For the small fraction 
of events with no tracks passing this selection, all tracks with VXD hits are used. 
The choke of the median z method instead of the more common approach involving 
vertexiug b baaed on the result of a MC study showing that the median z is more 
robust against the biases due to the inclusion of tracks not originating from PV. The 
typical resolution for locating the PV z as derived from MC are (32,36,52)/im for 
(ads, c, b) events respectively. The tails of the PV z residual distributions can be 
characterized by tlte fraction of events with residual > lOOpm. The fraction of such 
events are (0.&%1.6%,7.5%) for (uds,c,b) events according to the MC simulation. 

5.3 T h e Impact Parameter Distribution 

The final element in describing the performance of the SLD tracking system is also 
the most relevant. Shown in Figure 5.11 is the distribution of the normalized impact 
parameters doca'J^/6{doca'^). Tlie agreement between data and MC is quite good, 
even out to 20(7 ou the tails. The agreement is equally good in the r-z plane. The 

"We have actually used the dwttibMoo of x PV poakloM to measure the buad) leafta, eftc-
tivcly tmiaft the SLD iato the world'i mo* cxpeowve bunch lenftu monitor. We • • « « * value 
COMHMCI* willi tbe expectation of 1 aim. 
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Figure 5.11: A comparison of tbe distributions of normalized impact parameters ia 
the x-y plane for all hadronic events in the data (points) and MC (liistrogram). Tke 
tracks included here are "good" tracks (see Chapter 7}. Tlie under- and overflow bias 
are also shown. 

only "swearing" which has been added to the MC simulation is the residual alignment 
errors of the VXD and tbe CDC internal and global alignments. The local aucDment 
smearing was done on a CCD-by-CCD, ladder-by-ladder, and cell-by-cell basis in 
order to get the x2 distributions to match between data and MC. An average amount 
of smearing was added to each element, and at no time was there any tuning done on 
the tails of the distributions in Fig. 5.11 to attempt to make tbe tails agree. In this 
version of the MC, the original guess of the CCD alignment position precision was 
underestimated, and there was in addition an error in the simulation, both of which 
conspired to make tbe core of these distributions wider in MC than in data. Giva* 
tbe "true" track parameters from MC, tbe distributions were actually tuumearwf to 
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Figure 5.12: The ratio of the distributions of the normalized impact parameter for 
the unsmcared MC and data, (see text) 

remove this effect. The ratio of unsmeared MC to the data in shown in Figure 5.12; 
tbe unsmcaring correction was only applied in tbe "core" region, and its magnitude 
MM calculated solely from the MC. The agreement between MC and data in the 
cure region reflects tbe true quality of tbe MC simulation, not a conspiracy to force 
agreement between tbe simulation and tbe data. Tbe full change in the results of tbe 
analysis by applying this correction will be taken as a systematic error. 

In tbe following sections, we discuss aspects of tbe tracking system performance 
that are relative to the reconstruction and isolation of events containing D mesons for 
the charm asymmetry measurement. Two methods are used to find Da: one requires 
reconstruction of higii-.. .imetitum D mesons from 2 or 3 tracks, the other requires the 
isolation of the D decay vertex. TV"- the proper simulation of the man resolution 
of the detector and its vertexing capabihiiLS are necessary In order for us to have 
confidence in the MC results. It is worth noting that v.- -rrt concerned here about 
tbe tracking performance as applied to multi-track combinations an opposed to tbe 
single variable distributions we nave been discussing. 
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5.4 Mass Resolution 
To study tbe maw resolution of tbe SLD tracking system under conditio!* sisailar 
to those encountered in reconstructing D mesons, we can examine hifb-aonwwtusa 
Kj and A decays (collectively called V* decays), and compare tbe widths of tbe 
mass peaks in data and MC. If the tracking performance it properly simulated at 
high momentum, we should obtain reasonable agreement between tbe data and MC 
distributions. Candidates for K% and A decays are found by pairing all combination 
of oppositely-signed tracks and assigning either both tracks tbe * mass (K?) or one 
the proton mass and one tbe x mass. At high momentum, the faster of the two 
particles in A decay is almost always the proton; using this information for the mans 
assignments reduced the combinatoric background. Several cuts are applied to each V9 

candidate to obtain a clean sample[l76). Tbe pair of tracks forming the candidate V* 
must pass within 2.5 mm of each other, and their actual distance of closest approach 
must be less than Sa of tbe uncertainty on tbrir common point of origin in the plane 
perpendicular to the sum of their momenta. The difference between the V* candidate 
momentum direction and its flight direction must be less than 1° in the X'V plane, 
and leas than 2° overall. Figures 5.13a and b show the invariant misses of tbe A? and 
A candidates for xy* > 0.2, which is tbe lower of the two momentum cuts that are 
used in tbe D meson reconstruction analysis. There is reasonable agreement between 
tbe data and MC simulations, which gives us some confidence that we will be able 
to reconstruct accurately tbe masses of D° and D¥ mesons for the charm asymmetry 
analysis. 

5.5 Vertex Finding 
There are two concerns about tracking performance that are relevant to an analysis 
that depends on the isolation of a decay vertex involving two or moo.- tracks. The 
first is whether or not such a vertex can be found, including whether or not the 
tracks are properly reconstructed, which is essentially a tracking (vertexins;) eSciency 
question. Tbe second is whether or not, given that a vertex is found, the vertex can 
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Figure 513: Tlie invariant mass distributions for (a) K° and (b) A candidates with 
a total momentum greater than 9 GeV/c {xy» > 0.2). The points (hiatogratii) repre
sent the data (MC) distribution. A reasonable agreement between the di*l* and the 
simulation can be. -.,i. 
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of tlie number of two-track vertices found in hadronic 
uventa, comparing the data {point*) and MC simulation (histogram). 

be isolated from the other vertices around it which arise from random combination* 
of unawociated tracks, which is a vertex resolution question. We will discuss each of 
these concerns in turn. 

Rather than give an explicit exposition of tlw vertcxiug efficiency as r. function 
of vertex momentum and vertex decay length, we present here evidenre that both 
the tracking efficiency and the track resolution w properly simulated in the M C \ 
To do tills, we can compare the data and MC distributions of the number of two-
track vertices found in all hadronic events. We must make some cut to consider 
only those vertices wLzh are some distance from the IP; this we clmose to be 3a. 
Thiu distribution then contains tlie efficiencies for track finding and correct track 
reconstruction, as WA.1I as a clieck that tlie errors on the vertex fit are calculated 
correctly. The tracks used in making this plot are "good" track* as defined in Chapter 

'For an aaymmetry metwuremcDt. the quality of the winuUtlon la who awn iMportaat taaa the 
actual numerical value of the vertexlag cSckmcy. 

http://wa.1I
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Figure 5.15: The flight distance resolution of the SLD tracking system an simulated 
in MC for D* -* K~n*^+ decays. This fit curve is a single gauasian of width 200 
/im. 

7. The vertex fit is performed using the SLD wrlexing routines ZXTOT followed by 
ZXFIT, which perforin a 1-C fit for the vertex position and error matrix. The momenta 
of the tnu-ks arc reevaluated at the vertex position. Figure 5.14 shows the number 
of Venice* with flight distances greater than 3cr for all (selected) hadronte events in 
the 1993 data straple and the corresponding MC simulation. Good agreement is 
seen between the two distributions, which ii .lies that the track- and vertex-finding 
efficiencies arc well simulated in tlie MC. 

The resolution of the tracking system in measuring decay lengths can be estimated 
from the MC simulation, as we have no way of knowing the exact decay lengths of 
secondary vertices in the data* We have used the MC to estimate the decay length 
resolution for EP — K~ff* and D* -* K~*+it+ decays, as these two and three-track 
modes are those used in the analysis. The MC distribution of the measured minus the 
true decay length for the D+ decay is shown in Figure 5.15. The width of the single 

'In the prucw of meMwrif the llfetiw of tk« r Upton urine the wrtex decay Umftk, UM dtccy 
ba«U rMuWUor --ro be MtlMUd by tW nUat of Ike Ukl H. MfUtve vertex lift* <»«*ae*|)T7], 
R*M)U kom tl ikuU we ooafirto* wWi tto MC itowblkw. 
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gauasiaii fit is 200 pm. Since the mean 0 ° (£>+) decay length is approximately 1.6 
mm (2.5 mm), requiring found vertices to be separated from the IP by 3ff ot so will 
still rcmdt in an efficient vertex tug while suppressing the large aumber of randan 
vertices tlwt occur from tracks pawing close to the IP. 



Chapter 6 

Hadronic Event Selection 

One of the advantages of doing physics in the environment of an e + e~ collider is that 
one expi-cls the background processes that could mimic an event of physics interest 
to occur infrequently enoiuih that the trigger algorithm that causes events to be 
recorded can bti relatively simple and indiscrhninant, and yet not be overwhelmed by 
a flood of data. This approach also leads to a very efficient trigger algorithm, where 
the efficiency for actually recording the events of interest is for all practical purposes 
100%. In o n t o to be this efficient, however, the trigger algorithm must be made 
sufficiently indiscriminant, which results in essentially all events that register any 
a ouablc amount of energy in the detector being written to tape. Nonetheless, Vhis 
fproach has worked well, even at the PLC, where accelerator-induced backgrounds 

can be more of a problem that at a typical storage ring collider. Since magnetic tape 
is a relatively cheap storage medium we can afford to write to tape a data stream 
whkh contains leas than 1% Z° events and sift through later to select out the decays 
that we want for physics analysis purposes. This chapter describes in some detail the 
selection criteria applied to the raw events to pass the trigger, the initial Z° selection 
filter, and our definitions of a hadronic 2° decay. 

141 
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6.1 The SLD THgger 
The trigger criteria are described in detail in Ref [178], and will be in—msriitd 
briefly here for completeness. During tbe 1993 SLD run, there were six maim classes 
of triggers: s total energy trigger, a charged track trigger, a "hadron" (HAD) trisjjsr, 
a wide-angle bhabha (WAB) trigger, a muon pair trigger, and a "bhabfca" triigar*. 
The energy trigger required a minimum total energy of 8 GeV, where the nun it take* 
only over those EM (HAD) calorimeter tower* containing more than 00 ADC oonaU 
(120 ADC counts) of deposited energy, which corresponds to an energy threshold of 
246 MeV (1.29G GeV) per tower. Only the calorimeter n'stemt were read out wkea 
this trigger fired. The charged track trigger was based on a pattern map of the oeHs 
that might be hit v a charged track of momentum greater than 250 MeV/c passed 
through the CDC[179). A hit cell was defined as a cell where pulses consistent with 
hits from tracks fired a discriminator on 6 of tbe possible 8 wires. Those events 
containing two tracks passing through at leant 9 superlayers of the CDC and lying 
roughly 120° apart were passed by this trigger, and all of SLD was read out if it fired. 
The HAD trigger is a combination of tbe jtreviotK two triggers, as it required one 
charged Lack of 9 or more superlayers and a large energy deposition in the LAC. As 
it was expected that most 2" events would satisfy this trigger, tbe entirety of SLD 
was read out when this trigger was satisfied. The WAB trigger was designed to iaaure 
that all wide-angle e*e~ pairs were recorded, even those at angles where the track 
stubs in the CDC were not long enough to satisfy the track trigger requirements. This 
trigger also initiated readout of all of SLD. The muon trigger required a combination 
of a charged track in the CDC and hits In opposite WIC octants, as this would be 

'Here, what we refer to as trigger C I M M ire technically lutmn M the "slou", wMch am COMM-
nttkms of the Individual "evaluaton" tkmt represent UM trigger decision* from the individual trtfjnar 
processors in tbe data acquisitiou » y * e a . 

•the energies quoted ia reference to tbe trigger are in units of tbe energy t b u would be tafc in 
tbe cakxlmeter by a minlimMa-luoliii^ union, aad ate thus uncorrected far the dilwesA lataractkws 
thst could occur in hadroalc v*. electtoaMcaetk ekcttoaugnetic snowen aad the conespoadias 
difurencea In calorimeter response. WKala SLD, thk way of qnotlaa; energy la coawoaly referred 
to M the rain-/scale. A mlninwst-loabinn: particle pausing through the LAC leaves as averaie of 
360 MeV la tbe EM sections, and 960 MeV iu tbe HAD sections. The coaventoa facton from ADC 
counts to energy are 4.1 MeV/ADC coast (10.8 McV/ADC count) far the EM (HAD) layers of the 
calorimeter. 
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the signature for a 2 ° -»n + f i~ event. Once again, all of SLD was read out if this 
trigger waa satisfied. The btiabha trigger requited a total energy (CM scale) in the 
EM2 section of the LUM to be above 12.5 GeV in both the north and south detectors, 
where the sum is nude over t o w s with more than 1.25 GeV of energy. This energy 
deposition is what one might expect as a signature for an n+e~ pair above some splash 
of background. This only triggered the readout of the LUM/M ASiC system, and thus 
will not concern us further. 

8.1.1 The Tracking Trigger Veto 
A number of vetos are added to the trigger system in order to prevent excessive 
detector dead-time caused by processing huge events where the detector is sprayed 
with accelerator-induced backgrounds. Accelerator hiccups could happen iu many 
different ways (sec \ppcndix C), but the effect on SLD is more or less independent 
of the cause, as the detector will end up completely blasted with noise. One of these 
vetos, the one employed in the track trigger, has a large impact on this analysis- The 
tracking trigger *ef ̂  causes an event with more than 275 cells liaving 6 out of 8 wires 
hit to not be read out. In the nominal configuration, this has a relatively small effect 
on the number of Z° decays that lack tracking information. Unfortunately, during 
approximately two-fifths of the 1993 run, a hardware problem effectively shifted the 
number of hit cells up from a minimal value of 50 up to a minimum value of 100'- The 
effect of this u that in approximately 12% of hadronic events the CDC information is 
missing when it would ordinarily be present. For the a, analysis, this could have severe 
consequences, as it is easy to see that the veto preferentially removes 3-jet events, as 
they tend to have higher charged multiplicity and would hit more cells. In particular, 
since b events have a higher average multiplicity, 3-jet 6 events are vetoed more often 
than 3-jet events from other quark flavors. All of these effects could potentially bias 
the flavor-independence lest if they were to be ignored*. A simulation of the track 
trigger veto does in fact exist, however, and can be used on the MC to provide the 

'The miaiiuun value is a conatant that is adjurted depending on tin; number of calla that are 
inoperative at a given time. 

*Nott that. aiDce the veto it (opvaid-badcward aymmctrk, it baa no cfect on the At analytic. 

file:///ppcndix
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efficiencies for trigger and event selection for the given quark flavors and event Jet 
multiplicities that should match the data. This has been discussed in great detail in 
Ref. [166], Variations of the rate at which events are vetoed will be considered below 
as a systematic error. 

6.2 The Hadronic Event Filter 
The initial event selection is done using calorimctry information only, as it is much 
faster to process compared with the tracking data. The filter algorithm used at this 
stage, called "EIT pass-1" [178], requires that the events axe relatively spherical and 
have good forward-backward momentum balance. It is baaed on three LAC quantities: 

• NEMHI, the number of LAC EM towers with signals above 60 ADC counts (~ 
250 MeV min-I) 

• EHI, the sum of the energy deposited in all EM (HAD) towers with signals 
greater than high thresholds of GO (120) ADC counts. (This is equivalent to 250 
MeV (1.3 GeV) min-I.) 

• ELO, the sum of the energy deposited in all EM (HAD) towers with signals 
greater than low ilireshoJds of 8 (12) ADC counts. (This is equivalent to 33 
MeV (130 GeV) min-l) 

The filter requires that each event satisfy: 

1. NEMHt>\0 

2. BHI > 15 GeV miu-I 

3. ELO < 140 GeV min-I 

4. 2xEHI>Zx{ELO-7Q) 

5. The north and south hemispheres of the detector must each have NEMHI > 0 
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Cuts 3 and 5 tend to remove beam-wall events and other beam burp events; cut 4 
removes thorn events with large numbers of SLC unions (see Appendix C) passing 
through the LAC. The combined efficiency for a hadronic Z° decay to pass the trigger 
and the EIT pass-1 filter ia approximately 92%[180}. 

6.3 Hadronic Event Selection Cuts 
After applying the EIT paas-1 filter, 63553 events remain in the data sample from the 
1993 run. In order to reduce this to a sample of hadronic events useful for physics 
analysis, we apply cuts designed to select events contained witliin the fiducial region 
of the SLD detector. Since we use charged tracks as a basis for much of the analysis, 
this restricts us to the barrel region of the SLD, as the CDC starts to lose tracking 
efficiency outside of | cos0| > 0.8. We also wish the energy Bow of the event to be 
well contained within this fiducial region so as to guarantee that we are not missing 
large portions of the event that have ended up in the detector endcaps. In addition, 
we should note that, since it possesses the simplest geometry, t!»e barrel region of 
the detector is also the easiest to model in the MC, and can be considered "well 
understood" in this context relative to the rest of the SLD. Since a number of the 
cuts are based on charged tracks, we first set forth a definition of a "charged track1 1, 
which is any track satisfying: 

• transverse momentum relative to the beam axis p x > 200 MeV/c* 

• |cos0| <0.8 

• distance of closest approach in the xy plane {doca'J^) < 5 cm 

• distance of closest approach in the rz plane [doca'rf) < 10 cm 

Since slightly different event selection criteria were used for the two analyses pre

sented here, we present two descriptions of the event selection cuts. 

'The Ac analysis used a inlaimun traneverae momentum of pi > 300 MeV/c. 
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6.3.1 Event Selection for the at Analysis 
The selected events for the flavor independence analysis are required to satisfy: 

• > 7 charged tracks 

• |co60 r *™i|<O.71 

• E^ > 18 GeV, where £ H . is calculated from the charged tracks, assuming all 
tracks to be pious. 

One can see that these cuts meet the requirements mentioned above for defining a 
set of fiducial hadronic events with minimal background from other processes. 

The one exception to the exclusive use of charged-track information in this anal
ysis is tlie determination of the thrust axis direction, where we n » the thrust axis 
calculated from calorimeter clusters. The reason for preferring the calorimeter deter
mination of the thrust direction is shown in Figure 6.1, where the thrust direction 
calculated for each event from colorimeter awl track information is plotted. One can 
clearly see the cases at high calorimeter cos Briwt where the tracking determination 
fails because of lost information. Since one expects the global event properties of 
these events to be modeled less well than those where many tracks are present in the 
fiducial volume, it is best to exclude them from the analysis sample. 

Figures 6.2 show the data sample before cuts, with the hadronic event MC over-
layed. After applying these cuts, 28036 events remain. Table 6.1 shows the efficiency 
for the different event flavors to pass these selection cuts for the period prior to the 
trigger veto problem (henceforth called the '•Pre-Veto" period), the period of running 
during which the track trigger veto was incorrectly set (the "Veto" period), and for 
the latex run time after it had been fixed (the "Non-Veto" period). Any small flavor 
bias in event selection will lw explicitly corrected in the analysis, but, as can be wen, 
any event selection bias is small. The veto period does show some bias for rejecting 
6 events. This is expected, as they tend to have a higher charged multiplicity, and 
thus should trigger the veto more often. The surviving backgrounds are small and 
are neglected in the analysis. 
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It In interesting to break this down further Into the efficiencies for 2- and 3-jet 
events to pass the selection cuts (and the trigger veto). Table 6.2 contains more 
detailed cut information. The effect of the tracking trigger veto is readily seen, as 
the efficiencies for 3-Jet eventa to paas the veto and cuts ore from 7% to 12.5% lower 
during the Veto period compared with the rest of the run. 

Figure 6.1: A comparison of the direction of the thrust axis as determined by the 
CDC (trades) and the LAC (calorimeter dusters). The effects of the limited solid 
angle coverage of the CDC are readily apparent, as there are many events where the 
majority of the energy is deposited in the LAC endcaps (and hence at large CORB) in 
which the thrust axis direction Is miscalculated by using the CDC-only information. 
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Figure 6.2; Distributions of the event selection variables. To make each plot, all of the 
other cuts have been applied except for the one being plotted. The arrows indicate 
the values of the cut on each of the variables. 
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Table 6.1: The efficiencies for hadronic events of different primary quark flavors to 
pass the event selection cuts. 

Run Period wis efficiency c efficiency 6 efficiency 

Pre-Veto Period 
Veto Period 

Non-Veto Period 

0.5749 ± 0.00:0 
0.5457 ± 0.0017 
0.5934 ± 0.0029 

0.5738 ± 0.OD37 
0.5392 ± 0.0033 
0.5969 ± 0.0055 

0.5^94 ± 0.0033 
0.5115 ± 0.0029 
0.5926 ± 0.0049 

Table 6.2: The efficiencies for hadronic events of different primary quark flavors and 
different numbers of jets to pass the event selection cuts. The E algorithm with a & * 
value of 0.8 was used to obtain these values. 

Run Period uds efficiency c efficiency b efficiency 

Pre-Veto Period: 
2-jet events 
3-jet events 

Veto Period: 
2-jet events 
3-jet events 

Non-Veto Period: 
2-jet events 
3-jet events 

0.6145 ± 0.0023 
0.4619 ± 0.0039 

0.6013 ± 0.0020 
0.3868 ± 0.0033 

0.6283 ± 0.0033 
0.4945 ± 0.0058 

0.6177 ± 0.0043 
0.4534 ± 0.0073 

0.5979 ± 0.0037 
0.3776 ± 0.0061 

0.6329 ± 0.0063 
0.4964 ± 0.0109 

0.6113 ± 0.0038 
0.4512 ± 0.0065 

0.5751 ± 0.0033 
0.3299 ± 0.0053 

0.6354 ± 0.0056 
0.4753 ± O.0O97 

6.3.2 Event Selection for the .4C Analysis 
Since, as will be seen, the Ac analysis is driven to obtain the largest possible sample of 
D decays, we can loosen the event selection cuts substantially. We are not concerned 
about the energy flow of the event, as the reconstructed D meson direction is used 
instead of a jet or thrust axis to approximate the initial quark direction. Since the 
asymmetry is also largest at large |cos0j, we would also like to be able to reconstruct 
as many D's at large angles as is possible given the acceptance of the vertex detector. 
The requirement that three tracks form a D' or D* also tends to suppress backgrounds 
from mistneasured tracks, so that any degradation In the tracking performance at large 
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| cos 0| amounts only to an overall efficiency loss. To this end, we define tbe hadroaic 
sample for tbe Ac analysis to be those events which haw 

• 5 or more charged tracks 

• | cos0 r i w | <O.8 

• Evit > 18 GeV . 

We use charged tracks in all cases, even to find the thrust axis direction1. These 
looser cuts result in an event sample of 33,524 hadronk decays. 

"We cbonee to keep thwo events at large |cos#n™,| which would have foiled the ooouiuMat 
cut bad tbe thrust axis direction been calculated u*lag calorimeter iafomatioo. 
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Chapter 7 

Flavor Tagging 

As mentioned in the introduction, we have chosen to use the differences in lifetime 
and decay multiplicity among the different hadronic species as a tool to separate 
events containing different flavors of primary quarks. In principle, the tag should 
be relatively insensitive to the kinematics of the tagged event (whether it had 2 or 
3 jets, in particular), should be efficient, and jhould provide "wri*"»1 purity for all 
of the tagged samples. Simplicity can also be considered a. virtue in this particular 
case. These criteria rule out the more complicated tags mentioned in Section 3.4.1, 
as well as attempts to select heavy flavor events by the exclusive reconstruction of 
charm or bottom mesons. As will be described below, a reasonable compromise is 
to look only at the number of tracks in each event thftt miaa the IP by a significant 
distai)'-':, as this efficiently separates high-purity samples of b and itds events, as well 
as a sample of enriched purity. This chapter presents a detailed explanation of this 
tagging method. 

7.1 Selection of Quality Tracks 
As will L^ described in Chapter 9, this analysis depends in a critical manner upon 
our ability to understand the performance of the SLD tracking system in as much 
detail as possible. In particular, the entire process of flavor separation requires the 
MC to tell us the efficiencies for tagging an event of a given quark flavor for each 
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of the tags. As the tags are based on track multiplicity, it is imperative thai the 
ensemble of trucks used in the tags are well understood and well measured. To this 
end, we need to apply further cuts on the charged tracks used ii he analysis so as to 
guarantee that tbey are well-described by the MC simulation and do not have some 
parameter or other lying way out on a mysterious tail of some distribution. These 
cuts have the other beneficial effect of removing some tracks from light quark events 
that carry lifetime information, such as those from K° decays, which can contribute 
to the light quark contamination of the heavy flavor samples. Tracks considered as 
^Tagging T- ccks"' must have: 

• at least one VXD hit 

• at least 40 CDC hits, with the first hit at a radius less than 39 cm 

• a combined CDC+VXD fit quality v ^ - ^2nioJ - 1 < 8.0 

• total momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/e 

• doca'£ < 0.3 cm and doca'f < 1.5 cm. 

• an error on doca'J^ of < 250 um 

The cuts are placed on the track parameters calculated from the combined CDC+VXD 
fit. In addition, tracks from candidate K° and A decays and ^-conversions found by 
kinematic reconstruction of two-track vertices are removed From this analysisjlSl] to 
eliminate tracks from uds events that seem to come from particles with long lifetimes. 
All or these cuts tend to discard poorly measured or mis-reconstructed tracks, since 
they tend to have larger extrapolation errors, fewer hits, and larger IP miss distances 
than properly reconstructed, well-measured tracks. Figure 7.1 shows the distributions 
to which the cuts are applied, as well as the cut values, for the three classes of tracks 
containing different sources of lifetime information. Immediately following, Figure 
7.2 shows the distributions of these same variables for MC and data tracks, with all 
cuts applied except the one being examined. Within the cut values, the shapes of 
these distributions are well-modeled by* the MC. 
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0 2000 4000 6000 w 0 200 400 600 800 1000 

Figure 7.1: Distributions oisbc of the variables upon which cuts are placed to select 
quality tracks. The curves shown jre solid for i hose tracks from uds events and/cr 
the fragmentation tracks in c and b evvnts (uds - frag), dotted for those from K° and 
A decays and 7-conversions (Vees), and dashed for those from c and 6 hadron decays 
( c + b). Some salient features are the harder momentum spectrum for those tracks 
from heavy quark decays and the long tails on the impact parameters for strange 
derays and other Vees. 
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Figure 7.2: Distributions of six of tbe variables upon which cuts are placed to select 
quality tracks, comparing data (points) and MC (histogram). 
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Figure 7.3: The distributions of the number of quality tracks for those events pasting 
the hadronic selection cuts in the three running periods. The discrepancy between 
the charged multiplicities between data and MC can easily be seen. 

A potentially serious problem is masked by the normalization of these plots, how
ever, as data and MC have been normalized so that the total number of tracks is the 
same. Figures 73a-c display the problem in a more telling manner, showing the num
ber of quality tracks n ^ in the data and MC for those event* passinc the hadrooic 
event selection cuts. For this generation of MC, the tracking efficiency in simulated 
events is noticeably higher than that in the data. This is due to correlated hit loss at 
the edges of the CDC drift cdls, where an entire super layer's worth of hits can be ktt 
if the track passes too close to the field wires- The details of the charge deposition 
near toe edges of the CDC cells were oversimplified in the MC, resulting in a difference 
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Figure 7.4: Diagram of a B Meson Decay Cascade 

between data and MC in the number of bits available for track finding and fitting*. 
Studies have showu[182] that the track loss occurs in an essentially random manner 
and specifically does not depend on track p±, <p, 9, or the angle of the track with 
respect to the jet axis. This is almost certainly due to the randomly uniform location 
of celt edges within the CDC. So, to insure agreement betvsen the MC and data In 
terms of the number of quality tracks available for tagging, vre apply a track-by-track 
efficiency correction to all MC events such that the mean values of n ^ j agree for 
data and MC events. The error on this correction could be arbitrarily small, since 
the lar^e number of tracks in each sample results in & tiry error on ( n , ^ ) . To be 
conservative, however, we compare our MC multiplicity to the world average, since we 
don't know a priori that the MC has the correct multiplicity. The mean total charged 
multiplicity at the Z° has been best determined by by ALEPH[183], who measured 
20.85 ± 0.24 and by 0PAL[184], who measured 21.4 ± 0.13. One can see that these 
two measurements differ by 0.6 tracks, yet are consistent within errors. The average 
total charged multiplicity in the SLD MC, 21.1 tracks, is consistent with the these 
other results, but we will assign a ±0.3 tritcks error to the efficiency correction to 
cover any possible error. 

"ThU ha* becx corrected In the Urtert round of MC tinnt geoeratkw-
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7.2 The Normalized Impact Parameter 
From this point on, we mil refer to the xy distance of closest approach to the IP 
for a charged track docan as the impact parameter d; the associated error on this 
quantity is defined as <rw. The basis of toe tag method, originally suggested by 
Mayes[185], is that tracks from the decayi of mesons containing c and especially • 
quarks tend not to extrapolate back to the IP. This is due to two factors, the long 
meson lifetimes and tho significant p± acquired relative to the meson flight direction, 
a result of the large available energy in the heavy quark decay. Figure 7.4 illustrates 
this point. In principle, a vertex detector with sumctent resolution should be able 
to measure the impact parameters of these tracks well enough to allow a sample of 
heavy quark events to be selected based on the number of tracks that miss the IP. 
As an improvement to this technique, the Mark II cc41aboration[l86] introduced a 
signed impact parameter, where now d is positive if the track crosses the meson flight 
direction downstream of the IP, and negative if it crosses the meson flight directioH 
upstream or behind the IP*. This creates an asymmetric distribution, since the tracks 
from heavy quarks tend to populate the region of large positive values of d. Figure 
7.5 shows the signing procedure in cartoon form- Knee we wish to be insensitive to 
track mis-reconstruction, the absolute distance scale, and our imprecise knowledge 
of the meson lifetimes, we will use instead tne significance of the distance by which 
each track misses the IP, which we refer to as the normalised impact parameter 
djat E ( U „ . The distributions of d and d were shown in Section 5.3 during 
the earlier discussion of tracking performance- Here, we show in Figure 7.6 the d^mrm 
distribution for all tracks from vds, c, and b events in the MC as an illustration of 
the different regions that arc populated by tracks from events with long-lived heavy 
mesons. 

In thi* analysis, we have completely decoupled the tagging from any of the jet-
finding studies by choosing a fixed definition of the procedure used to sign the im
pact parameters of the tracks. For the event tags, we employ the JADE jet-finding 
algorithm(126] with calorimeter clusters as input. The jet resolution parameter sUi 

'In practice tfce Jel mm w iued u u appraxMMtioa to the wwon light direct to». 
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Figure 7.5: Definition of tbe signed impact parameter. Tracks which cross the jet 
axis "downstream'' of tbe IP are given positive impact parameters. 

of 0.02 is used to define these jet*. Several studies by tbe SLD B-physks group[l82] 
haw shown this to provide tbe maximum fraction of correctly-signpd tracks in tbe 
sample of hadronic decays. 

7.3 Definition of the Flavor Tags 
From the distributions shown in Figure 7.6, one can aee that b and c events do 
tend to have a larger fraction of tracks missing the IP by a few sigtna. The impact 
parameter tagging method attempts to capitalize on this difference to separate events 
with primary light quarks from those with primary heavy quarks. The two variables 
that define a tag of this type are the impact pararaet-." significance (i.e., bow far away 
from tbe IP does the track have to be to be hav? missed it significantly?) and tbe 
number of tracks of that significance in each event (how many tracks significantly miss 
tbe IP?), which we will refer to as n*,. To chcoe* tbe tag parameters, we undertook 
a study of the efficiencies c', purities II s, and tag biases'. Unfortunately, tbe search 
of a 27-dhnensional space doesn't lend itself to graphical representation. Since tags 
of this manner are essentially guaranteed to be of high efficiency, we searched for tags 

'the fc»ctkw of the total number ofeveats of a caoaea law* that esd «p in the taggad ample 
wfciek )• aaafoMd to aeton that l a w 

lta* fcactioa of eveau is the laud s»s»ple that are of ikn datlred atvo 
'the dttaMce fa eakkncy for tagpaK a 2-jet eveat aad a 3-}cf evca* of a given flavor, to be 

Oitatmi ia Chaptat i 
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Figure 7.6: The impact parameter distribution for all tracks in hadrooic evcata, and 
all tracks in wis, c, and 6 events. The distributions shown are normalised to the 
total number of tricks in each sample. The long tails it high impact puametecs a n 
readily visible in the c and b events. 
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that gave the highest possible purities with the smallest tag bias. High purity samples 
ate deairod because large background "subtraction" that occurs when unfolding the 
ptopertiea of the pure flavor sample from the mix of flavors in a given tag is reduced, an 
are the correlation* between the results for each flavor once the unfolding is completed. 
It is interesting to note that, as the significance cut of the tag is made harder, the 
b sample becomes more pure, but the wf? purity U dUuted. The opposite happens 
w)>en the significance cut is lowered unless a targe n „ f fc> required. An intermediate 
cut of a significance of 3.0 balances the purity in the uds and b samples. Figure 7.7 
shows the number of tracks with (Awn.. > 3-0 in each event. The leftmost bin, the one 
with no significant tracks, is almost 90% uds events, while the bins with 4 or more 
significant tracks are extremely pure in b events. The middle bins contain an enriched 
sample of c events Once again, the MC provides a guod description of the data for 
this distribution. 

The event sample is divided according ]y into thne mutually exclusive tagged sub-
samples, each of which will be referred to « the i r t tagged sample: 

• those events with n r t , = 0 were defined to be the un t agged sample (i = 1) 

• those with 1 < n „ , < 3 were defined to be the c-tagged sample (i = 2) 

• those with «„-, > 4 were defined to be the Mugged sample (i = 3). 

For illustration, we list here a sample set of tag efficiency matrices, for 2- and 3-jet 
events1 which have passed the selection cuts. Tlie matrices e'J are the efficiencies for 
tagging an event with n = 2, 3 jets of true flavor j {j = ] ; uds, 2 : c, 3:6) with tag 
i. Hence, the columns contain the probabilities that an event of a given flavor will be 
tagged by each of the tags; each column should thus sum to unity. 

( 0.771 0.374 0.044 \ / 0.732 0.411 0.072 \ 

0.226 0.593 0.439 4 J = 0.2G6 0.560 0.512 (7.1) 
0.001 0.033 0.517 ) \ 0.002 0.028 0.41G J 

•J*t» in thfc exanpte have been found with the 'E' jet-finding algorithm with y n l = 0.08, to be 
ddiaed in the following diapter. 
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For completeness, we show also the purity matrices for 2- acd 3-jet events. Here, the // 
rows give the purities of each tag: 

( 0.865 0117 0.018 \ / 0.839 0.131 0.030 \ 

0.413 0.300 0.287 I i t f = I 0-436 0.257 0.304 (7.2) 
0.005 0047 0 .948 / \ 0.013 0.049 0 .939 / 

For such a simple tag, we actually do quite well in terms of absolute performance: the 
6 tag is about 51% efficient, with a high purity of about 96%. The excellent resolution 
of the tracking system wakes this quality of ta& easy to achieve. 

We move on now to a description of the jet-finding that is performed on these 
tagged samples to make possible the extraction of the strong coupling. 
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Figure 7.7: The number of tracks n „ , per event which roiae the origin by more than 
3a in the x-y plane. The solid histogram represents the total MC sample, while the 
points represent the data distribution. The flavor compoeition of the dittribution is 
also fhrvn. (See text.} 
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Jet Finding 

In order to extract the strong coupling from the final state hadronic structure of Z° 
decays, we must first ant forth the definition(s) of the jets into which we will orgaaiae 
them. 

8.1 Jet Algorithm Definitions 
As mentioned in Section 3.3-1, jets are defined operationally by ilrrative cluateriac 
algorithms. When these algorithms are applied, a measure j/u, such as the invariaat 
mass, of all pairs of particles k and / in a given event is calculated, and the pair with 
the smallest yu is combined into a single (pseudo)-particle- This process is repeated 
until all pairs have yu exceeding a value ¥&*. At this point, each pseudo-particle that 
remains is called a "jet", and the jet multiplicity of the event is just the numb-f of 
jets. 

The different algorithms are distinguished by their definition of the measure yu 
and the manner in which the two particles k and / are combined (known as the 
"recombination scheme"). In the analysis presented here, we use sue of these jet 
algorithms: the 'E', 'EG", T \ and 'PO' variations of the JADE algorithm[126], ac well 
as the Durham {'D') and Geneva ('G') schemes[187]. The definitions of yu and the 
recombination schemes for each algorithm are presented below* 

'In the text to follow, foyr-tiiwU •all be Kpraeated by the *y»bol pm, where m refcfi to 
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8.1.1 Tbe E Scheme 

In the E scheme, yw is defined as tlie square of tbe invariant maw of the particles k 
and t normalised by the visible energy in the event, £»„ 

Tbe two particles it and I are combined into a new (pMudo)-particlc m according to 

Pm=P*+Pi, (6-2) 

where pion masses are assumed in calculating the energies. Total energy and momen
tum are explicitly conserved In this scheme. 

8.1.2 T h e EO Scheme 

In the EO scheme, yu & deBned by Equation S.1, while the recombination scheme is 
given by 

Em = £*+£( 

Here, p~m a rescakd so that pardcle m has zero invariant mass. This scheme does not 
conserve the total momentum ir. ;JI event. 

8.1.3 T h e P Scheme 

In the P scheme, yu is given by Equation 8.1 and the recombination is defined by 

&* = Pk+pi 
Em = |ft.|. (8.4) 

This scheme does not conserve the total energy of an event, but does conserve the 
total momentum sum. 
Ike m'* partick. Tkne-mMMnils will be dUlLiiauUixx] by (IK- •ppauuK* of * vector »ymbol over 
the p, eg., pn. Tbe energy of (article m will be repfeM.-u(uI by lite •ymbol Em-
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8.1.4 The PO Scheme 
The PO acheme identical to the P Khetne, except that the viaible rnere> £ * . ia 
Equation 6.1 ia recalculated after each iteration according to 

£-. = £ £ „ . (1.6) 

8.1.5 The D Scheme 
In the D acheme, tbe parameter ]/u it defined at 

( | . M t ! , T O - n . > , | | ( M ) 

where $u if the angle between particles A: aad /. Tri< recombination sdwiiie is tfVM by 
Equation 8.2. From an inspection of Equation 8.6, one can ace that tbe D algorithm 
will tend to cluster soft particles with other nearby toft particles, s property sot 
shared with the JADE-derived algorithms, which often associate soft particles with a 
jet hi the opposite thrust hemisphere. 

8.1.8 The G Scheme 
The definition of yu for the G scheme is 

v 8 S * £ j ( l - c o » » M ) 

Tlie recombination scheme is also given in this ciae by Equation 8.2. Note that tbe 
G scheme has the same properties vw-a-wi soft particles as the D scheme, but in this 
case yu only depends on the energies of the two particles under consideration, not on 
the total Etft-

8.2 Definition of the n - J e t Rate and D% 

In determining a, from QCD predictions, it is of course tbe ntlx of multi-jet events _ 
that matters, not the number of jets in each event. So, we define tbe n-jet rate 
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ft.(iw) « the fraction of events that have n jets, where the jets have been found 
using a jet algorithm with mass cut-off j ^ . For purposes of illustration, we slrow in 
Figure 8.1 Rn{Vc*t) for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 for all of the algorithms, where the jets have 
been found using charged tracks in tlie detector. 

Since each of the points at each value of y^i in Figure 8.1 is determined using 
the entire data set, all the points show are highly correlated. One can remove this 
correlation by defining the differential 2-jct rate, £>j[188] 

B, ( f a l ) = «»(•")-^hto-^lfa') . • (8.8) 

An event will only contribute to the D% distribution if it is redefined as a 2-jct event 
instead of a 3-jet event as the value of #,*, is changed fromy r a t tojfc^ —Aj/™<- Sample 
Dj distributions will be shown in Section 9.3 and at the end of the present chapter. 

8.3 QCD calculations for Jet Rates and D2 

As mentioned in the introduction, perturbatjve QCD calculations which relate observ
able quantities to the strong coupling o.have been performed for all of the jet-finding 
algorithms and the Da distribution defined above. In the next two sections, we discuss 
these calculations and their implications fur the prospects of determining a*. 

The general form of the predictions for the 3-jet rat'; /?ajl28, 129] was presented 
in Section 3.3.1 and is reproduced here for reference: 

*.(*«> = ̂ SrMlh*) + (^f) [5<lfcJ + >K^)2*Mog/j • (8.9) 

Here /i is the renonnalization scale defined in Section 3.1.3, and / = (I2/B. Here. 
bo - (33-2r i / ) / ( I2ff) , where n / i s 'Ue number of active flavors (ri/ = 5 at Jk— Sfz), 
The terms proportional to o j include contributions [B) from four-jet events where 
two of the ,'ets were sufficiently close to be unresolvable at the chosen value of i/c,. 
The calculation relating Di to Q.is somewhat messy, as it requires differentiating the 
expression in Equation 8.9 with respect to y,M end thus has no analytic closed form. 
The 4-iet rate lU 1IH* tiic form has only been calculated to loweit order[87], a:id has 
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Figure 8.1: Plots showing the fractional jet rates for each of the 6 jet algorithms. The 
various points represent the n-jet rates, and the solid curves are the sa\ quantities 
derived from the MC simulation of hadronic Z° decays. 
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the expected form: 

« . ( * - ) = ( ^ ) I C ( » „ , ) . (8.10) 

In general, the coefficients Ad/d/Ami C(y^ ( ) are the same for all algorithms, 
since there should be no dependence of the lowest order result on the choice of some 
specific jet-finding algorithm. The three coefficients A, B, and C were evaluated using 
the EVENT program developed by Kunszt and Nason[l28], and tables of the values 
obtained are presented in Appendix B. Typical values of A, B, and C, for example 
for the E algorithm at jtm of 0.08, arc Note again that the renormalization scale n 
appears in the formula fur flj. Its clfect on the analysis will be discussed in Chapters 
9 and 11. 

We find in examining the results of the calculations that the 4-jet rate predicted 
by Equation 6.10 is not that observed in the data for all but the G algorithm. We 
need to increase the coefficient C(l/n.t) by •" a factor of two for all of the other jet 
algorithms to obtain good agreement with the data. The full range of this variation 
will be taken as the systematic error due to the uncertainties in this calculation. 

8.4 The Need for Corrections 
It should be stressed again that the perturbativu QCD calculations described in the 
previous section refer to quantities calculated at parton-levcl in the theory. Ideally, the 
measurement of some global property of hadrotiic events using the final state hadrons 
should not be effected by the hadronization process itself. Unfortunately, losses due 
to such things as detector acceptance, non-perfect tracking and calorimetry, and the 
need to select fiducial events from a sample containing background all imply that the 
global properties measured with the actual detector apparatus will not be the same as 
those exhibited by the underlying partons. The typical remedy[131] to this situation 
is to apply corrections, either bin-by-bin over the distribution in question or using 
the full hin-to-bin correlation matrix, to "correct" the measured data distribution for 
all of its mistreatment, resulting in a sample that should resemble the true parton 
distribution. This requires, of course, a believable detector MC, as well as some model 
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of the hadronization process. Examples of corrected Da distributions, which can then 
be compared directly with the theoretical predictions, are shown in Section 9.3. In 
this analysis, we will also need to make corrections of this kind, and thus require 
good agreement between MC and data for the distributions of interest. In order to 
demonstrate the quality of the MC description of the detector, we show in Figures 
8,2-8.4 the Dj distributions for the tagged sample* in the three run periods- The MC 
and data agree quite well over the many decades of these distributions. We wilt not 
actually use the Di distribution to extract ct.for the different quark flavors, but it 
serves here as a good cross check and gives us confidence that we understand the 
effects of the detector on the jet rates well enough to attempt the needed corrections. 
The methods used for the corrections will be deacritied in the next chapter. 
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Figure 8.2: The D2 distribution Tor the data (points) and MC (line) uds, c, and 
Magged samples. The data and MC are both luken from the Pre-velo run period. 
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b-tagged samples. The data and MC are both taken from the Veto run period. 
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Chapter 9 

Analysis Method 

Now that the tools for flavor tagging and jet-finding have been presented, we can 
move on to a discussion of the method by which we can extract a , for each quark 
flavor. This chapter presents a detailed discussion of the choice of method and the 
mathematical formulation of the unfolding and parton-level-correction procedure, and 
ends with the results for the jet rates determined for each quark flavor. 

9.1 Considerations 
Prom the Inception of this project, it has been clear that the most precise teat of 
the flavor-independence of strong interactions must come from measuring a rorio of 
the strong couplings of one quark flavor to another or to the entire sample. The 
ratio must be formed in a way such that the uncertainties due to detector effects, 
hadronization models, and renormalization scale uncertainty largely cancel. If this it 
not the case, then the test of flavor-independence will be plagued by the same large 
sources of theoretical uncertainty that effect an absolute determination of at. Theae 
problems were discussed in some detail in Chapter 3. Until this work, the standard 
practice' has been to isolate an enriched sample of the quark Savor or interest and 
then to apply some combination of the techniques discussed in Chapter 3 to measure 
aff for that particular quark flavor, which is then compared to a , measured from 

'See Section 3.4.1 

174 
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the whole sample of hadronic decays using the same techniques. This requires one 
to make the parton-to-hadron and hudron-tc-deteclor corrections separately for the 
tagged sample and the whole set of hadronic decays, and then hope that they (and 
hence there uncertainties) cancel to a large extent when the ratio is formed. This may 
not be the case for events containing heavy qiiurks, for example, which then have to 
be given special treatment. In addition, some assumption must be made about the 
value of Q , for the background in the tag .sample.since no tag produces samples of 
100% purity. One can attempt, as have the OPAL collaboration[145], to loosen these 
assumptions by combining the results from an exclusive, low efficiency tag for each 
flavor and unfold the ratios of couplings for pure quark samples. This works, but has 
some large errors from the unfolding procedure associated with it. 

Instead of pursuing this method, we have chosen to pursue an inclusive tagging 
analysis, where we use all hadronic events in our fiducial sample. We hnvc seen 
in Chapter 7 that the multiplicity of significont-impact-paraineter tracks provides a 
clean tag of uds and 6 events and some separation for c events when the entire event 
sample is broken into the three tagged samples defined there. This tag definition is 
based on an "inclusive" variable like the number of tracks, rather than something 
"exclusive"', like requiring fast protons. Hence, one can be more certain that the 
efficiency matrices used to unfold the tagged distributions into results for pure flavor 
samples ore insensitive to the minute details of the MC. 

9.2 The Choice of R3 

as the Analysis Variable 
Onto the flavor separatum IULS been performed, one Is left with the task of actually 
determining a, or a, ratios from the tagged samples. In principle, fitting the D2 

distribution would he the obvious choice, since it maximizes the statistical weight of 
each event. However, to avoid uncertainties due to the large corrections necessary 
to obtain the parton level distributions for each tagged sample and the global event 
sample separately, we really would like to fit the rulio of the corrected values as a 
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function of y w ) . This proven to be a somewhat tangled undertaking, as both distribu
tion shape and normalization information become relevant to the fit. In addition, we 
would then be fitting the ratio of two second derivatives, which doesn't exactly lead to 
a clear, intuitive grasp of the problem. If we add to this the difficulty that the fitting 
apparatus becomes extremely complicated and hard to understand in a straightfor
ward manner, we are driven to search for a more elegant means of extracting a , from 
the data. 

This is provided by returning to the 3-jet rate R3 as the basis for the analysis. 
Calculation of R3 for each of the tagged samples is a simple task, and if jets are found 
at a single value of y„, for each algorithm, there is no double counting of events, We 
have in Equation 8.9 a perturbati%*c QCD calculation for R3 relating the parton-level 
jet rate to a„ so we can actually perform a measurement with this observable, and a 
ratio of the three-jet rate for a tagged sample to that of the entire event sample can 
easily be formed. This also provides ns with a more intuitive variable space in which 
to perform the analysis. In the case of jet rates, calculations of the effects of heavy 
quark masses on the phase space for hard gluon emission have been performed, and 
we can use them to correct our observed distributions for the kinematic differences 
of heavy quark events. As we shall sec, this choice of method allows us to proceed 
in series of well-defined steps from the tagged distribution to the final ratios of o, 
values. 

9.3 Choosing the Values of y^t 
In order to perform the jet-rates analysis, we need to define what we mean by a "jet" 
for each jet-finding algorithms discussed in Chapter 8. This involves the choice of 
the jet resolution parameter ynu which gives the maximum allowed invariant mass 
of a pair of (pseudo)-particles such that they will be combined into a single cluster. 
Originally, we worried about the uncalculated higher orders in the QCD predictions 
for Aafjfcui), thinking they would introduce large theoretical uncertainties. To ame
liorate this problem, we chose at that time &Mvalues such that the 4-jet rate Ai(y n<) 
was less than 1%. After more reflection, we redefined the 3-jet rate flj(v™i) so that 
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flatiUi) = fl3(yo,i)+At(Vcut)+fl5(v™i) + - • •'. "*•A turned out that the additional un
certainty in doing this is small ' . Now, we are free to try and minimize the statistical 
error an R3i by choosing a R v a l u e that gives the largest number of 3-jet events. We 
must be wary, though, of selecting yn,(in a region of parainctor space where the data 
are not well described by the 0{o\) calculations that we wish to use to extract a„ 
or where the decay products of heavy quarks are split into different jets. A solution 
to the problem is provided by the parton-level-corrected D3 distributions calculated 
by Ohnishi|l31]. Figures 9.1 through 9.6 show the parton-correctod data plotted on 
top of the full O(ctJ) calculation. The deviations of the data and the theory at low 
tfnjoccur when the contributions to the 2-jet rate from the emission of many soft g\u-
ona becomes important. One can Bee that this happens at different values of Ifemfor 
each algorithm, as can be expected. Since it is this Q(aJ) calculation that we would 
like to use to extract a, for this analysis, we are free to choose the lowest value of 
jfotwhere the data is well-described by the theory. The chosen j/n,,values are denoted 
by the label "this analysis", These values also appear in Table 9.3. These figures also 
dbplay the hadroniz&tion (C«) and detector acceptance and resolution corrections 
(CD) that were applied to the data to obtain the parton-level distributions. The fit 
ranges that were used for extracting a, from fitting tiie D2 distributions are also 
shown. For some algorithms, these are smaller than the full range over which the 
theory appears to agree with ttie data due primarily to the size and uncertainty in 
the applied corrections CH and Cp. We are free to explore a larger range of &ui&s we 
expect the uncertainty due to these corrections to be relatively small in this analysis. 

9.4 Fitting the Data for R3 

Here, we present the mathematical formulation of the fit which allows us to extract 
J?3 at the parton-level for each ijuark flavor from R3 in each of the tagged samples. 
The parton-level 3-jet rate flj for each of the j quark types (j = 1 : uds, j = 2 : c, 

'Hale that I Mi lm;>lk* that R3 - I - fl.v 
'This will be ilisruwd in more dotall In Chnplcra 10 and 11, but thn cHccHs -0.3% . 
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Figure 9.1: The D2 Distribution and G(<*2) Calculation for the E algorithm. The grey 
bands show the range of uncertainty on the corrections which would be applied to the 
data to obtain the proper "badron"-]eve] (Cp) and parton-level (C«) D2 distributions 
if one wanted to extract a value of at from this distribution. The solid curve in the 
top plot is the 0{a\) QCO calculation of D a . The arrow shows the value of jkut 
selected for this analysis (see text). 
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Figure 9.4: The 02 Distribution and O(oj) Calculation for the PO algorithm. See 
the caption of Figure 9.1 for details. 
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Figure 9.6: The Dj Distribution and 0(aj ) Calculation for the G algorithm. See the 
caption of Figure 9.1 for details. 
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and 3 = 3 : b) and for each jet algorithm WM extracted from a maximum likelihood 
fit to the following expressions for n£ and n^, the number of 2-jet and 3-jet events, 
respectively, in the i"1 tagged sample: 

"3 = i;(^)flj+<L 3 )(i-^))/ j jv. (9.i) 
i-i 

Here N is the total number of selected events corrected for the efficiency for a hadronic 
Z° decay to pass all event selection cuts, which effectively makes N the total number 
of parton-level events that would correspond to observing n j+nj data events after cuts 
and detector acceptance. The symbol /•* is the Standard Model fractional hadronic 
width for Z° decays to the j t k quark type, i.e., 

J>Jt(Z»-> f tfe) 
J BRiZ* - hadrons) ' l ' 

Tlie matrices £%-2) and £(3_ a, are the efficiencies for an event of type j containing 
2- or 3-jets at the parton level to pass all cuts and be tagged an a 2- or 2-jet event, 
respectively, of type i. The matrices £{j_j) and £(3__2) a r 0 t n c efficiencies for an event 
of type j containing 2- or 3-jets at the parton level to pass all cuts and be tagged as 
a 3- or 2-jet event, respectively, of type i. We remind tlio reader that, by definition, 
R2 = l — R3. The efficiency matrices e were calculated from the MC by performing 
the jet-finding at the parton level, then subjecting the events to the flavor tag and 
jet-finding at the detector level. One can think of the matrices c for 2- and 3-jet 
events as being the multiplicative product of three efficiency matrices 

£ ? _ „ = ^ < 1 V < , (9-3) 

where the first two matrices are diagonal, since only the flavor tagging mixes the 
different quark species. The first matrix, enu, contains the efficiencies for the events 
of the different quark flavors to pass the trigger and event selection cuts. The second 
matrix keeps track of the migration of the parton-Ievcl jets into the observable final 
states in the detector, and the third matrix is a measure of the efficiency for tagging 
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the appropriate final state. In general; all three of these matrices are different for 
2- and 3-jet events. Values for e„i, were given at the end of Chapter 6, and sample 
tagging efficiency matrices fj°* were given in Chapter 7. For completeness, the four 
efficiency matrices for each jet algorithm and the mathematics for performing the fit 
are contained in Appendix A. The determination of these matrices are the heart of 
this analysis; virtually all systematic errors can be expressed as a variation in some 
or all of their elements. 

One can see that this formalism explicitly accounts fur modifications of the parton-
luvel 3-jet rate due to hadronization, detector effects, and tagging bias. Since the jet 
rates for all three flavors are fit simultaneously, there are also no assumptions made 
about the values of the strong couplings for each quark type. In fact, the total 3-jet 
rate flj" is just given by 

Hf = A*. • Ag* + fc-Rl + A - R $ . (9-4) 

so It, too, comes from the fit. 
Note that, by choosing to formulate the problem in terms of efficiency matrices, 

we do not depend on the MC to properly reproduce the rate of 3-jet production and 
thus this analysis is only weakly dependent on the choice of a, used in generating the 
MC sample. 

9.5 Tag Bias 
We pause briefly in the description of the analysis to discuss the bias of these tags 
towards selecting 2-jet events preferentially ever 3-jet events. This can happen for a 
number of reasons depending on the tag in question. For example, requiring a high-p, 
high-pi lepton to tag b events tends to tag those events where the b has acquired a 
large fraction of the available energy from the 2°decay. Since the b hadrons in events 
with hard gluon radiation are less energetic, they are tagged less frequently by tills 
tag, and the tag is therefore biased toward selecting 2-jet events. To quantify this, 
we dufine the tag bias B' as the difference from unity of the ratio of the i'h diagonal 
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elements of the 2- and 3-jet efficiency matrices: 

B ' a 1 - (ff{U) + 4 _ ^ ) / ( 4 _ 3 ) + t%_^ - (9.5) 

Averaged over the six jet algorithms, the biases are: 

B** = 0.057 ±0.005, £*: = 0.083 ±0.016, B* = 0.303 ± 0.037 , (9.6) 

where the errors represent the r.m.s variations. In contrast to the previously employed 
tags', the tag biases for uds and c events are relatively small. In general, lifetime tags 
of the type we use here are sensitive to the average impact parameter resolution of the 
ensemble of tracks in the desired event. This provides the key to understanding the 
tag biases mentioned above. As the gluon in a 3-jet b event becomes more and more 
energetic, the recoiling b hadrons carry less and less energy. Since the impact param
eter resolution rapidly becomes large for lower momentum particles, the tracks from 
the decay of these softer 6B will be less likely to have a significant impact parameter 
because the measurement of their trajectories will be less precise. The smaller boost 
of the 6 and the corresponding decrease in average decay length also contribute to 
the inefficiency for tagging 3-jct events. The differences in the case of uds events can 
be mainly attributed to event containment effects, as there is some loss of efficiency 
when one of the jets exits the detector along the beam pipe. 

As mentioned above, these biases are explicitly corrected by the matrix unfolding 
procedure. It is interesting to note the variation in bias among the different algorithms 
and among the Pre-Veto, Veto, and Non-Veto run periods. Table 9.1 lists all of these 
values. One can see that the inherent bias in this method, given by the Pre-Veto and 
Non-Veto samples, is much smaller than those quoted in Equation 9.6, even for the 
b tag. The track trigger veto has drastically increased the bias of each of the tags by 
preferentially vetoing 3-jet events. Since we believe that the effects of the veto are 
properly modeled in the MC, the corrections we apply in the unfolding fit should still 
yield the correct parton-level distributions. 

*Sce Section 3.4.1. 
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Table 9.1: The tag biases, as defined in Eq. 9.5 for each algorithm and each running 
period. 

Jet Algorithm guit B> fl' 

Pre-Veto: 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G 

1.012 
1.019 
1.024 
1.027 
1.028 
1.039 

1.041 
1.017 
1.041 
1.039 
1.049 
1.057 

1.244 
1.203 
1.172 
1.172 
1.260 
1.214 

Veto: 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G 

1.175 
1.159 
1.139 
1.143 
1.182 
1.135 

1.259 
1.204 
1.202 
1.215 
1.257 
1.213 

1.621 
1.511 
1.474 
1.477 
1.670 
1.456 

Non-Veto: 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G ii
ii
ii

 j 

0.975 
0.961 
0.949 
0.951 
0.957 
0.952 

1.151 
1.138 
1.137 
1.137 
1.170 
1.124 
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9.6 Results for R{ 
Table 9.2 lists the number of events for each run period that make up the inputs 
to the unfolding procedure defined in Equation 9.1. The MC sample used for this 
analysts consists of 286,764 events, divided into 102,360 Pre-Veto events, 137,773 
Veto events, and 46,631 Non-Veto events. We solve Equation 9.1 for each of the six 
jet algorithms for the Pre-Veto, Veto, and Non-Veto periods separately 1. The results 
are then combined by taking the proper weighted average. The extracted 3-jet rate 
ratios flj/flj" ftre shown in Table 9.3, where the statistical errors on each R3 value 
have been obtained using the full covariance matrix. Note that, since the same events 
are used to obtain each of these results, the values are highly correlated. Since we 
are unfolding these values from a single n * ( distribution containing all of the events, 
correlations are induced between the values obtained for each of the quark flavors. 
Averaged over all sue jet algorithms, the correlation coefficients from the fit are: uds-
c: -0.76±0.02, uds-b : 0.30±0.02, c-t: -0.55 ±0.01, where the errors arc the r.m.s. 
variations. They follow the pattern one might expect: since the vds and b samples 
arc relatively pure, the correlation between the values obtained for these two samples 
should be small. The correlation between the c result and those for the other samples 
is large due to the much lower purity of the chum sample, which means that the 
result for the 3-jet rate for c quarks is extremely sensitive to the tails of the b and 
uds Ttrig distributions in the c tag region. 

The next chapter will bring us from these raw extracted jot rate ratios to the final 
result. 

*Thli la Moeaury because of the different multiplicity correction! Hint need to be applied. 
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Table 9.2: Tbe number of 2- and 3-jel evunts tagged by each tag fur each algorithm 
and run period. These are the n£ «id n£ that are input to the fit in Eq. 9-1-

Jet Algorithm n!f nj nj "5* nS "5 
Pre-Veto: 

E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G 

3485 2082 804 
3447 2102 815 
3157 1919 746 
3063 1856 711 
3428 2074 806 
2493 1494 636 

963 734 220 
1001 714 209 
1291 897 278 
1385 960 313 
1020 742 218 
1955 1322 388 

Veto: 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G 

5366 2981 1084 
5320 2971 1086 
4918 2760 1025 
4810 2085 994 
5297 2900 1098 
3999 2274 874 

1169 722 209 
1215 732 207 
1617 943 268 
1725 1018 299 
1238 743 195 
2536 1429 419 

Non-Veto: 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G 

3237 2014 794 
3217 2009 800 
2940 1836 733 
2823 1778 718 
3177 1980 789 
2276 1455 637 

1042 714 182 
1062 719 176 
1339 892 243 
1456 950 258 
1102 748 187 
2003 1273 339 
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Table 9.3: The results for the ratio* K^fR? obtained iii inverting Equation 9.1 for 
each of the jet-finding algorithms used with the given j^value. 

Algorithm Vc *?*/«" «§/*5* K/«? 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G iii

iii
 

0.941 ± 0.042 
0.975 ±0.036 
1.001 ± 0.027 
1.014 ± 0.026 
0.989 ±0.035 
1.032 ±0.020 

1.212 ±0.173 
1.113 ±0.145 
0.985 ±0.109 
0.899 ± 0.102 
1.096 ±0.145 
0.942 ±0.079 ili

ili
 

iiii
ii 



Chapter 10 

From Jet Rates to as 

This chapter brings to a close the description of the methods used in this analysis. 
Here, we will discuss the corrections that must be applied to the measured 3-jet rates 
to account for the suppression of hard gluon radiation due to the heavy quark massee-
Then, we will present ' .ie final step in the extraction of the a,values for each of the 
quark flavors, the conversion of the ratios RifR^1 into the ratios ai/of. 

10.1 Phase-Space Suppression of Gluon Radiation 
in Heavy Quark Events 

The 3-jet rate in heavy quark (6, c) events is expected to be reduced relative to that In 
light quark events by the diminished phase-space for gluon emission due to the heavy 
quark masses. This was first pointed out by IofTe[189), and further explored most 
recently by Ballestrero, Mama, and Moretti[l91|. This is exactly analogous to the 
mass effects on[192] the rates for the processes e + e~ - • fi+p'-t and e f e " —» T + T " 7 
compftred to that for c 4 c~ —* e+e~y in QED. In the QED calculation, the cross 
section for the radiative decays is a function of the "observability" of the photon In a 
detector, i.e., its energy and angle from the e, fi or r, whereas in the QCD calculation 
the jet resolution i/^is used. The implication of this effect is that one would tend to 
measure a lower i-id rate (and hence a lower a,value) in heavy quark samples than 

191 
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for those from light (read maaslen) quarks. 
We hive used computer code provided by E. Main* that allow* us to calculate the 

magnitude of the phase suppression effects for each algorithm at each fe^for c and • 
quarks[193]. Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show the expected change in the ratios of A3/A3 
and R3/R3 for each of the jet algorithms as a function of y^. The quark mass enters 
into the jet-rate definition only in terms of the definition for yu, The algorithms E, 
E0, P, and PO, than, are effected in an identical manner, since their definitions of yu 

axe identical*- An arrow on each plot indicates the chosen value(s) of ym. We have 
assumed the e (6) quark mass is 1 5 (4.75) GeV/c 2 . The dotted lines on each plot are 
the results for R$/R$ and R\fRi when the quark masses are varied by ±0.25 GeV/c 2 . 
The suppression factors are also listed in Table 10.1. 

In order to obtain corrected jet rates whose ratios can be related directly to the 
0(a£) calculation the 3-jet r»t« we have included these corrections in the unfolding 
procedure, such that the proper set of expressions for unfolding the fljs is given by 

"i = z > ; U , ( i - p'^+^p'^fN (io.i) 

"3 - E ^ I U ^ ^ + ^ d - ^ ^ ) ) / ^ , (10.2) 

where pi is the phase-space suppression for R3/R3'. '.he values of P J are obtained 
from those in Table 10.1 with a small amount of algebra, the values of />, and the 
assumption that /Q - fl?j = R%. The values of Ri/Rf obtained with the phase-
space-corrected unfolding procedure are given in T&Vle 10.1. 

10.2 Obtaining the Values for oPjaf 

Now that we have removed any bias due to heavy quark masses, we can continue 
with the analysis and translate the ratios Ri/Rf into the desired ratios a i / a j " . 
The needed relation is given by combining Equations 8.9 and 8.10; since we have 
defined R$ = 1 - fl3, we include contributions from the calculated rates of 3- and 

'See Section 8.1. 
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Figure 10.1: The ratio i^ / f i j (solid curve) as calculated using the work of E. Maina. 
The arrows show the j / ^ values used for the analysis. The dashed line above the 
solid curve is the same ratio, but for m e = 1.25 GeV/(?.' The dashed curve below the 
solid curve is the same ratio, but for mc = 1.75 GeV/c 2 . 
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Figure 10.2: The ratio R!S/R£ (solid curve) as calculated using the work of E. Maina. 
The arrows show the &«t values used for the analysis. The dashed line above the 
solid curve is the same ratio, but for mi = 4.5 GeV/c 3 . The dashed curve below the 
solid curve is the same ratio, but for m» = 5.0 GeV/c 3 . 
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Table 10.1: The values for ffj/R$" derived from applying the phase-space suppression 
correction Pi as shown in Eq 10.1. The calculated suppression factor* R j 1 - R\IR$ 
and R ^ * R\{R% are also shown. 

Algorithm fi^/flS" flS/flf Hunt n? •# 
E 
EO 
P 
PO 
D 
G iii

iii
 

1.200 ±0.171 
1.098 ±0.143 
0.968 ±0.107 
0.883 ±0.100 
1.075±0.142 
0.924 ± 0.078 

1.006 ±0.064 
1.016 ± 0.054 
1.053 ±0.043 
1.084 ± 0.041 
0.997 ±0.052 
1.005 ± 0.032 

0.995 
0.994 
0.992 
0.992 
0.991 
0.989 

0.958 
0.945 
0.929 
0.929 
0.921 
0.915 

4-jet production This yields the ratio 

*£(*«> ^ ^ A f a f a [ ) + ( 4 g ) a l f l ( f a . ) + C( | t a r f ) + ^(K a , )2 ] rei , lo g / l 
« " < * - ) ^ A d f a , , ) 4- ( = ^ ) a [ B ( V ^ ) + Cfo* ) + ^ f c ^ s . log / | " 

The values of the ratios Ri/Rj' from Table 10.1 are input into this equation and it 
is inverted, yielding the values for o^/af for each jet-finding algorithm. It is worth 
noting that there is a residual dependence on the value of af as it appears outside 
of the ratio when this expression is inverted. (This is easily seen by multiplying 
numerator and denominator by l /(aj") 3 . ) TO handle this correctly, we have used the 
value of QJ" and the corresponding value of the renormalization scale / determined 
using the D2 lit in Ref (131) for each algorithm. These are listed in Table 10.2. 

The results for a^/af are given in Table 10.3 along with their statistical errors. 
The statistical errors here are the result of the propagation of the statistical errors 
from the R3 ratios obtained in the previous chapter. The results for each algorithm 
for each quark flavor do not differ significantly from unity. 

The extent that the ratios R3/R3' and oj/o*" differ varies from algorithm to 
algorithm due to the differences in the coefficients A, B, and C. The difference in 
the value of ai/a? from unity that comes from of inverting Equation 10.3 versus the 
input difference Ri/R$' - 1 ut shown in Figure 10.3. 

The next chapter will consider the systematic errors on these results. 
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ni/uf vs RJ./R? ai/af v» R /̂R? 

Figure 10.3: Conversion Factors for Ri/R? to a*/a? for each of the 6 jet algorithm*. 
In each plot, the horizontal axis is the input value of R{/Rfl and the vertical ana is 
the resultant value of orj/a^'. 
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Ttble 10.2: The values for a~, their errors, and the values of/ at which they were 
derived using the D2 distribution in Rcf [131]. 

Algorithm 1 "•' / 
E 0.118 ±0.012 0.4 
EO 0.128 ±0.021 0.25 
P 0.116 ±0.008 0.5 
PO 0.114 ± 0.007 0.6 
D 0.125 ±0.010 0.5 
G 0.108 ±0.005 0.8 

Table 10.3: The results of solving Eq. 10.3 for tt>/a? using the fl^/i^" values from 
Table 10.1. The errors shown arc statistical only, but the same events are used by 
each of the jet-finding algorithms, so the results are highly correlated. 

Algorithm a^/af °:K" "S/o?1 

E 0.954 ± 0.031 1.154 ±0.114 1.015 ± 0.047 
E0 0.974 ± 0.029 1.081 ±0.110 1.019 ±0.043 
P 0.991 ± 0.023 0.974 ±0.091 1.047 ±0.036 
PO 1.002 ±0.021 0.901 ±0.086 1.073 ±0.033 
D 0.982 ±0.028 1.060 ±0.111 1.002 ±0.041 
G 1.016 ±0.018 0.931 ±0.072 1.006 ±0.029 



Chapter 11 

Systematic Errors and Consistency 
Checks 

In this chapter, we consider the potential systematic effects that could change the re
sult* for a£/o£". In general, these effects break down into two classes: experimental 
errors and theoretical uncertainties- Experimental errors result from possible inaccu
racies in detector modeling, extra tails on important detector resolution parameters 
that cannot be constrained by the data, and errors on the experimental measurements 
that function as the input parameters to the modeling of the underlying physics pro
cesses. The last category includes such things as errors on the measured values of the 
total charged multiplicity in B meson decays, the average b hadron lifetime, etc.. The 
MC simulations are tuned to reproduce the measured distributions of these quantities, 
so the possible variation in the experimental results must be considered. Theoretical 
uncertainties include such things as the possible r*ngc of heavy quark masses, the 
renormalization scale ft, and effects due to different models of hadronization. Each 
of these and their effect on the final results will be discusssd in turn in the sections 
below. We will also consider a number of cross checks that we can perform with the 
data to guarantee that the results are as insensitive as possible to the specific choice 
of analysis method. 

198 
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11.1 Experimental Errors 

The experimental systematic errors can be separated into three categories-, those 
due to uncertainties in the modeling of b hndron decays, those due to uncertainties in 
modeling c hadron decays, and those due to imperfect detector simulation. In general, 
all of these effects could change the elements of the tagging efficiency matrices £. The 
influence of the various uncertainties on the final results is evaluated in each case by 
varying the appropriate parameter in the MC, recalculating the matrices £, performing 
a new fit to Equation 9.1, and redcriving ai/af1 based on the same data sample. 

11.1.1 Event Re-weighting 
Generating a new set of MC events to evaluate the effects of the variation in each 
of the parameters governing the production mid decay of c and b hadrons would 
be impossible. Instead, we use an event re-weighting scheme to produce the correct 
distributions in the MC. This works as follows: given a normaliicd* distribution F{x) 
from the default MC and the desired normalized distribution G(x), one can assign a 
weight to each event of G(x)/F(z), where the weight is either calculated analytically 
using the two distributions (as is the case in the re-weighting of the lifetimes) or is 
taken from a look-up tabic for a given bin of x. The totals weights of the events are 
then used to calculate the correct c matrices for this set of parameters. All of the 
re-weighted distributions were checked at the parton-level to insure that they had 
mean weight of unity and that the normalizations are correct. 

11.1.2 Errors due to t-Hadron Modeling 
As the systematic errors due to the variation of each of the parameters are approxi
mately the same size for each of the jet-finding algorithms, we have chosen to merely 
average the results and present a single value for each error in the tables. The errors 
on the ratios o j /o j" due to the effects dtscuaeed below appear in Table 11.1. The are 
listed here in decreasing order of the effect on aj/oj". 

'fF{x)dx=l. 
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• b Hadrun Decay Multiplicity: The mean charged multiplicity in each fc-hadron 
decay is varied by ±0.20 tracks, assuming the b hadron decay in each event 
hemisphere is uncorrelated. The value for the average B meson decay multi
plicity comes from the T(4s) measurements of Argus[195], who obtained {nji) » 
5.39±0.15 tracks. Our variation corresponds to a slightly larger than Iff change, 
where we have enlarged tho error to allow for slightly different multiplicities in 
B, &nd B baryon decays, which are M yet unmeasured. This should be the 
largest systematic error due to uncertainties in modeling 6 physics, as we are 
relying on tho entire spectrum of the number of significant tracks to be prop
erly described by the MC. Obviously, any change in the number of tracks in B 
meson decay must change the calculated tagging efficiency. 

• 6 Fragmentation: The mean energy fraction (xE) received by weakly-decaying 6 
hadrons is varied by (XE) = 0.695 ±0.011, a value consistent with measurements 
from LEPJ196]. This is done by changing the e parameter in the Petersen frag
mentation function. The tag should also be fairly sensitive to the distribution 
of quark energies, as we have already shown that the bias for tagging 2-jet b 
events is larger than for the other flavors. This is easily understood, w softer is 
produce decay tracks with smaller total momentum and hence larger extrapola
tion errors due to multiple scattering, which makes the track less likely to miss 
the IF by a significant amount. Since the 6 has less boost, it also doesn't travel 
quite as far before decaying, which also makes that hemisphere harder to tag. 
Some care must be taken in the re-weighting procedure that is applied in order 
to calculate the effects of changing the fragmentation. The energies of the 6 
hadrons in events with hard gluon radiation are typically lower than the mean 
energy of the distribution and the energies are reduced in a correlated man
ner. So, any re-weighting scheme that attempts to weigh each event hemisphere 
separately arrives at an improper weight for these events. The actual effects 
of hemisphere weighting in this case are even more serious, as 2-jet events and 
3-jet events are shifted in opposite directions when the fragmentation function 
iscnanged. This is clearly not the desired result of the re-weighting scheme! To 
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remedy the situation, w created a routine to calculate an event weight based 
on the values of the two most energetic weakly-decaying 6 hadrons in the event. 
Large MC samples of b events were generated with different Petersen e values, 
and the ratios oi .he 2-dimensional distributions of the two hadron energies were 
formed to calculate the weights. Figure 11.1 shows the set of weights calculated 
in this manner for shifting {XE) up or down, as well as the default distribution 
of hadron energies. 

• b Hadron Lifetimes: As the ease of tagging b events is made possible by the 
long lifetimes of the b hadron species, any change in the lifetimes will have an 
effect on the tagging efficiency. The values of the B mtmn (baryon) lifetimes 
in the MC sample are 1.55 ps (1.10 ps). The B meson lifetime was varied by 
±0.1 ps, and the B baryon lifetime by ±0.3 ps. Given the small errors on the 
average b hadron lifetime(194], these errors may seem a bit generous. However, 
given the past history of this quantity[199], it is best to be conservative in this 
particular case. 

• b baryon Production Rate: The rate of b Uaiyun production in b events was 
changed from its central value[197] of 9% by ±3%. A change in the 6 baryon 
production rate could effect the Magging efficiency due to the low lifetime 
measured for the baiyons. 

• A* = BR(2° — bb)/BR(Z° ~* hadrons): Without the.standard model hadronic 
branching fractions, this analysis could not have begun. Tho fraction of b events 
in Z° decays gives the normalisation for the unfolding procedure, so any change 
in that value has a direct effect on the values for the other quark flavors, due to 
the correlations in the unfolding. The high purity of the Mag sample largely 
reduces the effects of these correlations, however. We varied fl* by ±0.004 about 
the standard model prediction of R* = 0.220. This range of error is consistent 
with the current world averago|194]. 

• B -* D+ fraction: Changes in the fraction of B —* D+ decays could have a 
large effect on the tagging efficiency for 6 events, as the long decay path of the 
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Figure 11.1: (a) The distribution of z t vs. x2 for weakly decaying 6 hadrons, showing 
the pronounced peaking at higher z values. Figure (b) shows the computed event 
weights used to simulate a b fragmentation function of Peterson e = .0.003. The 
relative size of the bo»ea In each cell reptesenta the relative magnitude of the event 
weights across the weight distributioe. Note the weights have the expected distri
bution, emphasizing those events where both quarks have large x values. Figure (c) 
shows the weights to simulate a 6 fragmentation function of c = .011. 
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Table 11.1: Systematic Errors Due to b Hadron Modeling 

Source of Error: Central Value Variation *(*) M*) *(*) 
B decay multiplicity K , ) = 5.39 ±0.20 tin. 0.005 0.046 0.023 

B fragmentation (la) =• 0.700 ±0.011 0.003 0.010 0.016 
B meson lifetime Tji - 1.55 pe ±0.1 pa 0.005 0.030 0.012 
B baryon lifetime r» = 1.10 ps ±0.3 pa 0.002 0.012 0.004 

B baryon prod, rate /A . -056 ±3% 0.009 0.013 0.007 
Rl (bottom fraction) 0.220 ±0.004 0.002 0.003 0.006 

B -» D+ + X fraction 0.17 ±0.07 0.002 0.005 0.001 

D* downstream of the B meson decay point enhances the efficiency for tagging 
that event. The uncertainty of this branching fraction is[194] ±4% currently; 
we assign a ±6% error to account for the uncertainties in the production rates 
of all of the charmed hadrons in B decays. 

11.1.3 Errors due to oHadron Modeling 
The errors on the ratios ofjo/f due to the effects discussed below appear in Table 
11.2. The are listed here in decreasing order of the effect on aj/oj". 

• Rc = BRiZ® -»f£)/BIt{2° -» hadrons): As the c-tag is of relatively low purity 
and contaminated by both uds and 6 events, the fraction of c events assumed 
for that sample has a large effect on the outcome for o*/af. This Is due to the 
large background subtraction that occurs to derive the 3-jet rato for charm; the 
effect is shown graphically in Figure 11.2, where the value for .'4 input to the 
analysis is varied, and the results for ai/af for all three flavors are plotted. 
As the amount of charm in the sample is assumed to be leas and leas, the 3-jet 
rates for uds and b adjust to maintain the total 3-jet rate in the charm tag 
•ample, though the x7 of the fit (not shown) does gel worse. We varied Re 
by ±0.016 about the standard model value of 0.170. The varifition is sightly 
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Figure 11.2: The results for a{/af' when the input value of Rc is varied. The excess 
branching fraction is assumed in this case to come from uds events. 

larger than the error on the world-averageJlM] for R,.. The central value of the 
world average is approximately 1.5a low at this point, at R* = 0.156. Since the 
measurements are atill consistent with the standard model, we choose to use 
that central value. 

• c fragmentation The mean energy fraction ( i B ) received by weakly-decaying r: 
hadrons was varied (in the same manner as the b fragmentation case, above) by 
<xE) -i- 'J.5P.' ± 0.G12, a value consistent with measurements from LEP[198]. 

• of -» D" Fmction; Once again, due to the long D* lifetime, we would exptct 
th*t tne fraction of charm decays containing significant tracks depends on the 
rate of D* production in c£ evenu. We assign a ±i% error to account for the 
uncertainties in the production rates of all of the charmed hadrons. 

7^~ 
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Table 11.2: Systematic Errors Due to c Hadron Modeling 

Source of Error: Central Valun Variation MS) M*) A(*) 
/Te (charm fraction) 

c fragmentation 
cC -* D* + X fraction 

c decay multiplicity 

0.170 
(xc) = 0.494 

0.23 
( n c A > ~ 2 . 3 4 }tl

! o.oio ass 0 0 0 8 

0.004 0.016 0.003 
0.003 0.01 0.002 
0.003 0.008 0.006 

• c Decay Multiplicity; The mean decay multiplicities of the D°, Z? +, DMt and A„ 
are varied by ±0.06, ±0.10, ±0.31, ±0.40, respectively. The measurements of 
these c.jcay multiplicities are from MARK-III[200]. The multiplicities for D° 
and D, in our MC agree exactly with the measured values, so the variations 
are just the experimental errors. For the D+, our MC multiplicity distribution 
is deficient in 1-prong decay modes when compared with MARK-111's mea
surement. So, the variation for this decay mode is the difference in the mean 
decay multiplicity between our MC value and the measurement. The variation 
far Ac is estimated from varying the parameters that can effect charm baryon 
production in the MC. 

11,1.4 Other Experimental Errors 
The errors on the ratios o^/a j" due to the effects discuswxl below appear in Table 
11.4. 

• Limited MC Statistics: Since the € efficiency matrices are evaluated using the 
MC, each matrix element has a statistical error due to the finite number of 
MC events available. We estimated the effects of this uncertainty in the tags 
by generating the multinomial distribution for the elements of each column of 
each c matrix based on the MC statistics used to create the matrix. This was 
repeated 1000 times for each algorithm, with results for oil a? derived each 
time using the numbers of tagged events in the data, The standard deviations 
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of the crj/a|" distributions were taken ns tht error due to finite statistics. Tkis 
procedure results in errors that are approximately what one expects baaed o* 
the total number of MC wl data events. 

• Trucking Efficiency: Any variation of the number of tracks available for use 
in tagging will have some effect on the tag efficiency. As discussed in detail 
in Section 7.1, the average multiplicity for tagging tracks differs between MC 
and data. We have applied a correction to the MC to remove this discrepancy, 
and have assigned a conservative error of ±0.3 tracks on the correction. The 
variation in the final results due to changing this correction are relatively small. 

• Taibi in the IP Position Distribution: If the position of the IP is incorrectly 
determined, then it Is possible that a large number of tracks in any given event 
could miss the IP by a significant amount and cause the event to be included 
in the 6 tag sample. Since we cannot rule out the presence of a 100 /im tail at 
the level of 0.25%, we add this amount of tail to tht MC events to simulate this 
possible effect. 

• 7Vacfcing Resolution We discussed in Chanter 5 the "unsmearing" correction 
which was applied to tracks in the MC to remove errors in simulating the CDC 
positions. We take here the full correction as a systematic error and perform the 
analysis without the unsmearing applied. This turns out to be a small effect. 
The effects of changing the effective tracking resolution by requiring two VXD 
hits on each track were also minimal, leading us to believe that the tracking » 
welt modeled by the MC. 

• uVw"'Finding We can place an upper limit on the possible effects of a vari
ation in the frequency of sS production in hadronic showers ty allowing K 9 

and A decays into our sample of charged track*. Even though the efficiency for 
reconstructing their decays becomes small in the region close tu the IP where 
they could be more easily mistaken for a heavy quark decay, .he fraction of 
tracks from these sources that remains in the analysis when tl ey are not ex
cluded changes by far more than the 10% variation one can estimate for the 
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uncertainty on a* production- The overall effect is alao small. 

• Variation 0/ Event and TVmdt Selection Cub: Changing the event and track 
•election cuts checks the validity of the MC simulation of the detector response, 
and, to a lesser extent, the physics included in the c and 6 hadron decay mod* 
els. As we have already considered the systematic errors due to changing the 
physics parameters, we will try not to double-count sources of error, choosing for 
consideration cuts that should be relatively independent of those parameters*. 
The effect of changing those cuts is to modify the total efficiency for an event 
to pass the event selection cuts; since the efficiencies for events of each quark 
flavor to pass the cuts are virtually identical, we would expect these effects to 
be small. Due to th« small size of these effects relative to the statistical errors 
(and fluctuations) on the measured values, we varied each of the cuts in steps 
away from the central value and used the slope derived from these points to 
calculate the size of the error. The derivatives of the ratios oj/o£" are given in 
Table 11.3. Due to the small number of events that are affected by the analysis 
changes, ail of these slopes differ from zero by lees than 0.1a; the effects of these 
variations on the analysis will be ignored. 

Thrust Axis Containment: the cut on Icosflj-fc^d was varied over 0.67 < 
Cut[\ COB $Tkru,i\) £ 0.75, a range consistent with our estimates of a 2 s smear
ing in the thrust axis direction due to shower fluctuation* in the calorimeter 
response. 

Visible Energy: the minimum visible energy required for an event to be se
lected was varied by 16 GeV < C7ut(£ r i,) < 20 GeV. The effect of this variation 
is to subtly modify the probabilities for a parton-lcvel event to switch assign
ments between a 2-jct event and a 3-jet event and to change the probability of 
a parton-level 3-jet event to pass the selection cuts. 

'Variation of cuU or tag deinltioai that ace directly affected by (be phyila avwtol c u be uted to 
croat-check our eatlaMlec of the inherent modeling ernxi. Tbnc chveka will be dlKUtwd la Section 
11.3. 
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Table 11.3: Tbe derivative* of r> - <*{/<*? with respect to tbe viried analysk pa
rameter x. 

Source: Central Vilue Vtrittion 8 r - * / 8 i 9r*/«r ar»/9* 

EvU EM > 18 GeV ±2GeV <.01/OeV <.01/GeV <.01/G«V 
co6#r |co»»r|<0.71 ±0.04 0.805 -3.112 0.987 

"irk n » l > 7 ±1 0.003 0.031 0.017 
C 0 » » l r l |<*»S„»|<0.8 ±0 .04 -0.310 0.248 1.185 

ft-I pu, > 0.5 MoV ±0.1 -0.152/GeV 0.083/GeV 0.265/GeV 
Pi p± > 0.2 MeV ±0.1 0.074/CeV -0.388/GeV 0.065/GeV 

Charged Track Multiplicity: the number of charged tracks required for an 
event to pass the selection cuts was varied between 6 and 8 tracks to check tbe 
effects of allowing some variation in tbe amount of background in the sample. 

Charged Track Definition: The definition of tbe allowed track parameters 
for a track to be included in the total charged multiplicity of an event was 
varied within reasonable bounds to study the effects of additional soft tracks 
on jet definitions, total visible energy, and the backgrounds in the sample. The 
allowed Pi was varied between 100 MeV/c and 300 MeV/c The allowed track 
| cos f | was varied between 0.76 and 0.84. Variation of the allowed track doca^ 
and docor, produced negligible changes. 

• Tagging Track Momentum Cut: The possible variations in the £ matrices due to 
the uncertainties in modeling the momentum spectra of the 6 and c hadron decay 
products was not explicitly considered above in the physics modeling errors. We 
can estimate the effect on this analysis by varying the allowed momentum of 
the tagging tracks used in the analysis. Since tbe minimum momentum cut is 
already set to the relatively high value of 0.S GeV/c, we should be insensitive 
to the low-momentum region where most of tbe uncertainty lies. A variation of 
±100 MeV/c in this cut gives the expected small effects on the final result. 
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Table 11.4: Systematic Error* Due to Detector Modeling 

Source of Error: Variation M#) *(#) *(*) 
M.C. Statistics 0.011 0.048 0.014 

tracking efficiency ±0.3 tracks 0.003 0.031 0.017 
IP Position Tails 0.25% 100 nm ~ 0.001 ~ 0.005 ~ 0.005 

tracking resolution no unsinear < 0.001 0.017 0.014 
Vec finding none < 0.001 0.013 0.007 

11.2 Theoretical Uncertainties 
Uncertainties in the understanding of the exact physical processes underlying the 
production and decay of hadrons and the emission of hard gluon radiation can lead 
to varying predictions for the theoretical inputs to our models of hadronic interactions. 
Some physical parameters, such aa the quaik masses and the rate for gluon splitting 
to heavy quark pairs, have only weak experimental constraints. The sheer difficulty 
of calculation in perturbative QCD and the size of a , result in uncertainties in the 
current calculations due to the effect of as-yet-uncalculated higher-order processes. 
The MC simulations that reproduce the observed data have tunable parameters that 
are not directly observable experimentally and are thus allowed to vary over some 
range. All of these elements contribute to the theoretical uncertainties associated 
with this analysis. Again, we present in Table 11.5 for each of the quark flavors an 
average of the systematic v: rors for all of the jet-finding algorithms. 

• Hadwmzation Modenng We checked the variation of the parton-level 3-jet rates 
as functions of the various parameters within JETSET 6.3 that control the string 
fragmentation process. Their effects on the final results were then evaluated 
by changing the 3-jet rates in the MC by the variation seen in changing the 
parameters. Since the ratio a j /o?" is not sensitive to the absolute 3-jet rate in 
the MC, the effects of these variations are negligible. The parameters studied 
included 

Q„(PARE(22)), which controls the parton shower cut-off(Q0 = l .O^sGeV) 
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o> (PAR(12)), which varies the width of the gaussian distribution of trans
verse momentum generated in the parte* shower relative to the origiia] quark 
direction (<r, =0.30 ±0.04 GeV) 

o and b (PAR(31) and PAR(32)}, the coefficients in the symmetric Luad 
fragmentation function (these were checked at the hadron-level) 

• The rate for g - . QQ: A large rate for gluoos to split into heavy quarks could 
change the frequency with which wis events are tagged by the heavy flavor tap. 
As there are very few experimental constraints on this rate, we have estimated 
the effect by varying the rate for g -» QQ by ±50% from the JETSET default 
value. This has a relatively small effect on the results. 

• The Uncertainty on af; As mentioned in Section 10.2, the results for the a , 
ratios depend on the value of oj" used when converting from jet rates to a, using 
the 0(a*) QCD calculation. As the experimental values Sot o£" that were used 
also have errors associated with them, their variation must also be considertid 
as a source of uncertainty. Thin is included as a theoretical uncertainty because 
the dominant error on tlie values for QJ* » due to the inability to fix the 
value of the renormalization scale / = n2ft, which arises from a cut-off put 
into the theoretical calculation* to avoid the need to calculated higher-order 
processes. Thus, to estimate the effects of this error correctly, we need to vary 
the renormalization scale and of simultaneously in the expression for /fa (from 
Section 8.3): 

*<fa-) - ^^Uft*) + t 2 ^ ) 1 ! ^ * - ) + A(*1I()2*fclog/] . (11.1) 

This generates up to a 1% error on aj/aj", which is far smaller than the 
10% error this effect has on the absolute determination of oJ* from the Cj 
distribution! 131], The variation of each of the values of a? for the individual 
jet algorithms (see Table 10.2} was used to estimate the error. 

• Uncertainties in the f^ Calculation: As discussed in Section 8.3, the calculated 
4-jet rate docs not match that observed in the data by approximately a factor 
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of two for all algorithms except for C. Thin ii presumably due to uncalculated 
coefficient* of 0 ( a j ) and higher. We take the full 100% variation in the value of 
the coefficient Cfa^t) a* the tyitematic error due to thai source of uncertainty. 
It ha* an almost negligibly mull effect on the final result*. 

• Variation of the Heavy Qvtrk Masaea: The correction applied in the previous 
chapter to account for the smaller phase-apace for hard gluon emission in heavy 
quark events relies on knowing the values of the b and c quark mutes . As this 
correction changes the results for H\fRfl by as much a* 5%, it is important 
to consider possible variations in its magnitude. The quark maaaea used in 
calculating the centrtl values of the correction! were 4.5 GeV/c 2 (1.5 GeV/c 2) 
for the b (c) quark mass, and we considered variations of ±G.25GeVfi? about 
these values to estimate the error on the parton-leve) quark masses uaed in the 
calculation. 

• Vncolculatci Higher-Orders in the Phase-Space Suppression Calculation: The 
calculation upon which our phase-xpace correction is ba*ed[l93] has only been 
performed to leading order in at. We have as yet made no estimate of the 
possible size of the next-to-leading terms; they should be of order a,/ir times 
the tint order correction, which would make them small. 

• Jet-Algorithmic Dependence of Results: All of the results quoted in this chapter 
have been the averages of the shifts in the values for cJjd? due to the variations 
of the different parameters which can affect the results. We have chosen to 
take a simple mean of these results, as there ia no reason a priori to prefer one 
algorithm over any other. However, there Is significant scatter in the final values, 
which is possibly not all statistical. Since all of the jet algorithms are being 
used to perform the same measurements on the same data set, and the results 
should be independent of jet-algorithm to first order, we attribute the scatter to 
uncalculated higher-order terms that contribute to the 3-jet rate. To estimate 
the size of this effect, we calculate the r.m.t. of the results for each flavor relative 
to the mean value, and quote this as the theoretical uncertainty associated with 
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Table 11.5: Theoretical UnorUlnlHS 

Source of Error: Central Value Variation *(¥) *(*) A < * ) 
Hadronizatlon Oo, etc. 0.002 0.007 < 0.001 
j - . QQ rate ±50% 0.001 0.002 0.002 

"I" 0.003 0.009 0.010 
AC(«J 0.001 0.003 0.003 

Am* 4.5 GeV/c* i^SCeV/c 1 o.ooi 0.002 0.004 
Am c 1.5 CeV/c 2 ±3BGeV/<? < 0.001 0.002 0.001 

Jet Algorithm 0.021 0.096 0.027 

Table U.6: Summary Table of Systematic Erron 

Source of Error: MS) *(*) *(*) 
Experimental Errors: 

B Physics 
C Physics 

Detector Modeling 
MC Statistics iiS

i 
iii
i 

QCD Theoretical Uncertainty 
Jet Algorithm 

0.003 0.011 0.012 
0.021 0.097 0.028 

the QCD calculations describing the jet-finding algorithms. This is by far the 
largest theory error. 

All of the systematic errors are summarized in Table 11.6, where the total contri
bution of each category to the error is listed. 

11.3 Checks on the Validity of the Results 
In this section we present two cross-checks that cive us confidence that the analysis 
method we have used and our estimates of the associated uncertainties are robust. 
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11.3.1 Variation of the Choaen yCut 

To insure that the dependence of our results on the choice of jutwas minimal, we 
repeated tbe entire analysis at different y^values for all of the jet algorithms. The 
average value* are shown In Figures 11.3 and 11.4. Note that all of the points are 
highly correlated. No significant deviation from our results is observed. 

11.3.2 Variation of the Tag Definition 

We defined as a significant track one that misses the IP by more than 3a. We can 
change this requirement and observe the variation in our results. This serves to 
verify that our estimates of the phyiiics and tracking modeling errors are correct, 
since differences between the true i>araineters and our MC simulation could manifest 
themselves in a dependence of the result on what is chosen for the significance cut. 
Figure l i .5 shows the results for a^faf as the significant cut is varied. There seems 
to be a systematic slope in all of the results. It is interesting to consider this result 
for tbe Veto period compared with the Pre- and Non-Veto periods, which is shown 
in Figure 11.6. It can be seen that virtually all of the variation with respect to the 
significance cut occurs in the Veto period. As the only substantial difference in the 
MC simulation between the Veto jjeriud and the others is in the effects of the track 
trigger, we can only surmise thut improper simulation of this effect is the root cause 
of this dependence. To check this, we analyzed the Pre-Veto period data with the 
Veto period MC without applying tlie trigger veto to the MC, and compared these 
results with the same analysis performed with the correct MC and data match. The 
results are consistent, which implies that nothing is wrong with the MC simulation 
excluding the simulation of the trigger veto. We can check th. validity of the veto 
simulation in two ways. First, we can measure the branching fraction fozZ° — l& 
in the Prevcto and Veto periods separately, and see if they compare. Using the MC 
veto simulation to correct for the fact that 6 events during the Veto period are leas 
likely to paw the trigger', we obtain R?v = 0.233 ± 0.007 and R% = 0.226 ± 0.006, 
where the errors are statistical only. The first value is in excellent agreement with 

'See TaMc 6-2. 
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0.02 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.1 0.12 0.14 

Figure 11.3: The Results vs. y„i Choice for E, E0, *nd P 
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0 0.02 0.04 0.08 006 0.1 0.12 0.14 

Figure 11.4: The Remits vs. y ^ Choice for PO, D, w d G 
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Figure 11.5: The results of the analysis obtained for different cuts on the track sig
nificance uted to form the n^ f distribution used i s the flavor tag. 

that of the official SLD Rj, mea»urement[l82] of R+ = 0.231 ± 0.004 using the sune 
technique and the Preveto and Nonveto data samples. Since the values for the two 
run periods are within la, we cannot measure any difference introduced by the veto 
simulation using this technique. Another method is to vary the rate of the veto itself. 
We considered the Veto period with a tag requirement of iw** > 4.0, as this is where 
the maximum deviation occurs in Figure 11.6. No shift in the values of the three 
oi/a'U ratios is seen when the veto rate is changed by ±10%. We conclude that the 
small slope seen on this plot is due to the statistics of the impact parameter tag, and 
not to some systematic problem with the veto simulation. 

11.3.3 Sensitivity to Anomalous Flavor-Dependent Strong 
Couplings 

To investigate the sensitivity of this analysis method, we used a subsample of the 
MC as a mock data sample and removed different fractions of 3-jet b or %tds and c 
events so as to vary R3. This mock data sample was then subjected to the standard 
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track significance requirtmant 

Figure 11.6: The results of the analysis obtained for different cuts on the track sig
nificance used to form the n*t distribution used as the flavor tag. The three different 
run periods are shown for comparison. 
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Figure 11.7: Sensitivity to Input Anomolous Strong Coupling 

analysis. The results are shown iu Figure 11.7. One can see that if there were large 
flavor-dependent differences in the strong coupling we would have observed them in 
this analysis. 

We now move on to the presentation of the final results, and some comments and 
conclusions about this analysis. 



Chapter 12 

The Flavor Independence of as: 
Conclusions 

12.1 Final Results and Discussion 
The final results for all of the jet algorithms are shown in Figure 12.1. For the average 
values shown on this figure, tbe r.m.s. of the results over all algorithms is added in 
quadrature to the other theoretical uncertainties, as was discussed in Section 11.2. 
The average values, including this additional error, are: 

^ - » 0.987 ±0.027(«(a0±0.022(5y5()±0.022(iAeory) 

-~=j at 1.012 ±Q.lQi(9tat)±Q.m{s]/3t)±e.0Xitheory) (12.1) 

- ^ =* 1.026 ± 0.041(s?a() ± 0.041{^j/jtr) ± 0.030(theory) . 

As a first point of discussion, it is clear from the above results that o,is indepen
dent of quark flavor within our present experimental sensitivity. Our novel means of 
separating the different quark flavors inclusively by differences i s the lifetime content 
of the charged tracks has proven to be free of large systematic biases while allowing us 
l-j make use of the full statistics of our data sample. In particular, the measurement 

219 
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Figure 12.1: VJues of a*,/a?1 derived for each of the jet algorithms used in the 
analysis for each of the quark flavors (see text). The error bars on the average values 
include the statistical and systematic errors and the total theoretical uncertainty. 

of ratios has minimised the effects of the n ormalization scale uncertainty and the 
other theoretical effects that plague an ab- iute determination of a,. We are still 
sensitive to effects relating to the different jet algorithms- The high purity of the 
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uda and 6 tags results in smaller total errors for these two results due to reduced 
sensitivity to fluctuations in the backgrounds which are being subtracted in the un
folding procedure. The result for charm, on the other hand, suffers from having a 
sign&l-to-noise ratio of 0,5; any small change in the background composition leads to 
large excursions of the extracted value for a j / a j " . This is the source of the large 
systematic and theoretical errors on the charm result. Possible improvements on this 
method will be discussed below. 

It is interesting to note the large theoretical uncertainty, which is dominated by 
the different values obtained for the Q.ratios when using the six jet algorithms. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, this is most likely due to uncalculated higher-order 
terms in the theoretical predictions for the jet rates. This large variation of the results 
was expected from previous work[131{ on measurements of Q „ but this is the first 
time a systematic study of this effect has been done checking the behaviour of the jet 
algorithms for quarks of flavors (masses). The possible variation of different observ-
ablts in measuring the ratios a{/af and the associated theoretical uncertainties have 
been largely ignored in all of the other experimental results on flavor independence. 

To compare our limits on flavor independence with those obtained by other ex
perimental methods, we show in Figure 12.2 the above results along with thoee from 
the LEP experiments * discussed in Chapter 3. As the only other analysis which has 
attempted to measure the strong coupling to each quark flavor independently is the 
one from OPAL(145], it will be the focus of much of the comparative discussion. It 
should be mentioned that the errors on the measured ratios are necessarily enlarged 
by loosening the assumption that all of the quark flavors haw the same strong cou
pling except the one under study; both our results and the ones from the OPAL study 
share this consequence of a more general analysis. 

The advantages of our method over those used by OPAL for the light quark tags 
is immediately obvious, as our results have smaller errors even though the analysis is 
based on a factor of 20 less data. This is mostly due to the use of the precision track-
ing and our knowledge of the stable IP position as a method of excluding heavy quark 
'•viints from the sample of selected events, rather than selecting light quark events by 

'The TASSO results have been superceded in precision and will not be considered here. 
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0.9 1 1.1 

Figure 12.2: Values of a j / a j " measured in this thesis compared with other experi
mental results. References for other values are provided in Chapter 3. For a discussion 
of results, see text. 
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aome kinematic method from a sample with large, relatively unknown background!. 
Even with the aomewhat larger errors on the result for charm, our errors are more or 
leaf comparable to those obtained by OPAL due to the inefficiency of their charm tag 
(reconstructing D mesons) and its larger systematic bias. For 6 quarks, larger statis
tics and the amailer systematic errors associated with a high-pj. lepton tag produce 
a more precise result from OPAL. 

In contract, the advantages of obtaining a high statistics high purity sample and 
using that as a testing ground are exemplified in the newest result from OPAL(t46] 
for O*/Q^'. Although they fail to consider properly the additional theoretical error as
sociated with combining correlated measurements of the same quantities, th'dr result 
is still by far the most precise test of flavor independence in the strong interaction. 

12.2 Possible Improvements of the Method 
The primary weaknesses of the method used in this analysis are the low purity of the 
charm sample and the reliance on the Monte Carlo simulation of heavy quark decays 
to represent the true decay properties. The latter introduces the largest systematic 
errors, while the former serves to magnify all of the errors associated with aj/cfj". 
Systematic errors due to uncertainties in the heavy quark decay model can be dras
tically reduced by performing a "double tag" using both hemispheres in the event to 
actually measure the tagging efficiency for a given tag*. Given the stability of the 
SLC beam spot, a technique of this sort could also be used in tagging the light flavors 
instead of just 6 events. A more complicated version of the efficiency matrices used 
in the unfolding could be created that accounts for the flavor composition of doubly-
tagged vs. mixed-tag events. Since the tag efficiency could then be measured for uds 
and o events, this should result in smaller errors on those results. The charm result 
would also benefit, since the allowed fluctuations in the charm sample backgrounds 
would be smaller. 

The only way to effectively decouple the charm retult from those for uds and b is 

'Tim h*» been uptly demonM rated, f-g- by the ALEPH Collaboration In their meuurainctnt of 
T(Z» - A)/V[Z* - hadroiw) [70|. 
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toobtainachsrmsainpleofhighpurity. Theeatablkbedraethodfofrecooatructiati) 
mesons could be employed, but, M mentioned above, these also kave large associated 
systematic errora. Tbe ideal solution would be If a more efficient way of tagging cham 
could be realised, and it has imaller kinematic b in than tbe present D reconstiuUioti - \ x 

analyses. Work in in progress on aucb a technique, but it ha* not matured at thia time. v 

The future of teats of flavor independence could well be in the laoUtkm of high-purity 
samples of different flavors rather than the inclusive approach taken in this analysis. 

12.3 Conclusions 
We have presented a test of tbe Savor independence of the strong interaction by 
isolating event samples enriched in quarks of specific flavors (vda, c, and b) and 
measuring the strong coupling in each sample using a jet rates analysis. This is the 
first test of flavor independence to use a precision microvertex detector to select event 
samples of all quark flavors based on the lifetime content of charged tracks. The strong 
coupling for each quark flavor was unfolded from the composition of quark flavors in 
each sample, resulting in 

^ijr = 0.987 ±0.027(jiai)±0.022tosi)±0.022(rAcory) 
Oi» 

- ^ = 1.012 ±0.104(j(at)±0J02(s>rf)±0.096(f/»eom) (12.2) 

-p t = 1.026±0.041(jr*oi)±0.041(*vaO±0-030(ifceoTf). 

The effects of quark masses on the jet rates and the full 0[a\) calculations for the 
jet rates have been employed in this measurement. The dominant experimental sys
tematic errors arise from the uncertainties in the physics of heavy quark decay. The 
largest theoretical uncertainties are due to the variation in the results obtained with 
the six different jet algorithms used in the analysis, which are presumably caused by 
uncalculated higher-order terms in the predictions for jet production rates. These 
results are the most precise test of the flavor independence of the strong interaction 
for light quark events; the other measurement compare favorably with similar results 
obtained at LEP. 



Part II 

A Measurement of the Parity 
Violation in the Z cc Coupling 



Chapter 13 

Analysis Method 

This chapter contains a description of the reconstruction and selection techniques used 
to isolate hadronic events containing charm mesons" These techniques are based upon 
the reconstruction of D mesons, wbkh are identified by the combined invariant mass 
of their decay products. At this point, we introduce the symbol RCBG, whkh will 
be used throughout this thesis to denote Aandom Cbmbinatoric BsdtGround events 
or other quantities, such as asymmetries, related to or derived from these events'. 

Before we begin the discussion of the analysis techniques, we mention several 
points that are common to all of the charm selection analyses to avoid repeating 
them later: 

• We are allowed to be less restrictive in the quality of tracks required in this 
analysis than in the inclusive tagging analysis. The invariant masses obtained 
when a mismeasured track is combined with other tracks is essentially random 
and thus docs not contribute preferentially to background under any of our 
signal mass peaks. So, we use in this analysis all charged tracks defined by the 
criteria listed in Chapter 6' namely, those tracks which have 

'It should be stated that this Malyua has bcea a collaborative cftort between myttH( aad Stew 
Winner, to whom the credit should go for muty of the clever insights into chum payees t u t appear 
here. 

'ThU wai suggested by my wrists and hands as one way to l U n off carpal tuaael syndrom until 
after this thnsl* is typed. 

'The requirement on transverse momentum hat been chanted here to 150 MeV/c, rather taaa 
the 300 MeV/c wed in the QCD analysis. 

226 
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- transverse momentum relative to the beam axis p± > 150 MeV/c 

- |cos#|<0.8 

- distance of closest approach in the xy plane [doca^) < IS cm 

- distance of closest approach in the rz plane (docari) < 10 cm 

with the one additional constraint that they be well-measured enough to have 
at least one VXD hit. 

• The set of tracks combined to form the charm meson candidates la taken from 
one thrust hemisphere at a time. This is done to reduce RCBG from combina
tions of tracks from opposite sides of the event that certainly do not come from 
the name charm meson decay. It also speeds up the analysis. 

• As will be discussed extensively in Section 14.2.1, the mixing-corrected aayni-
metry in events where a D'+ or D* is produced in b decays is almost identical 
to the standard model expectation for A - Since we wish to measure only A,., 
we b&ve to assume Ai is its standard model value, which, for a large contami
nation of 6 events in our signal, could result in large systematic errors due to 
the possible variation of At,. So, to minimize the dependence of our results on 
the exact value of A^, we will attempt to specifically remove those D** and D+ 

intibuiis which result from ,',»,,. ueeays of b hadrons. 

13.1 The Selection of D" Candidates 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the sample of charm events containing D° decays is 
selected using two independent procedures, a kinematic reconstruction analysis and a 
decay length analysis, The two selected samples are then combined to fori. the final 
sample used for the asymmetry measurement. Also discussed in the opening chapter 
was the physics of the decay Z>° -* K-it^it0, specifically the peaking of the K~x+ 
mass due to the angular momentum constraints of the decay. Since the reconstructed 
K--K+ mass in both the Z>° -> K~n* and V° -» K~*+*° decays has a relatively 
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narrow peak, the two selection analyses for these decay modet are identical, except 
for the central value of the maaa region allowed for the D° candidates in each caw. 
The two selection techniques are presented below. 

13.1.1 The Kinematic Technique 
This in the "standard" Z>*+ -» w*D° reconstruction technique at mentioned in Chap* 
ter 2. It relies solely on the kinematic properties of Dt+ and D° decays fur background 
rejection. 

To begin, alt pairs of oppositely charged tracks are combined to form a D° candi
date by assigning the K~ mass to one of the particles and the ir+ mass to the other. 

1 t.2 1.4 1.« 14 

KxmaMtQaWc 1 ) 

Figure 13.1: The invariant mass of K* pairs after the cuts described in the text. 
The MC shapes from true tfi -* Kir and D° ~* K*x° decays are also shown for 
reference. The relative normalizations of signal and MC are arbitrary. Also shown 
are the definitions of the signal regions for the two decay modes. 
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X' , 
f ' > D°d(rtctfon 

Figure 13.2: Definition of the helicity angle 9', which is the angle between the K 
direction and the D° flight direction in the 0 ° ccnter-of-maw frame. 

We shall refer to the combined invariant mass as rn(Kir). This provides the basic 
sample of candidate decays on which to bare the rest of the selection procedure. The 
mass peak formed by a sample of signal events from the MC is shown in Figure 13.1, 
along with the data after the following cuts for the two D° decay modes. The shape 
and width of the peaks suggest that the symmetric region of acceptance for candidate 
events should be 1.765 GeV/c 2 < m{Kn) < 1.965 GcV/c 3 for D° -* K-it+ and 1.500 
GeV/c 2 < m(Kn) < 1.700 GcV/c 1 for D° - K-JT+JT 0 decays. 

Next, we Impose a helicity cut on the decaying Z>° system which rejects back
grounds inconsistent with the decay of a spin-zero meson|201]. This proceeds as 
follows: 

• the lorentz boast of the D° candidate is calculated based on the total momentum 
of the K and ff, and the Kit system is boosted back into the D° rest frame 

• the angle 6', the opening angle between the A* momentum and the P° direction 
in the D° rest frame, is calculated. 

This situation is shown pictorially in Figure 13.2. For the isotropic decay of a spin-
zero particle into two spin-zero particles, one would expect the distribution of 6' to be 
flat. Tracks from RCBG that happen to form a D° candidate with the appropriate 
mass tend to have their directions parallel to the boost direction in the D° rest 
frame, as tliey are unlikely to possess the large transverse momentum of the true D° 

/ 
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Figure 13.3: Helkity angle distribution for D° -+ K* decaya (daahed line) and back
ground (solid line). The arrows show the cut |cos0'j < 0.9 placed on this variable. 

decay products. Thus, some fraction of the background events can be removed with 
little loss of signal by eliminating events where the decay products lie along the P° 
direction. We have chosen to place our cut at |coe0"| < 0.9. The distribution of t* 
for MC signal and background events is shown in Figure 13.3. 

The D° candidate is then combined with a TT+ candidate track having momentum 
p > 1 GcV/c and charge opposite to the K~ candidate. Requiring a momentum 
greater than 1 GeV/c removes some of the contamination due to slow piona from 6 
decay, as they have a softer momentum spefrum. A comparison of the JT* momen
tum spectra for D'+ decays in b and c events is shown in Figure 13.4. The T*D° 
combination formed here will be used to create the Am (Am E m(D,Jt) ~ m{EP)) 
distribution which will be used as the "signal" for the tfi analysis. 

To further suppress RCBG and £>*+ mesons from 6 events, the energy Ec of 
the Dt+ is calculated, and any D* + candidate with x 0 . = 2ED-/ECM < 0.4 to 
rejected. This cut takes advantage of the harder charm fragmentation function for 
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Figure 13-4: Momentum of the x* from D* f decays in 6 and e events compared with 
the momentum Hpectrum of all tracks. 

Table 13.1: The efficiencies for EP decays in c and b events to paat the kinematic 
selection cuts described in the text. 

fl-tflr D - KTH," 
cut ceff » e j ceff 6eff 

D° mafls 0.842 0.912 0.4«2 0.577 
IT 0.813 0.810 0.744 0.737 

p. > 1 GoV/c 0.769 0.458 0.667 0.338 
i.D > 0.4 0.796 0.492 0.559 0.259 

A(m) 0.938 0.943 0.746 0.827 
Total 0.393 0.157 0.096 0.031 

D'*~ formation. A comparison of the xp, distributions for D'* mesons produced in 
6 and c decays is shown in Figure 13,5, The efficiencies for each of these cuts for 
selecting candidate events for the two EP decay mode* are given in Table 13.1. 

The Am distribution for this set of selection criteria in shown in Figure 13.6. for 
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Figure 13.5; Distributions of J p . for fr and c decays. 

the two decay modes with the expected signal shape overlayed DO the data*. We wilt 
define the "signal" region of the Am distrilmtion to be Am <0.150 GeV/c 3. For 
this selection, the signal region contains G5 events for the D° —» K~n* mode and 100 
events for the P ° - • K~*+n0 mode which fall within the D° mass acceptance windows 
for the two decays. We will also need to measure properties of the background from 
the data to reduce our dependence on the MC. We define a higher mass "sideband" 
region of 0.160 CeV/tP < Am < 0.200 GeV/c 2 for this purpoiwV 

13.1.2 The Decay Length Technique 

In the complementary decay length analysis, we rely on the fact that LPs in Z° -* cc 
events have a long decay length ({£) ~ 1mm) and are produced at the ^Pr imary 
Vertex (PV) as opposed to being created in a ©decay cascade. Since the decay length 
resolution is (o- t) ^ 200fim, a clean separation of events containing D° decays from 

'The D° maw cut specified above hat taa applied lo auto into plot. 
^Technically, thit *houk) probably be called aa "upper band" tince there it ao ataular ratio* o* 

the other tide of the peak in (he Am ditlributkM. Fur the «Me of refcreac*, we wiU contiaue to caU 
thU a generic "rideband". 
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Figure 13.6: The am distribution for the kinematic selection analysis, with the MC 
pure signal shape overlayed on the data. The normalization of the MC shape is 
arbitrary and is meant to indicate the expected signal distribution. The signal and 
sideband regions, as well as the number of events they contain, are also shown. 
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Figure 13.7: The x7 vertex probability for fake vertices formed only from track* 
originating at the primary vertex. Note the peak near a probability of aero. 

RCBG is possible, even at low xD. 
The analysis begins with the w n e pairing of all possible combinations of oppo

sitely charged tracks to form 0 ° candidates an in the kinematic analysis, above. The 
same restrictions are applied on the reconstructed invariant mass. 

Next, a constrained vertex fit is performed1-, only the track combinations with x2 

vertex probabilities greater than 1% axe retained aa D* candidates. This corresponds 
to a 1% toss of "true" vertices, which seems like a rather loose cut, except that the 
false combinations are peaked sharply at a probability of zero. An example of the 
vertex probability for combinatoric background is shown in Figure 13.7. 

A decay length significance cut of L/QI > 2.5 is then applied. The values of 
at are obtained from the fit for each of the vertices under consideration. This cut 
drastically reduces the number of background vertices that occur close to the PV due 
to the large apparent track overlap. This is shown pictorially in Figure 13.8, where 
the distributions of Lfai axe shown for true vertices and those from combinatoric 
background. 

Another cut using vertex information can be applied to remove a large fraction of 

'The lit k pcrforawd w i n the SID Ki ln roatiae ZXFI7, wkkk i t i any Muabcr of tracks to a 
commoa vwtox with the ciHwtmiat that they paai through their mtua! point of cktsaK approach. 
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Figure 13.8: The normalized decay length for true secondary vortices and those fake 
vertical formed from fragmentation tracks due to the confusion near the IP. 

the / J 0 mesons produced in 6 decays. Since the D^'a in charm events are produced at 
the primary event vertex, their flight path should intersect the PV. Since £>'« produced 
in the t-dcciy cascade acquire significant p± relative to the Miadron flight direction, 
they may not appear to originate from the PV. The different possible situations are 
shown in cartoon form in Figure 13.9. Given the precision with which the position of 
the PV in known within SLD", this is a powerful tool for selecting charm decays. The 
impact i»ranietcrs in the x-y plane for the D° candidates from c, b, and RCBG events 
are overlayed with those measured in the data in Figures 13.10a and 13.10b. Notice 
that this cut even works for the only-partially-reconstructed D° —• K~x+xQ decays; 
the hard charm fragmentation function insures that the charged tracks from the D" 
decay hive sufficient energy to provide an accurate determination of the Z)° direction. 
A relatively tight cut on the 2-D impact parameter of the D° momentum vector to 
the PV of dJ>V < 20 fim is then applied to further reject RCBG and contamination 
from 6 events. 

"See CkapiCT 5- " 
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Figure 13.9: Illustration of several of the vertexing situations that can occur when 
all tracks are used to form two-prong vertices. Many vertices are formed close to the 
IP as In (a) from random track overlap. The vertex momentum tends not to point 
directly back at the IP in this case. For a D decay in charm events, as in (b), the 
D is produced at the origin, and the vertex momentum will point back to the IP 
within mcasurctaent errors. The D$ produced in a b decay cascade, (c), acquire some 
transverse momentum from the b hadron decay, and thus do not necessarily point 
back at the IP. 

Finally, we require only xD. > 0.2, and make no cuts on cos** or minimum ir* 
momentum, since the charm purity of the sample remaining after the previous cuts is 
sufficiently high. Table 13.2 lists the efficiencies for charm events to pass each of the 
preceding cuts. Figure 13.11 sliows the Am distributions for the decay length selection 
analysis. After applying t)tt> D° mass requirements, 49 events for the D° -* K~r+ 

mode and 73 events for the D° - • K'***0 mode appear in the signal region. 
Comparison of Figure* 13.6 and 13.11 shows that the kinematic and decay length 

selection techniques yield D° samples with essentially the same signal to noise in 
both of the reconstructed decay modes. To maximize the available dati, we choose 
to combine the results of these two analyses by taking the union of the iwo selected 
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Figure 13.10: The impact parameters of D° mesons to the IP for the modes (a) 
D -* Kn and (b) D -* A'JT*0. Shown are the data points, and the contributions for 
vertices from RCBG, e, and b decays. The arrows indicate the cut on this variable, 
placed at 20 /im. 
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Figure 13.11: The Am distributions for the decay length analyst, data points only. 
The signal and sideband regions, as well a* the number of events they contain, are 
also shown. 
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Table 13.2: The efficiencies for D° decay* in c and b events to pass the decay length 
selection cuta describe-* in the text. 

cut 
D->Kr 

c eH 5 elf 
D - Kxx° 
c eff h eff 

D° inas6 
vertex x 2 

vertex dooa 
x„ > 0.2 

Aim) 
Total 

0.842 0.912 
0.096 0.999 
0.524 0.731 
0.758 0.204 
0.975 0.859 
0.989 0.973 
0.321 0.113 U

llI
Il 

III
III
I 

samples and using this as the set of candidate D° decays for the asymmetry mea
surement and background studies. Any errors introduced by not treating potential 
slight differences between the two samples is excreted to be negligible compared to 
the other measurement errors. The overlap of the two samples is (28.4 ± 5.7)% for 
the A> mode and (28.2 ± 4.6)SS for the KJUT0 mode*'. The total number of events 
that appear in the signal region for the combined samples are giver, in Table 13.4. 

X3.2 The Selection of D+ Candidates 
In order to select a clean enough sample of events containing D + mesons, the selection 

criteria comprise several of the features of the previous two methods-

Candidates for D* —» K~K*ir+ decays arc formal by combining two tracks of 

the same sign with one track of the opposite sign, where all three tracks are required 

to have p >l GeV/c. The minimum momentum requirement serves to Insure that 

the track parameters are well-measured, and results in little loss of efficiency for D+B 

from charm decay due to the hard fragmentation function". The two like-sign tracks 

"MCrtudinifthnwtlMt Ihcvxact value o( the ovet lap fraction « very seaaltive to tho background 
cmMaMinatkHi In the wimple. This result will lw UMXJ in uar lyilematlc *tttdk», which appear In 
Chapter 1G. 

"We will apply a cut on tt,t Utn, aaywity. 
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Figure 13.12: The cocff* distribution for J7+ decays (daabed line) and background 
(solid line). The arrow shows the cut cos*" > -0 .8 placed on this variable. 

are assigned x+ masses and the opposite sign track is given the K~ mass. A series of 
cuts is then applied to reject ROBG and D¥ decays from b events. 

First, we require cos*' > -0 .8 , as the helicity angle cut also works on D* events. 
The distribution of cos** in D+ events is shown in Figure 13.12. To reject Z>*+ 

decays, the differences between m(K~v+x+) and m(Kx) are formed for each of the 
two pions and are required to be greater than 0.160 GeV/c 2, as this is where the 
mass difference Am must peak for combinations of a slow pion with P* -* K~x* 
and other partially reconstructed D° decay modes. To remove RCBG, we require 
LJOL > 3.0 for the D* decay length, which has the same effect as the cut applied in 
the D° selection criteria, above. The cut is 3.0 a in this case because the backgrounds 
In this decay mode are more severe; the longer lifetime of the D+ allows us to tighten 
this cut without mu:h loss of signal. 

• • 

Xq 

K M 
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Figure 13.13: The angle between the £? f momentum and its flight direction. The 
contribb'.ions from c decays, anil the combination of RCBG and 6 decays is shown 
with the data points. 

Then, a "collinearity" cut is applied, requiring the vertex momentum direction to 
be collinear with its flight direction, This is essentially the same restriction as the 
impact parameter cut used in the D° decay length analysis described above, and is 
made to reject D+a from 6 events and other RCBG vertices, the angle between the 
D+ momentum vector and the vertex flight direction in required to be less than 5 
mrad in the x-y plane, and lesa than 20 mrari in the r-z plane. In contrast to the 
fixed value of the impact parameter cut, the collincarity cut corresponds to an impact 
parameter cut whose allowed value increases with the decay length; this type of cut 
was found to yield better overall signal-to-noise than a standard impact parameter 
cut in this particular case. The value of 5 mr, though, is more restrictive than the 
simple impact parameter requirement of 20 /im, as this requires an impact parameter 
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Figure 13.14: The distribution of Kir* maaaea after cuta, with a pure D+ — Kit* 
signal shape overlayed an the data points. The MC shape has an arbitrary normal
ization and is shown to provide an indication of the location and shape of the D* 
signal peak, Also shown are the signal and sideband regions. 

of the vertex momentum relative to the IP of 5 pm at a decay length of 1 mm. Most 
of the reconstructed D* mesons in charm events fall within this cut, however. PloU 
of the collinearity angle in the x-y and r-z planes for MC signal events are shown in 
Figure 13.13. 
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Table 13.3: The efficiencies for each of the cuts in the D* analysis for c and b evratfl. 

cut 
/>+ — tf 7TJT 
c elf 6 efT 

j > > l G e V / c 
8-

Llvi 
xy angle 
rz anglr 

A(m) > O.lfi 
I D > 0.4 
D* mas6 

Total 

Illlillii 
iiaisssn 

Finally, x D » is required to be > 0.4; even with the aiiove cuts, this hard x cut is 
necessary to achieve a high-purity sample of D* events. Table 13.3 gives the efficiency 
of each of the cuts. It is unclear at this time why the efficiencies for retaining £>+ 

decays from c and b events are equal. This may just be a computational error. 

The mass peak for pure signal eveuts from MC is shown in Figure 13.14 along 
with the events from the data that paw the above cuts. After all selection criteria, 
D+ - K-,r+jr + candidates fall in the range 1.800 GeV/c? < m(/f-*+w+) < 1.940 
GeV/c 2, while the sideband regions arc defined as 1.640 GeV < m(A'-jr+jr*) < 1.740 
GeV/c 3 and 2.000 GeV/c 2 < m(K"T + f f + ) < 2.100 GeV/c 3 . The total number of 
events that appear in the signal region is given in Table 13.4. 

13.3 Determination of the Background 
and Signal Fractions 

The relative fractions of signal and RCBG remaining after all analysis cuta are esti
mated using the MC to provide the correct shapns, then normalizing to the observed 
data sample. The statistics of a study using wrong-sign combinations to estimate 
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the background are poor; we will uae the wrong-sign distribution (among other tech
niques) to estimate the systematic error on this procedure. 

To obtain the "asymmetry-carrying" charmed hadron signal shape in both the sig
nal and sideband regions, all MC events with three tracks from a "correctly-sigHed" 
charm decay are taken as signal. For tlie D° analysis, this ia a combination, then, of 
properly reconstructed D'+ decays, partially reconstructed D* + decays where the xf 
(and hence the sign of the charm quark) is properly identified and a small fraction 
of correctly reconstructed three-prong D* decays. If the *+ is miaidentified in par
tially reconstructed D'+ decays where the D° decays Into two charged tracks, there 
is essentially a 50% probability that the sign is chosen correctly from the othe- two 
decay products, BO 'hat the "incorrectly-signed" partial D'+ decays contribute no 
asymmetry. The contributions from four-prong Efi decays are small, since the proba
bility for mass misaoeignments to boost ih-. reconstructed mass near the signal region 
is small. The five-prong branching fractions fur charged D decays are significantly 
smaller, so they contribute even leas to the signal fraction. We estimate the rela
tive fractions of the different contributions in the signal sample to be: £*+:Partial 
D'+:D+::95%:4%:1% . Virtually all of the signal in the sideband region comes from 
charm events otlter than the chosen modes, however. For the D+ analysis, all charm 
decays where the three tracks are correctly associated with a decaying charm meson 
are counted as signal, whether they originate from P * + , D+, or from other charmed 
hadrons, including Df. The three tracks from motW other than the D+ decays must 
properly determine the sign of the charm quark. Again, contributions from five-prang 
charged D decays are expected to be small due to the small branching fractions for 
these modes. The probability for selecting three tracks from the decay D ' 4 -* ir+D* 
where the D° decays via D° -+ K~x+*+it~ and misassigning the masses is small. 
The contributions of the different signal types are: D* :£>*+: "P+" ::9B,%:2%:< 1%. 
The signal contributions to the sidebands do, however, come exclusively from these 
other asymmetry-carrying modes, like £ ) + —» K'lv or D+ -* K~*+Tr*x°. 

The background shape is then taken from all entries ii: the signal and sideband 
mass regions that do not come from a 3-prong charmed hadrcHi decay 

To obtain the fractions of signal and background in the event sample, the relative 
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Figure 13.15; The Am and D+ mass distributions for data (left column) and MC 
(right column) for the three decay modes. Figures (a) and (d) arc the distributions 
for D° — Kir, (b) and (e) are those for 0 ° -* Kx*°, and (c) and (f) « e those for 
D* - Kit*. 
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normalization* of tbe MC signal and MC background shapes are selected *vch that 
tbe overall distribution matches that observed in the daU in tbe signal and sideband 
regions only. The "dead" regions between tbe signal and sidebands will be used for 
systematic studies. The reason for taking this approach can be teen in thesixpansfci of 
Figure 13.15, where we show the distributions in Am and m(K*%) for data and MC. 
It is obvious that tbe MC predictions for the signal shape does not match the data for 
the D+ - . Kit* mode. Tbe distributions for the £fi -»K*** mode are also diftrts*. 
This is due to several incorrect production cross sections and branching fractions k 
the MC whicli will be discussed below. Adjusting the relative norraahzatiosjs of the 
signal and background shapes frees us from needing the MC to [.rixiict the absolutt 
level of the background. The errors on the relative fractions will be included as a 
systematic error in Chapter 16. 

The result* of this background calculation procedure are shown in Ftguns 13.1*. 
1317, and 13.18, where the shapes of tbe £>• Am and D* mass distribution and the 
estimated background and signal shapes are plotted along with the expetisaental data. 
We see that good agreement between tbe MC and data is now obtained- To mak* 
this agreement possible, 18% more signal was necessary in the E° —» K* mode, 49% 
more signal was necessary in tbe D° —» K*** mode, and the branching fraction for 
c — D* had to be increased by 35% In the t>* — Kw* mete. Some explanation for 
the variation between MC and data should be put forth here. When the predictions 
of the MC disagree with the data, tbe MC parameters immediately become suspect. 
We have checked in detail the values of production rates and branching fractions for 
charm mesons in the SLD MC, and some of our findings serve as explanations for th.i 
normalization differences. One maj^r flaw of the MC simulation a that tbe ratio of 
the rate for vector meson to that for vector+pseudoscalar meson production in charm 
decays (^/(K+R,)) is set to 3/4 in the MC instead of the 0.55 measured in i decays'. 
This has tbe effect of suppressing the rate of D+ production in charm decays, which 
explains tbe difference* between data and MC in tbe K~***+ mass distribution. 
Once a compensating 35% more c -* D* decay? have been added, the agra—isnt 
between MC prediction and tbe observed data distribution is good. The incorrect 

'See Chapter 16 for refcieacea. 
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value of Rv/{Rt, + Rp) should impact tiie D° distributions in the opposite direction, 
however, as it would imply that more D'+,a i re being produced in the MC than in 
nature. We need more signal in the MC to match tlie observed distributions, though, 
which does not match our expectations. We have checked the D'+ -* D° branching 
fraction, and the MC value of 67.9% matches well the PDG value oF {68.1 ± 1.3)%[194]. 
The D" -* A'~* + branching fraction is the MC '»too small, 3.57% compared with the 
PDG (4.01 ± 0.14)%, which wu ld explain the 18 >£ difference in the signal fractions 
between data and MC if we believed that R^/iR* + R,) is correct in the MC. Wi 
should be able to distinguish whether the relative fractions of 6 and c d ' in the 
MC matches what we observe in the data by comparing the signal to L 
ratios in the decay length us. the kinematic analysis while cuts are varied, tsp^.i~iy 
the xp and pointing cuts, as this should change the relative fractions of b and c events 
differently in the two samples depending on the ratio of b to ccontent of the D° sample. 
These studioe are still under consideration, and no clear explanation for the difference 
between MC and data for the D° modes exists. The fraction of douUe-tagged events 
does lend credence to the results of our background calculations, however; see Chapter 
16. 

These plots also show that the mass resolution of the tracking system is more or 
leas correctly simulated in the MC'. The fractions of events in the signal regions that 
come from charm ( / C - D ) , 6 events ( / t -o ) , and RCBG (f^tc) u e *hown in Table 
13.4 for the signal region. The same quantities for the sideband regions are given in 
Table 13.5. 

13.4 The Raw Asymmetry 
At this point, we can display the left-right forward-backward asymmetry present 
in the selected data. Figure 13.19 shows the distributions of the outgoing fermion 
directions as determined by the sign of the D meson for the two different beam helicity 

'We have almtdy choasn our MOM acceptance window to bn large w>u*;li to *>•!» the aaalyita 
iadepmleat of tmall dilhfeiKta in the waw r(*olutkni brtwmn data and MC, to it is (rmtifyiag to 
MC that they agree well. 
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Figure 13.1C: The Am distribution for data, MC signal and RCBC for D° -* A*'-
Tlw relative normalizations of the MC signal and RCBG shapes has been obtained 
by matching the number of data events in the signal and sideband regions. 
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Figure 13.17: The Am distribution for data, MC signal and RCBG for Lfi -> Kwn-°. 
The relative normalizations of the MC signal and RCDG shapes has been obtained 
by matching the number of data events in tile signal and sideband regions. 
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Figure 13.18: The Am distribution for data, MC signal m l RCBG for D* — K m 
The relative normalizations of the MC signal and RCBG shapes has been obtained 
by matching the number of data events in the signal and sideband regions, with the 
addition of 35% more c -* D+ events. (See text.) 
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Table 13.4; Total number of signal events am) the estimated fractions of c and b signal 
and RCBG for the three charm decay modes 

Decay Mode' # of S l fM Events /=-D /fc-D Jn^na 

£>•+ - <r*(ff-*+»°) 
88 
131 
98 

0.52 0.22 0.20 
0.50 0.22 0.28 
0.70 0.14 0.16 

Table 13.5: Total number of sideband events and the estimated fractions of c and h 
signal and RCBG in the sidebands for the three charm decay modes 

M « * # of Signal Events A - o / t -D / B ( 7 , f , 

230 
398 
45 

0.017 0.036 0.917 
0.'J73 0.044 0.883 
0.162 0.020 0.660 

-n 
-^v 

- Ln 

Figure 13.19: The direction of the outgoing ZJ{*)+ for Z° events produced with electron 
beams of left-handed (a) and right-handed (b) helicitlcs. The angle HIIOWII is the 
direction of the outgoing pM+ meson containing the c (as opposed to the £) quark. 
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states. Even with the low number of events, a large forward backward asymmetry can 
be seen whote tlgn change* when the beam polarization k reverted. A more reveating 
manner of displaying the asymmetry is to reverie the plot for the right-haaded beam 
and overlay this on top of that for the left-handed beam. Thk correspotxk to forming 
the first set of sums in the formula for AFB from Eq. 2.72 

i„ = 4^yi±i) = w . (13.„ 
This distribution is sfrwn in Figure 13.20. The background wymmetry shown on 
this plot is taken train the sidebands, and has had the asymmetry from the signal 
contamination of the sidebands subtracted. Note the large raw asymmetry. Thk 
shows in a very visual manner the advantages of measuring the asymmetry using a 
longitudinally polarixed beam. 

We turn now to a discussion of the maximum likelihood analysis used to extract 
Ac from the charm sample. 
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Figure 13.20: The forward backward asymmetry, combining the two polarisation 
states by adding the distribution of cos(-0) for those events produced with & right-
handed electron beam (see Fig. 13.19} with that of cosfl for those events produced 
with a left-handed electron beam. The asymmetry shown from the background is from 
the sidebands with thu appropriate amount of MC signal asymmetry subtracted. 
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The Asymmetry Likelihood 
Function 

14.1 Formulation of the Likelihood Function 
To extract the charm asymmetry parameter Ac, we use an unbinned maximum likeli
hood fit|202) baaed on the Born-level CTON section for fermion production in Z°-boaob 
decay from Eq. 2.56: 

•j^j « (1 - X P J ( 1 + «**«) + 2Af[At- P«)cos# , (14-1) 

The fitting procedure used here is similar to that uaed by the OPAL collaboration in 
Ref. [203]. In this section, we give an overview of the likelihood fitting method. A 
detailed discussion of the fit parameters will be presented below. 

The likelihood function should have the general form 

W = E »<* ( P ' e * * > • (» + V? + Al • »•)) • (!«•*> 

where y = q -cos 0, q is the sign of the P'+or D + charge, and 8 it taken here to be the 
angle between the D,Jr or D* meson momentum and the electron beam. Here, n is the 
total number of events. The function P i t t normalization factor, and 6 parametria** 
any non-uniform acceptance at a function of y. Note that any geometric acceptance 

254 
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asymmetry should be independent of the D charge, and is thus an even function of y{. 
Terras depending on 6 and the overall normalization merely add a constant term In 
the above sum and thus cannot affect the asymmetry parameter given by minimizing 
C. We will take up the question of non-uniform acceptance again in the discussion of 
the systematic errors. 

The actual form of the likelihood function used in this analysis is 

k>g£ = £ log {Pi(zDtH(l-P,A.)il+tf) + 2(Ae-PK)yl-tf'(l-±k„0i9,))] 

+ Piixoi) • |(1 - P.AH1 +1/1) + 2{Ae - Pe)y, • A? • (I - A ^ M H 

+ ^ ™ < * « H U + rf) + fc4««0»]} (" .3) 

where A? and Af? are the asymmetries from D* and D + decays in tagged &6 and 
ec events, respectively. The index j is used to indicate that each of the three charm 
decay modes are considered separately, so that the total likelihood is actually the sum 
of three parts: 

log£ = l o g £ u o _ K r + l o g £ D o _ , f „ 0 + I o g £ D + _ , f „ (14.4) 

The quantity A^ r i , ( j / ) i s the O(o») QCD radiative correction to the asymmetry, 
mcliKullti i*ii*i.rlt llitu* ullecls [Oifj (iiee b^t iua 2.6.2). The terms 1%, i% tlikl P ^ 
represent the probabilities that an event from one of the j • 1,2,3 decay modes is 
either signal from £6 or eff events or random combinatoric background, depending on 
the D candidate energy. An event is uniquely assigned to a decay mode, and Is thus 
only counted once; lew than 0.5% of events are double-tagged, so this has a negligible 
effect on the analysis. 

In the next session, the detailed assumptions involved in the specification of the 
functions PJ, and the other values which must be input to the likelihood function are 
discussed. 
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14.2 Inputs to the Likelihood Analysis 

14.2.1 Determination of Asymmetries 
Since the number of D events available for this measurement are limited, we have 
chosen to input the values of the asymmetries A? and A^.^ to the fit, and thea fit 
only for A° a Ac. Another reason for adopting this approach is the value of -4f, 
which, after correcting for ff'B0 mixing, is almost identical to the standard model 
value for AZI 0.67. Since the z distributions or the Oi from b events from D* from 
c events overlap to a large extent and the difference in D energy is the only variable 
we use to separate b and c, this coincidence of values would lead to a far worse error 
on our value of At than if we fixed A? to its standard model value and considered 
suitable errors about this point. Future versions of this analyse* may be sensitive 
enough to the differences between 6 and c events to allow A? to float in the fit*. 

. Determination of A? 

In order to arrive at the proper value of A^ to be included in the fit, we must take into 
account the dilution of the b quark asymmetry due to b mixing and possible effects 
from rtiarm inesonn prmlu •' In "':;:!!'.!'."[', °::r estimate A$ proceeds in a manner 
similar to that of Ref (203) and Ref [67], where the corrections to -4* to obtain the 
observed asymmetry A$ are parametrized by 

Af = A> • (1 - 2 X B ( ( , ) ( 1 - 2 * * - „ ) . (14.5) 

We begin with the Standard Model prediction of A\ = 0.935 [51], and allow this 
to vary by ±0.105 to accommodate the measurements from LEP and SLD [204]. The 
fraction of D'* or £>+, denoted as Z ) w + collectively, coming from the spectator part 
of Bi decays (Figure 14.1a) is taken half way between its two extrema, which are 
that either all D<*>+ mesons in B decays come only from B4 decays, or that there is 
no preference for 0M+ coming from any particular type of B decay (Bn, Bd, B„ A*) 

'See tka dbruMlon in ChaptM 17. 
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(Figure 14.1b). In the first case, the mixing parameters & = 0.16 ± 0-025 measured 
at CLEO[205] should be used to calculate the value of Ay after mixing. For the second 
case, the average mixing parameter x — 0-12 ± 0.01 measured at LEP[123] should be 
used. We choose to take the average of these two extremes, which results in a mixing 
correction factor 1 - 2xmi> = 0-72 ± 0.09. The error on X'mir is obtained by taking the 
measured xt value, adding 1 standard deviation, and subtracting x-

t(Xmi:) = X< + *(Xd)-X- (W.6) 

The correction for wrong-sign ZJM+from the W~ in b -* cW~, W -* cs (Figure 
14.1c) ta expected to be small, since the estimated branching fraction for this splitting 
to D mesons is estimated to be at moet 1%[203]. We conservatively take xw-<* = 
0.025±0.025 to encompass a large possible range for this effect. These two corrections 
combine to give a value 

A% = 0.64 ±0.11 , (14.7) 

where the error is taken as an experimental systematic error. This value is consistent 
with those obtained by ALEPH[67] and OPAL[203]. 

b •=- 5 b 
(») B' lor (b) B 

d ... d q 

B ^ 5 
(C) B 

q q 

Figure 14.1: Possible sources for D mesons in B decays. Ds can come specifically 
from Bd decays (a), nonspecific 6 hadron decays (b), or from W -* cs splitting (c). 

5r 
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Extermina t ion of A^aa 

With proper subtraction of the fraction of signal in the sideband regions as given 
in Table 13.5, we measure an average sideband asymmetry of A ^ B O >= 0.05 ± 0.10; 
all of the sideband data from the three decay modes give consistent results'. Since 
the measured asymmetry in the sideband regions is consistent with wro, we assume 
A/KBC — 0 f ° r t n e central value and consider possible deviations from zero a* a 
systematic error. 

14.2.2 Formulation of the Functions P(x) 
The determination of P}(xo) is based on the relative fractions and the xD distribu
tions for the three decay modes. The functions P can be factoriied in the following 
manner: 

pj(xn) = **»»<">) * * M * P ) ( M > 8 ) 

nc.aM Moulfxo) 

Here, we have introduced the symbols ue and L \ to represent the fraction of the signal 
that is due to DM+ from c and b events, respectively; the values are derived from 
Table 13.4. 

The ratios Nii^/Nuti are calculated by 

1. The distributions of xD from the sidebands and from a MC sample containing 
only £(*>+ from b and c events are normalised so that the integral over the 
distribution yields unity. 

Tor a comparand, without removing tlw Hymmetry from the iianal raotamlMtfoa we obtafa 
A.c.a «(U2 ±0.OT. 
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2. The fraction* of the Xp distribution from the MC signal is subtracted from that 
of the sidebands, with the relative proportion of signal and background given 
by Table 13.5. The sideband distribution U renormaliaed back to unity integral. 

3. The ratios M,«c îwijiri{*o)/JVfa*ai(*f>) « * formed. The shape of NtatMi(xp) is 
taken from the data. The fractions of background used to form the ratio are 
taken from Table 13.4. The ratio is calculated in bins of width 0.05 due to 
limited statistics 

4. The ratios NM^{XD)/NM^(XD) »m just given by l-JVb^^undfipJ/JVtouitxij). 

Note that the MC in only used in this procedure to estimate the fraction of signal in 
the sidebands, and for the xp distribution of the pure signal. Figures 14.2a through 
c show the contributions to the xp distributions estimated from this procedure over-
layed on the data. Note thnt the poor statistics in the sideband regions results in 
ratios AU s t w i (x D ) / /v ' , 0 U |{r 0 ) that have significant bin-to-bin changes. This will be 
considered later in the discussion of systematic errors. 

The function** de(xp) and i4(xw) u e paramctrizations of the energy distribu
tions of the decaying Z>1")+ mesons, where the shapes of the two energy distributions 
are taken from MC. Thus, for a given VHIUP of XD, the ratio WtdcixDl/faciLAxo) + 
uiAfeif)) gives the probability that a ZM*>+ candidate is from a primary cc or 66 
event. The energy spectra are generatnl separately for the vector and pseudoscalar 
Ds. A fit to a parametrizing function is then performed for each of the spectra, and 
the / s are normalized to unit area by an overall constant. The charm sample is fit to 
the Peterson fragmentation function! 122]: 

M X D ) " /, i' - f ( M -« 

The fitting function for ZJW* mesons from 6 decays was introduced by the OPAL 
collaboration[206]: 

dfao) = A-*xp[-{Xd~D)2y(l + £ + E.xD + F.xl) . (14.10) 
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Figure 14.2: The xD distributions for data (points), background (filled histogram), 
and MC Mgnal (open histogram), for the decay modes (a) LP -* Kx, (b) £)° -» Knit", 
and (c) D* —* /frrjr. The structure at low i D results from the lower xp cut used in 
the decay length selection of D° decay modes. 
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Figure 14.3: The MC distributions of Zc_o and the fitted Peterson parametrizations 
for (a) c —» D' and (b) c -» D*. Note that the fragmentation function for c —• D+ 

is slightly softer, as one might expect. See Equation 14,9 for the functional form. 

Variations of the shape of these functions will be considered in the discussion of the 
systematic errors. Figures 14.3 and 14.4 show the fitted d functions for charm and b 
samples, respectively, for D'+aad Z>f fragmentation. 

Note that, given the definitions above, the total probability for each candidate 
sums to unity, as it should. 

14.2.3 Other Inputs 

The value of the polarization is taken to be 63.0 ± 1.1%, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
We have takeu Ar to be equal to the value from the Particle Data Group[194), 

Ac = 0.1617±0.012, where the error is chosen to cover both the SLD and LEP central 
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Figure 14.4: The MC distributions of x*_p and the fitted parametrizatiow for (a) 
b -* D* and (b) b -* £>+. See Equation 14.10 for the functional form. 

values. 

14.3 Results of the Fit 
Performing the maximum likchhood fit to the data sample, we obtain the value 

-4 e = 0.71±O.2O(stat). 

The minimization of the negative log-likelihood is shown in Figure 14.5. 
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tint BM I M 

Figure 14.5: The minimization of the likelihood function. The parabolic fit parame
ters are given byy=tPl + P2*(x- P3)2. 

14.4 Checks of Fit Value 
To cross-check the value of Ac obtained from the fit, we formed the bin-by-bin forward 
backward asymmetry using the data as presented in Figure 13.20 from the previous 
chapter. We can fit this asymmetry to the cos fl-dependcnt form of AFB* which was 
given in Eq. 2.72: 

*«M' 4( ' )4( ' )4( '>U?-) = | P ' I A r f ? • <1411> 
where z = cosff, and L (R) denotes that the Z° was produced with an electron beam 
of left-handed (right-handed) lielicity. We performed this fit with four and eight bins 
in z to check the effects of binning statistics. The results are shown in Figures 14.6a 
and b. The result for the fits when the appropriate fraction of asymmetry from 6 
events is subtracted are: 

Ae = 0.68±0.23 (Abin) (14.12) 

Ac = 0.71 ±0.24 (8fcn) 

which are in perfectly good agreement with the likelihood fit value. 
We now turn briefly to a discussion of the radiative correction* that must be 

applied to thi» value to obtain the pole value of the asymmetry, A°, and then to a 
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treatment of the possible systematic errors that effect this measurement. 
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Figure 14.6: Results of fitting for Ac with a binned asymmetry. The functional form 
is given by ^ F * = | a | / ( l + 2 1 ) ' 3 / 4 / * ^ , where z = cos#, and we have tahen 4 . as 
the free parameter. The fit result must be corrected for background fractiott and • 
contamination to obtain the values for Ac given in the text. 



Chapter 15 

Radiative Corrections: 
Obtaining Ac 

Electroweak and strong interaction radiative corrections need to be applied to the 
preceding chapter's result to obtain the value of the fcrmion asymmetry parameter 
at the Z°po!e, A®. The nature of these corrections w u discuraed in Chapter 2, so >ve 
will only remind the reader briefly here what these corrections entail. 

15.1 Electroweak Corrections 
Electroweak corrections are included from initial and final state radiation, vertex cor
rections, 7 exchange, and 7—J? interference*. These were calculated using the program 
ZFITTER[51|, with the inputs m^ = 175 GeV/c 3 and m,u„t = 300 GeV/c 3. Tiie 
sum of these corrections is an upward correction of 0.8% to the uncorrected result. 
The small size of this correction illustrates the robuatness of this measurement to 
other electroweak uncertainties, as most of the large electroweak corrections occur 
in the Z°and 7 self-energy terms, winch are absorbed into s i n 3 ^ ' and thus do not 
affect the measurements of the final state couplings as much us they do other mea
surements; for the unpolatized Ac

FBi measured at LEP, this radiative correction is 
~ 10% of the uncorrected result[51, 207, 208]. Since the size of the correction is so 

'See Section 2.G.1 for s detailed dtemukHi. 

255 
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Table 15.1: The Fraction of QQQQ or qqQQ events, collectively denoted u 4 Q event*, 
which pass our event selection cuts, tabulated for AQ events from each of the three 
types of primary quarks. 

Energy fraction uda AQ events e AQ events b AQ events 
X Q > 0 . 2 0.791 0.778 0.789 
xQ > 0.4 0.402 0.397 0.374 

small, we will ignore possible variations of the correction due to uncertainties in the 
Higga and top quark masses, as these are expected to be negligible. 

15.2 QCD Corrections 
The final state QCD corrections for massive quarks have been calculated to second 
order[54j. The second order correction depends in detail on the Acceptance of analysis 
cuts for four-jet events wherein a radiated gluon emerges u a pair of heavy quarks, 
and is given by 

A?«" (Otf)) =A°Jl + ( ^ ) 3 [-(4.4 ± 0.4) - (26 ± 6 ) / p . A , (15.1) 

where fo„ is the fraction of these events wliich pass our analysis cuts. The other 
uncertainties are due to the unknown values of the quark masses. We estimated / o , 
using the MC to study the energy fractions XQ carried by the heavy quarks in these 
events. The results are shown in Table 15.1. In our data sample, there are 55 events 
with xD < 0.4, so the proper value of /o„ to take is 

{to.) = H • (0-8) + f g • (0.4) = 0.47, (15.2) 

where we have taken the average value of 0.6 and 0.4 from the table. We assign an 

error of £0.25 on the quantity Jo„ to cover our relative ignorance of the rate of AQ 

events in the MC. When combined with a vaute[194|t of ot{M*) = 0.119 ± 0.02 and 

'We hnw allowed % urnrmun error on o,. 
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the other theoretical uncertainties in the above equation, this value of fD, givea a 
value of - (2.3 ± 1.0)% for the correction, meu'ng that A\ = A^"/{1 - 0.023). 

Including all radiative corrections, the final result becomes 

A\ = 0.73 ± 0.22(stat) . (15.3) 



Chapter 16 

Systematic Errors 

In this chapter, we diecuaa the powihle systematic errors on the result for A? \a we 
shall ace from v e *\K of the errors derived below, the dominant systematic error* 
arJae from our inability to place strong constraint* on the amount of backgroMd 
contamination to our &')¥ signal due to the small number of cvenU in the aidefowds. 
Let us turn now to the present alkMi of the systematic errors, which will beauaaaurised 
in Table 16.5. 

16.1 Systematic Errors Related to the Background 

This section collects all of the systematic errors associated with our imprecise knowl
edge of the properties of the background sample. 

16.1.1 Determination of the Background fraction 
The fractions of signal and RCBG (/«;*„) in the signal regions were calculated in 
Section 13.3 by adjusting the background and signal shapes in the signal and sideband 
regions until the two combined shapes fit the observed data. This calculation suffers 
from two problems: low background statistics and incorrect MC values for sevwal of 
the branching fractions and production cross sections of the D meat)** used in the 
analysis. To minimise the effects of these uncertainties, we used the only the shapes 

268 
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Figure 16.1: The MC background distribution for the D*~ analysis. The sideband 
regions arc those between the dashed lines. The sloping line shown is drawn between 
the mean values of the number of events in ench sideband, with the assumed starting 
and ending poinU being the centers of each of the sideband regions. The grey region 
indicates the amount by wliich this method of determining the background shape 
overestimates the number of background events in the signal region. 

of the signal and background samples and allowed thuir relative normalizations to 
fluctuate. Even this was not sufficient in the case of the the D + sample, as the cross 
section for the production of D+ in charm events was too low in the MC simulation, 
so that 35% more pure D*~ signal needed to be added to the distribution to obtain 
reasonable agreement. 

We can estimate the error on these calculations in a number of independent ways. 
First, there is the simple statistical error on tlie number of events in the sidebands 
for both MC and data. This amounts to 13.1% of f^nc- Second, we can use the 
measured asymmetry in the sidebands with no signal subtracted, 12%, and aasume 
that this comes entirely from signal, so that the fraction of RCBG in the sidebands, 
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/ " « , - • iiven by 
0.12 « < 1 - . / « „ ) x M T . (l«.l) 

This impliea that / » r e is (6.4 ± 13.5)% lew than what we calculate with the othar 
method. Thirdly, we can compare the background shape* from the J4C to the ob
served data distributions. For the D*+ modes, we can use the MC background shape 
to project the number of data events in the "dead" region between the signal and 
sideband regions of the Am plot. Any excess can then be attributed to an error in 
/*c*c- W e find * difference of (4.5 ± 21.0)% in these two decay modes. We caa 
also estimate the amount of background in the D*+ modes by looking at wrong-sign 
three track combinations, where the £>" is formed using two S T S sign tracks and 
is then combined with an oppositely-charged track as the alow piom candidate. Vm-
fortunately, statistics on these combinations are limited in the data; this teckniqwe 
results in an estimate of Sftcma = 41 ± 23%. For the D* mode, there are a sMsaber 
of options: 

« the procedure described in Section 13.3 gives Sm:»a ~ 0.16 

• we can take from the MC the difference in a linear extrapolation of the background-
only sideband populations underneath the D* mass peak and the number of 
events that actually are under the peak. This situation is shown in Figure 16.1. 
The linear extrapolation overestimates the number of background events in the 
£>+ sample by (23 ± 8}% if the MC can be trusted at this level. 

• We have also compared the predictions of a fit to the shapes of the background 
and signal with a single gauacian plus a third-order polynomial. The fit for the 
data is shown in Figure 16.2a and for the MC in Figure 16,2b*. Thfe St to the 
MC gives an estimate of 101 signal event* in the peak, which actually contains 
145 D* decays. The fit is apparently pulled high by fluctuations just outside the 
mass peak gaussian, and the amount of signal is underestimated by 43%. Using 
the same (possibly flawed) technique for the data, we find that, when corrected 
for the amount of signal in the sidebands, we obtain an cstiauU that the ausa 

*Tbe kcotnet (loo m l ) bnaeakg fractloa far c — D+ to natWr ssaawal "> tat asm* frost 
tkvMC. 
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Table 16.1: The number of double-tagged Z3°decay« in data and MC 

[ Decay Mode far (DATA) / P T (MC) I 

D~+ - < ( K - * + ) 0.284 ± 0.05? 0^272 
ZT+ -« «J(Jf-]i*w g) Q-282 ± 0.046 0.213 | 

peak is 70% signal, or f^^ = 0.3 (which can be compared with the calculated 
value of 0.16)- Since we know this technique en* toward* underestimating the 
signal fraction by a large amount, this can be considered aa an relatively hard 
upper limit on fMCBC for the D* decay mode. This method serves then as more 
of a cross check than an estimation of the size of the variation in the background 
fraction. 

Using the statistical errors on these measurement*, we take a weighted average 
over all of the different techniques to obtain the error on the background fraction of 
the entire rh arm sample of Sf,^^ = ±18.8%, or f^^ = 0.239 ± 0.05. 

An independent way to check the assumed background and iigual fractions in the 
case of the D° decay modes is to examine the fraction of overlap between those events 
selected in the kinematic vs. the decay length analysis. The methods are sufficiently 
different in their demands on the signal events that we can hypothesize that only real 
signal events will actually be "double-tagged'' by being selected by both seta of cuts. 
Let us first consider the double tag fraction for f*Hind in the data compared with 
that from the MC with no modifications. These numbers are presented in Table 16.1. 

Note that the MC events have a significantly lower fraction of double tags. We 
can use the MC simulation to check the hypothesis that only signal events are double-
tagged. From the MC, we find that no background eveflts are double-tagged, and the 
fraction of signal events that double tag (/$£*) are 0.383 for the Kw mode, and 
0.350 for the Kxir0 mode. Assuming that only signal events double tag, we have 

A w - / # ( ! - / * « > . (16-2) 

The double tag fraction is then directly proportional to the fraction of background in 
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1 1.2 1.4 l.t i . | 2 M 
m(KM)<QtVfci) 

Figure 16.2: A third order polynomial background fit to the D* signal and background 
Tor (a) the data, and (b) the MC. The fint three St parameter! are those lor the 
fausslan. Note that the width of the D* peak in the data is approximately 40% 
larger than that in the MC; the full extent of the peak atill lis* mil within our t igul 
region of KKK man-
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Table 16.2: The number of double-tagged Cdecays in data and MC ffter correction 

Decay N'ode / o r (DATA) / g r (MC) 

D'*—*! K-x+) 0.284 0.284 
D*+ -+ Ti{K-*+*°) 0.282 0.251 

the signal region, making this a very sensitive test of our measure of the background 
fraction, If we take the values of / o f ' given above and use the fractions f^mc 
derived from our procedure o:~ normalization adjustment, we obtain the values of 
Table 16.2. These values support our conclusions on the relative amounts of signal 
and background in the two Examples, as the double-tag fractions are now well within 
1 a errors of the data. 

Assuming the allowed variation in the background fractions for the three decay 
modes in the likelihood fit lest'- to an overall error due to this source of 0.044 on A%. 
Changing of tbc background fractions modifies the amount of observed asymmetry 
that is assumed to arise from charm and 6 decays; an 18% change in the background 
fraction should have a large effect on the charm asymmetry. 

16.1.2 The Background Asymmetry 
When the asymmetry due to the presence of a small number of signal events in the 
sideband regions is subtracted, we obtain a net sideband asymmetry of 4-0.05 ± 0.10. 
For the central value, we have assumed that the background asymmetry is zero, and 
have taken the \a statistical deviation, 0.15, as an upper limit on the background 
•symmetry. This yields a chai ge in A° of 0.044 when included in Uie likelihood fit. 
Since the background fraction in any of the samples is of the order 20%, we would 
expect that allowing a larger background asymmetry should have a non-negligible 
effect on the charm asymmetry. 
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Figure 16.3: Comparison of signal and sideband acceptances, obtained by 
the normalized distributions of the number of events vs. | cosfj for the signal aad 
sideband data samples. The fit parameter* are also shown. 

16.1.3 Background Acceptance 
From Figure 13.20, it can be seen that the acceptance for reconstructed D* bsgias 
to fall off around |cos*| ~ 0.65. In an attempt to check whether the acceptance for 
background events has the same behaviour, we plot in Figure 16.3 the ratio of the 
signal to background acceptance at a function of |oot*j. As the ratio ia syMsastric 
abo-:t cot 6 » 0, we have folded the distribution over to obtain smaller statistical 
errors. A simple linear fit yields 

r 7 ^ = -.41-tcosl | + 1.16, (16.3) 

whue Rtatft is the ratio of signal to background acceptance. We assumed for the 
centra) value of A* that the signal and background acceptances were the SBBM. If 
the background fraction in the lit is allowed to depend on |cosf| as specified by 
the above equation, the value of A°c changes Ly 0.045 . This error is expected to 
be one of the largest systematic errors, as it is difficult to establish that the sigul 
and background acceptances are identical. Since the asymmetry is Much largsr at 
latge |cosf|, variations in the acceptance can lead to significant fluctuates* if the 
background fraction is allowed to change where the event weights are largest. 
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10.1.4 Background x Distribution 
Our sensitivity to statistical fluctuations in the energy spectrum of the random com-
binatoc , background is checked by performing the analysis with the probability func
tion F ^ a c derived from the Monte Carlo background instead of the data from the 
sideband regions. To do this, the x distribution from the MC sidebands is used in
stead of that from the data. The same procedure presented in Section 14.2.2 is then 
used to recalculate the ratios ^Vn-jrdi(z)/Muftfr«Hui(x) for each of the three decay 
modes. This results in a change of 0.039 in A®, which is certainly consiatent with the 
statistical errors on the number of events in the sidebands. 

We can also check the size of this variation by using the MC instead of the data for 
all of the shapes including Nu*., the total chape of signal and background. FoUowing 
the same procedure, we obtain a change in A" of 0.064. We know that this is an 
overestimate cf the error, sirce the MC event sample has a smaller ratio of signal to 
background than is observed in the data. 

As another check, we can ignore the presence of any amount of signal in the 
sidebands and just use the data distribution to calculate Ntir^(x)/Nimekfrau^(x). 
This results in a change of 0.019 in A°. We would expect that this would be smaller 
than using the MC sideband shape, as the amount of signal in the sideband regions is 
small, so the net result of the signal subtraction Is a minor change in the distribution. 

16.2 Systematic Errors Related to the Signal 

We collect In this section those systematic errors that result from the various assump
tions made about signal production rates, composition, fragmenstion functions, and 
asymmetries. 

10.2.1 Determination of the Signal Composition 
One of the potential sources of error in this analysis is the determination of the 
fraction of events from k or c decays that populate the signal region. One difficulty 
ia deriving these quantities is that the branching fractions for c -> Z3+ and the ratio 
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Table 16.3: Existing measurements of D^amd D* production ia Z'dacsys. 

Source nt\-.vlfcP^D-
DELPH(M] 
ALEPH[«7I 
OPAL[691 
OPAL[20B| 
SLDMC 

1.U9±I>.304 
1.119± 0.180 
1.000 ±0.101 
1.367 ±0.188 

0M6 
Source ~~K f\-D*/Fe • Pe-*D* 

DELPHIjSJ] 
SLDMC 

1.119 ±0.«7 
1.530 

of the production rates of vector mesons to that for pseudoscalar mesons is cbana 
decay* wed in generating our MC sample do not correspond to the measured values 
for these quantities. 

If we make the dimple argument that the physical processes involved in producing 
charmed mesons in the breakup of b hadrona should be similar to that which occurs 
in the random pairing of quarks during fragmentation, vre would expect that the 
relative fractions of D mesons from these sources in the entire hadronic event sample 
to be given by r(Z° -» 66)/r(Z° ->«!) = 0.22/0.17 * 1.29. Several measurements of 
C+and D+ production have been performed by the LEP experiments. They typically 
measure the combined product F»-/V_£j/F c-i>

c_.D, where F f = T(Z* -* af), and P^.D 

is the branching fraction for quark type q to the D meson of choice. Their results are 
summarised in Table 10.3, along with the values used by our MC simulation. The 
values iit the MC were adjusted in the tuning of the* physics modeling described in 
Chapter 4 and were the result of a conscious effort to make the modeling of • decays 
as accurate as possible. Since changing the MC is not possible at this state, we cam 
only estimate the effects of the variation of these production cross-section*. To aid 
this discussion, we introduce here the parameter Rpm Ff r V W c • PC-D-

The relevant quantity to the analysis is not actually the production cross section, 
but the fraction of the events from each quark flavor that pass the cuts, /f-o ™ 
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Table 16/.. The variation of m for different values of f» • f\-.o/K. • ft-o-

Assumption wk Change(%) 

Default 0.254 -
R„. = RD, _ 1.12 0.267 +5.3 
fio- - flD» - 1-29 0.294 +15.9 
RD- = I.H 0.329 +29.8 
»D< - 0.946 0.237 -6 .5 

^ i ' PI—D • ej"*i where cj"'* is the probability that D mesons produced by the quark 
q pass the selection cuts. The quantity tv„ the fraction of the signal from quark type 
q{q** n, 6), was introduced in Chapter 13 and can now be defined us, e.g., 

fc-D + / t - 0 

The uncertainty in the relative production cross sections can then be re-cxprcssed as 
an uncertainty on by If we calculate w» from our default MC xl mutation, we obtain 
wj = 0.264 as the average for the enti-» charm sample. Table 16.4 gives the variation 
in ui for various t^uinpttons on the relative production cross sections Rp. 

The first assumption is that both values of Rp are equal to the world average value. 
The second corresponds to our naive guess of the relative cross sections. The third 
and fourth variations simply assume that RD. = RD+ and take the two different MC 
values as the possible extrema. We have chosen to take the largest possible variation 
as our systematic error, so we use Swt/ufy = 0.30. 

Using this variation of W| in the likelihood fit yields an overall error on A® 0.005 
from this uncertainty. The insensitivity to the fraction of b events in the signal is due 
to the near identical valued of At and Ae for Ds after the dilution due to b mixing. 

An independent cross check can be performed on the determination of the relative 
fractions of signal and background and the relative fractions of 6 and c in the signal 
for the case of the D* decay mode. Figure 13.18 shows abroad hump of signal events 
to the left of the main D* mass peak. If our estimate of the signal fraction in the 
sidebands is correct (it depends on both the addition of 35% of c — D* production 
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and the sideband signal normalization procedure), the fitted asymmetry in this region 
should be non-zero. From the ratio of signal to background in the region from 1.0 
GeV/c 3 < m{Kxn) < 1.64 GeV/c 3 which lie* directly outside the sideband region, 
we calculate that the measured symmetry should be 0.20. A four-bin fit yields * 
value of 0.26 ± 0.18, which is certainly consistent. This implies that our treatment of 
the signal and backgrounds in the Z>+ case is at least self-consistent. 

16.2.2 Variation of the Value for A^D 
In Section 14.2.1, we discussed the procedure by which the value of J4*_D used in the 
likelihood fit, A^D = 0.64 ± 0.11, was determined. Allowing this value to fluctuate 
by the allowed error results in a 0.020 change in A*. As A^.D moves away from being 
identically equal to -4 ,̂ some fluctuation should result. The size of this error is about 
what is expected, given the relatively small fraction of fc events in the signal sample. 

16.2.3 Fragmentation Function Variation 
A number of checks can be made on our formulation of the fragmentation func
tions which was presented in Section 14.2.2. First, we can consider variations in the 
"hardness" of the fragmenatlon functions for 6 and c decays based on the uncertain
ties on the measurements of the fragmentation functions themselves from the LEP 
collaborations[123). The central values used in our MC sample are ce = 0.06 and 
Et = 0.006, where £j is the parameter in the Peterson fragmentation function that 
controls the shape of the quark energy spectrum. To account for the uncertainties in 
the fragmentation functions, we generated samples of charm and 6 decays to /)**and 
D+ mesons at values of «c = 0.035, 0.095 and <» = 0.0035, 0.011, which are the range 
of uncertainties recommended for use in studies of the electroweak physics of heavy 
quarks by the LEP working group on this topic. As an example of the different shapes 
that are obtained, Figure 16.4 shows the nominal, hard, and soft fragmentation shapes 
for c—*D+ decays. For each change of fragmenation parameter, the functions d ^ p 
and dj_D are refit, and the new parametrizatk>ns are input into the likelihood fit. 
Because of the difference in energy spectrum, the Values of A^ < - . / ( i ) /JVwt f M ^f J ) 
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Figure 16.4: The MC distributions of Xb~.D for nominal (e = 0.06), hard (e = 0.035), 
and soft (t = 0.095) charm fragmentation. 

are also adjusted accordingly in order to perform this check. This modification to 
the likelihood function results in maximal changes of 0.D25 and 0.007 to A® for the 
changes in e f and ft, respectively. We expect a relatively large dependence on the 
assumptions of fragmentation functions for the charm decays, since the Xp distribu
tion is the only tool we use to separate charm decays from c and b events.' Since c 
events contribute by far the largest fraction to thu signal, the size of this variation is 
commensurate with their weight in the fit. The change in < 4 - D fur different values 
of e is relatively small; since the D& in b decay are produced in the decay cascade, 
changes in the fragmentation function produce only second-order effects on the D 
energy distribution. Modifying the fraction of the charm events that pass the cuts 
(o»c) based on the changes of the fragmentation functions when the mean energies are 
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shifted yield* smaller changes to A° than the above values. 
We have chosen to take the maximal errors as the uncertainty due to our imprecise 

knowledge of the fragmentation functions. 
To check our assumptions ou the shapes of the fragmentation functions, we C M 

observe the variations on the value of A\ when we change the fit inputs. For the c 
events, we can replace the parametrized fit of the Peterson function' with a normalised 
bin-valued function based on the generated distribution. This will not treat eveaU 
that lie on the rapidly changing parts of the spectrum properly, but it gives us some 
estimate of our sensitivity to the exact shape of the distribution. For the 6 events, 
we can replace thn OPAL fitting function with a simple, exponential function times 
a gaussian. This yields acceptable fit* in the regions above our cuts on XQ. The 
variations on A% due to these modifications are 0,023 and 0.009 far the c and 6 
changes. We add these in quadrature to obtain an error due to our assumptions on 
the fitting shape. 

16.3 Uncertainties from Outside Parameters 
Finally, we have the uncertainties arising from the other inputs to the fitting function. 

16.3.1 Uncertainty on Ar 
As mentioned In Section 14.2, we have chosen to use A, = 0.1617 ± 0.012. The 
resulting change in A° due to allowing At to vary over this range is 0.003. This bear* 
out our statement that the results of the likelihood fit should yield a value of A° that 
is statistically insensitive to A*, as this method should be equivalent to forming the 
double asymmetry of Eq. 2.72 which is, by definition, independent of the initial-state 
coupling. 

'The It quality k not particularly Rood. 
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16.3.2 Polarization Uncertainty 
Changing the value of the measured polarization by its error yields a variation of 
0.013 on A%. This is a 1.9% error, which, though it is larger than the 1.1% error on 
the polarization value, is com[w»ble to our expectations, since the error on A° is 
directly proportional to the polarization error. 

16.3.3 Uncertainty in the Value of Q S (M|) 
Fbr the QCD radiative corrections, a central value of a , (A/ | ) must be assumed. 
We have taken the Particle Data Group value of a,{M%) = 0.119 as averaged from 
measurements using jet rates and assigned a generous error of 0.02 in our calculation 
of. the radiative corrections. This is justified, as estimates of the theoretical errors on 
the calculations of a , range up to this size of error|131j. This variation In a,(A/ |) 
results in a 0.005 change in A®. 

16.3.4 Uncertainty in the 0(a2

t) QCD Correction 
The errors reported in Chapter 15 for the 0(a?) QCD corrections are dominated by 
uncertainties in the quark masses as input to the QCD calculations for the size of 
the corrections. We also include the error on a.fMj) and on the relative rates of the 
production of heavy quark events from gluon splitting (fDg = 0.47 ± 0-25), to obtain 
a total relative error of 1% on this correction. The corresponding variation of A° is 
0.007. 

All of the systematic errors are summarized Table 16.5. 
We now turn to a discussion of these results and a comparison with other existing 

measurements. 
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Table 16.5: Contributions to the estimated systematic error on A® 

SOURCE RANGE ERROR 

Atcjpc t o t E i 

RCBG x distribution 
RCBG cos 0 acceptance 

W t t - o + /.-»> 
4-e 

<xr> 
< I t > 

d(x) shape 

Polarization 
a,[Mz) value 
O(oJ) QCD 

0.239 ±0.045 
+0.05 ±0.10 

sideband vs MC 
sideband vs signal 

0.254 ±0.076 
+0.64 ±0.11 

0.035 < <. < 0.095 
0.003 < (, < 0.011 

bins vs. lit 
0.1617 ±0.012 

63.0 ± 1 . 1 % 
0.118 ±0.002 

0.038 
0.044 
0.039 
0.045 
0.005 
0.020 
0.025 
0.0O7 
0.023 
0.003 
0.013 
0.005 
0.007 

Total 0.005 
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Conclusions 

17.1 Final Result 
Including the systematic errors discussed in the previous section, we arrive at a final 
result for A° of 

J% = 0-73 ± 0.22{stat) ± 0.10(syst). (17.1) 

17.2 Comparison with Existing Measurements 
We present in Figure 17.1 a comparison of the results from measurements of A% 
made at SLD with those from the LEP collaborations; their measurements of AC

FB 

have been divided by their value for Ae taken from their measurements hi the lepton 
sector: At = 0.1453 ± 0.0057. Using the world-average value of A^ only shifts the 
scale slightly. We can see immediately the added statistical power afforded by the 
polarized asymmetry. The presence of a large raw asymmetry in the polarized data 
allows our measurements to compete on equal footing with those from LEP using 
data samples containing forty times more Z° events. The total error on At from the 
D analysis is actually Bmallcr than that for all of the other measurements except the 
lepton result from OPAL and the ALEPH D' analysis. 

283 
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SLD Lept 

SLD D* 

SLD Avenge 

ALEPH Lept 

DELPHI Lept 

L3 Lept 

OPAL Lept 

ALEPH D" 

DELPHI D' 

OPAL D* 

LEP Average 

i . I . I . I i I 

0.37 ±0.23 ±0.21 

0.73 ±0.22 ±0.10 

0.59 ±0.16 ±0.10 

1.02 ±0.27 

0.83 ±0.28 

0.80 ±0.47 

0.42 ±0.16 

0.73 ±0.23 

0.84 ±0.30 

1.03 ±0.40 

0.70 ±0.10 

Figure 17.1: A compariwn or the world's measurements of A*. The results of this 
thesia and the other SLD result obtained by fitting the high p, p i leptoa spectrum 
have been averaged to quote an "SLD Average" value. (See text.) The vertical tine 
is drawn at the standard model value of A* «= 0.67, assuming sin 3 ($ «• 0.234. 



= -3.42 . (17.2) 
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The vertical line drawn on the figure is the standard model expectation for Ac 
assuming s in 3 dw' = 0.234. Our result is certainly consistent with the standard 
model within our errors. 

17.3 Determination of sin2 $w from Ac 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the value At does have a strong dependence on the value 
of sin a 0J|J': 

dAc 
dsin* $w 

Given, this, we can invert the relationship 

2vcae _ 2 [ l - f s i n * < $ ' ( M j ) ] 
* = Wca + o e

a l + [ l - 2 s i n 3 ( # ' ( M ! ) ] ' * U ' - J J 

solving for s l n 2 ^ ' . This yields the result 

stfFj,' = Q.2\2±™&. (17.4) 

The reason for the asymmetric error can be seen in Figure 17.2, where the value of 
sin 3 Sty i-s plotted against values of Ae. Because of the functional dependence of the 
couplings, the lower bound is weaker than the upper bound. We can compare this 
result to that derived from -4ts[47j 

s i n a 0 # ' = 0.2294 ± 0.0010 . (17.5) 

It is easy to sec that this measurement will certainly not ever compete with Am for a 
measurement of slu 30{£'. Is is, howovcr, a unique measurement of the Zee coupling. 

17.4 Possible Improvements 
It is clear from the discussion of this measurement that event statistics are the limiting 
(actor for this analysis. More data brings with it more analyzing power for the asym
metry as welt as more statistics in the sideband regions whose uncertainties dominate 
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Figure 17.2: The dependence of sin 3 &y/ on Ac, showing the results of this measure
ment with combined statistical and systematic errors. 

the systematic error on our measurement. To this end, we are at work on an inclusive 
method or tagging O'+decays using a partial reconstruction of the 0 ° vertex. Since 
the vertex flight direction can be measured extremely well by the precuion tracking of 
SLD, the D*+direction can be estimated with small errors. The ir* from the Z)*+decay 
will have extremely low p i with respect to the vertex flight direction; tracks of this 
type will form a peak at p\_ = 0 in the distribution of transverse momentum of alt 
tracks with respect to the vertex flight distances. With suitable kinematic selection 
criteria on the three-track combinations, a clean sample of D*+ —» D° decays can be 
selected without reconstructing the D°. We estimate that the efficiency for finding 
the two-prong vertex in these decays to be about 40%, so this tagging method should 
be much more efficient than the standard exclusive reconstruction. 

In addition, we can also use the information provided by the precision vertex to 
help better distinguish between 6 and c decays in the sample. Once more atatiatkt 
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are accumulated with the SLD detector, the errors due to 6 contamination may well 
be comparable to those introduced by the backgrounds. If we add to the likelihood 
function the probability distributions for vertex pointing, the proper lifetime of the 
decay, and any other variable we can derive that allows better separation of b and c 
events, we should be able to reduce the systematic errors even further. The new SLD 
vertex detector with hundreds of thousands of Z° decays should enable the world's 
best measurement of Ac using these techniques. 

If we wish to reach a precision of ~ 1 - 1% on the measurement of Ac, which 
is the level at which deviations due to "new physics" could arise, this more efficient 
tag will be crucial. A simple extrapolation of the present result to 1 x 10 8 Z° decays 
only reduces the statistical error to 5%. If we wish to approach a 1% statistical error, 
we must somehow increase the selection efficiency for charm events by a factor of 25 
without substantially worsening the sample purity. This will require the addition of 
more exclusive modes through the use of n° reconstruction, the use of the SLD CRID 
to tag D° decays without requiring the slow pion, and as many other techniques as 
we can create. 
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Appendix A 

Efficiency Matrices for #3 
Unfolding 

Here, we list the four 3 x 3 matrices used to unfold the parton-level 3-jet rates from 
the tagged samples. We give the matrices for each of the three run periods separately. 
A sample matrix of statistical errors for the 2-jet to 2-jet tags looks like 

( 0.0023 0.0035 0.0011 \ 
0.0015 0.0041 0.0033 . (A.l) 

0.0001 0.0012 0.0035 / 
PreVeto: 
E: 

0.4077 0.1938 0.0203 ^ / 0.1881 0.1024 0.0179 ) 
0.1173 0.3169 0.2275 
0.0006 0.0177 0.2797 ) 
0.2406 0.1385 0.0260 \ I 0.0321 0.0175 0.0023 \ 
0.0909 0.1911 0.1787 4 - j = 0.0112 0.023O 0.0186 
0.O0O9 0.0096 0.1364 / I 0.0000 0.0012 0.0183 J 

( 0.1881 0.1024 0.0179 \ 
0.0650 0.1355 0.1140 
0.0004 0.0070 0.1032 / 

(A.2) 
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#* 

H 
1.023S \ / 0.1 
J.168S 4 ' - j = 0.1 
11407 J ^ 0.1 

( 0.4181 0.1983 0.0201 \ / 

0.1174 0.3224 0.2304 eJ(L, = 
0.0005 0.0192 0.2890/ \ 

( 0.4178 0.2025 0.0206 

0.1201 0.3198 0.2327 
0.0006 0.0182 0.2890 

( 0.2454 0.1408 0. 

0.0912 0.1928 0 
0.0010 0.0098 0 
0.4181 0.1983 
11174 0.3224 
0.0005 0.0192 

' 0.2620 0.1450 0.0239 
0.0954 0.2033 0.1724 

I 0.D010 0.0111 0.1462 

0.1874 0.0925 0.0174 \ 
0.0634 0.1300 0.1219 
0.0003 0.0097 0.1074 
1.0232 0.0106 0.0015 
.0072 0.0183 0.0112 
.0000 0.0008 0.0095 

0.1701 0.0685 0.0139 1 
0.0563 0.1249 0.1087 
0.0002 0.0046 0.1103 J 
0.0244 0.0116 0.0014 \ 
0.0079 0.0193 0.0127 
0.0001 0.0007 0.0115 J 

(A3) 

(A.4) 

<*-> = 

0.4106 0.1903 0.0194 
0.1162 0.3208 0.2275 

, 0.0005 0.0193 0.2887 
'0.2697 0.1486 0.0248 

0.0986 02109 0.1805 
,0.0011 0.0108 0.1509 

0.1619 0.0836 0.0128 
0.0534 0.1179 0.1020 

, 0.0002 0.0046 0.1060 
' 0.0266 0.0138 0.0019 

0.0083 0.0209 0.0139 
, 0.0001 0.0009 0.0125 

(A.5) 

#*-

0.4213 0.2016 0.0190 
0.1191 0,3258 0.2295 
0.0005 0.0185 0.2919 
0.2589 0.1449 0.0276 
0.0991 0.1962 0.1694 
0.0012 0.0104 0.1470 

0.1713 0.0896 0.0180 > 
0.0578 0.1293 0.1058 
0.0003 0.0067 0.0910 J 
0.0210 0.0101 0.0019 , 

0.0067 0.0157 0.0139 
0.0000 0.0003 0.0093 i 

(A.6) 
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(0.4030 0.1868 0.0153 

0.1074 0.3142 0.2088 
0.0004 0 0185 0.2891 (0.2959 0.1578 0.0277 

0.1062 0.2297 0.2059 
0.0010 0.0108 0.1671 

Veto: 
E: 

c't-t" 

0.4151 0.1886 0.0191 
0.1079 0.3129 0.2234 
0.0004 0.0170 0.2660 
0.2053 0.1066 0.0165 
0.0668 0.1468 0.1238 
0.0004 0.0082 0.0911 

(0.1 
0.0 
0.0 

.1348 0.0715 0.0099 
).0440 0.0980 0.0770 

, 1.0002 0.0063 0.0884 . 

( 0.0443 0.0209 0.0033' 

0.0115 0.0321 0.0252 
0.0000 0.0011 0.0210 

(A.7) 

0.1735 0.0920 
$.2 - | 0.0490 0.1201 

0.0002 0.0063 
0.0301 0.0175 0.0014 \ 

4 U = 0.0099 0.0230 0.0179 
0.0000 0.0009 0.0152 / 

(A.8) 

4'-,= 
0.4243 
0.1111 
0.0004 
0.2083 
0.0672 
0.0003 

0.1944 
0.3181 
0.0171 
0.1122 
0.1505 
0.0092 

0.0192 
0.2275 
0.2746 
0.0150 
0.1229 
0.0957 

' 0.1772 0.0869 0.0126 ^ 
0.0483 0.1277 0.1051 

, 0.0003 0.0062 0.0916 ) 
' 0.0224 0.0127 0.0009 ^ 

4 - 1 = | 0.0070 0.0169 0.0120 
0.0000 0.0007 0.0065 ; 

(A.9) 

e 2-2 — 

0.4258 
0.1065 
0.0004 
0.2312 
0.0717 
0.0004 

0.1958 
0.3229 
0.0173 
0.1203 
0.1661 
0.0093 

0.0181 
0.2266 
0.2815 
0.0147 
0.1338 
0.1083 

e 3 - . 3 • 

0.1637 0.0793 0.0118 
0.0470 0.1170 0.0975 
0.0001 0.0063 0.0887 
0.0238 0.0121 0.0017 
0.0079 0.0174 0.0124 
0.0000 0.0007 0.0089 

(A.10) 
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PO: 

' 0.-1247 0.1940 0.0181 
4 L a = 0.1075 0.3230 0.2256 

^ 0.0004 0.0169 0.2821 , 

( 0.2383 0.1257 0.0157 ' 

0.0751 0.1713 0.1391 
0.0004 0.0093 0.1122 

«5L, 

M 
0.1564 0.0749 0.0106 
0.0439 0.1106 0.0923 
0.0001 0.0066 0.0857 
0.02G3 0.0134 0.0015 ' 
0.ODB6 0.0194 0.0134 
0.0000 .10009 0.0102 

(A.11) 

( 0.4283 0.1940 0.0184 ' 
0.1101 0.3244 0.2285 

[ 0.0004 O.OJ81 0.2779 , 

1 0.2214 0.1206 0.0163 

0.0725 0.1535 0.1337 
0.0004 0.0089 0.0983 

( 0.1591 0.0840 0.0118 \ 

0.0466 0.1167 0.0902 
0.0001 0.0055 0.0736/ 
0.0214 0.0106 0.0016 \ 
0.0064 0.0153 0.0124 
0.0000 0.0002 0.0092 J 

(A.12) 

M ( 
[ 0.4083 0.1821 0.0160 ^ 

0.1018 0.3189 0.2156 | £?-.! = 
0.0003 0.0179 0.2790 ; 

( 0.2674 0.1388 0.0182 > 

0.0830 0.1936 0.1590 | 4 - 3 ' 
0.0004 0.0096 0.1301 , 

Nonveto: 
E: 

( 0.4101 0.1915 0.0211 

0.1256 0.3277 0.2349 | 4 - j -
0.0006 0.0190 0.2838 , ( 0.2582 0.1355 0.0306 ^ 
0.1053 0.2113 0.1831 | 4 U • 0.0019 0.0133 0.1502 , 

1 4U-

0.1353 0.0646 0.O077 1 
0.0381 0.0956 0.0704 
0.0001 0.0058 0.0760 J 
0.0489 0.0239 0.0030'j 
0.0111 0.0318 0.0267 
0.0001 0.0010 0.0210 J 

0.1994 0.1033 0.0164 I 
0.0606 0.1544 0.1334 
0.0003 0 0071 0.1121 J 
0.0335 0.0190 0.0015'I 
0.0120 0.0290 0.0210 
0.0001 0.0008 0.0181 J 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 
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' 0.4188 0.1975 0.0212 
0.1285 0.3360 0.2420 

k 0.0007 0.0189 0.2907 
f 0.2605 0.1336 0.0268 

0.0984 0.2162 0.1799 
I 0.0011 0.0114 0.1416 

0.1973 0.1018 0.0156 | 
0.0659 0.1528 0.1248 
0.0008 0.0090 0.1248 J 
0.0238 0.0127 0.0018 ^ 
0.0080 0.0187 0.0147 
0.0001 0.0009 0.0125 / 

(A.15) 

#-3 = 

0.4198 0.1934 0.0192 
0.1258 0.3348 0.2353 
0.0006 0.0191 0.2949 
0.2753 0.1412 0.0244 
0.1020 0.2280 0.1899 
0.0012 0.0127 0.1572 

/ 0.1777 0.0906 0.0162 \ 
ejL, = I 0.0599 0.1424 0.1137 

\ 0.0005 0.0073 0.1125 , 
' 0.0236 0.0150 0.0019 ' 

'i'-j - | 0.0082 0.0168 0.0146 
0.0001 0.0008 0.0117 , 

(A.16) 

( 0.4177 0.1920 0.0191 \ / 

0.1246 0.3338 0.2331 e?-s = 
0.0006 0.0189 0.2950 / \ 

' 0.4177 0.1920 0.0191 1 
0.1246 0.3338 0.2331 

J, 0.0006 0.0189 0.2950 ) 

[ 0.2835 0.1407 0.0259 

0.1061 0.238 0.1966 
0.0014 0.0123 0.1621 ) 

0.1705 0.0855 0.0140 
0.0553 0.1317 0.1069 
0.0003 0.0077 0.1081 
0.0249 0.0162 0.0021 
0.0090 0.0179 0.0154 
0.0001 0.0011 0.0122 

(A.17) 

£ 3 - 3 * 

0.4224 0.2016 0.0211 
0.1268 0.3362 0.2374 
0.0006 0.0191 0.2958 
0.2786 0.1446 0.0314 
0.1079 0.2226 0.1978 
0.0016 0.0131 0.1651 

0.1775 0.0844 0.0131 
0.0590 0.1473 0.1133 
0.0001 0.0083 0.0956 
0.0208 0.0113 0.0013 
O.O082 0.0178 0.0175 
0.0003 0.0002 0.0091 

(A.18) 
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( 0.3958 0.1826 0.0160 A 

0.1171 0.3201 0.2183 
0.0006 0.0195 0 .2867/ 

[ 0.3107 0.1623 0.0284 ^ 

0.1159 0.2516 0.2147 
0.0013 0.0129 0.1804 j 

( 0.1412 0.0643 0.0106 \ 

0.0422 0.1156 0.0819 
0.0001 0.0073 0.0944 ) 

( 0.0461 0.0256 0.0029 \ 

0.0129 0.0296 0.0279 
0.0002 0.0003 0.0222 J 



Appendix B 

Coefficients for the Jet Rates 
Calculations 

»<u A B C >™i A B C 
E EO 

0.01 37.24 668.4 334.8 0.01 37.24 84.4 334.8 
0.015 29.36 661.0 187.6 0.015 29.36 233.9 187.6 
0.02 24.35 615.4 116.6 0.02 24.35 285.8 116.6 
003 18.10 515.6 52.4 0.03 18.10 289.2 52.4 
0.04 14.21 430.9 26.0 0.04 14.21 261.7 26.0 
0.05 11.52 362.7 13.4 0.05 11.52 229.8 13.4 
0.06 9.53 307.5 6.99 0.06 9.53 199.9 6.99 
0.08 6.75 224.9 1.77 0.08 6.75 149.9 1.77 
0.10 4.92 167.0 0.343 0.10 4.92 112.0 0.343 
0.13 3.12 108.2 0.13 3.12 71.9 
0.16 1.98 69.9 0.1C 1.98 45.2 
0.10 1.21 44.3 0.19 1.21 27.4 
0.23 0.57 22.4 0.23 0.57 12.6 
0.28 0.13 7.12 0.28 0.13 3.17 
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Kw A B C fcw A B C 
P 

0.01 
0.015 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
0.19 
0.23 
0.28 

37.24 -145.5 334.8 
29.36 47.80 187.6 
24.35 121.6 116.6 
18.10 161.0 52.4 
14.21 156.6 26.0 
11.52 141.1 13.4 

9.53 123.5 6.99 
6.75 91.04 1.77 
4.92 65.16 0.343 
3.12 37.41 
1.98 19.42 
1.21 8.12 
0.57 0.048 
0.13 -2.84 

D 
0.01 
0.015 
0.O2 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
0.19 
0.23 
0.28 

15.71 154.3 83.98 
12.32 149.1 46.02 
10.21 137.1 28.02 
7.61 113.2 12.10 
6.00 93.63 5.76 

4.89 78.13 2.86 
4.06 65.71 1.43 
2.90 47.31 0.349 
2.12 34.56 0.0714 
1.36 21.76 

0.863 13.55 
0.530 8.14 
0.246 3.63 
0.053 0.658 

PO 
0.01 
0.015 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
0.19 
0.23 
0.28 

37.24 -130.19257 334.8 
29.36 73.27059 187.6 
24.35 149.52218 116.6 
18.10 188.56030 52.4 
14.21 182.77556 26.0 
11.52 100.08951 13.4 
9.53 147.45415 6.99 
6.75 113.41357 1.77 
4.92 86.26788 0.343 
3.12 56.64114 
1.98 36.50658 
1.21 22.70143 
0.57 10.71281 
0.13 2.12175 

G 
0.01 
0.016 
0.02 
0.03 
0.04 
0.05 
0.00 
0.08 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
0.19 
0.23 
0.28 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

31.51 -595.3 750.9 
26.76 -244.0 435.3 
21.79 -86.65 277.1 
18.24 -6.84 185.7 
15.52 35.71 128.5 
11.61 69.67 64.76 
8.89 74.64 33,60 
6.07 64.39 12.41 
4.14 48.97 4.21 
2.75 34.27 1.23 
1.45 18.47 0.217 

0.390 5.46 



Appendix C 

The Mathematical Formulation of 
Unfolding R{ 

As a reminder, the equations to be inverted TJ: JJS are, from Equation 9.1: 

The index j refers to tbe primordial quark flavor; i denote* the flavor tag whkh 
selected a particular event. The subscripts n -* m represent "migration" of an event 
from having n jets at the parton level to having m jets at the detector level due to 
acceptance and finite detector resolution. This equation must be solved for tbe Hi's, 
which are then used to compute a{. 

We begin by defining the vector of inputs V* by 

?= (C3) 
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the vector A as 

and tbe vnctor of deiired quantities f by 

The matrix 0 u given b>-

/ -<4U - 4-*))/'" -( 'Mi - eSU)A" -<4*-» - *i!UiW»w ' 
-(«g-»- '§U)/ ' w -t'B-=)-$.»>/»" -<«&«>-«SU>>/>" 
-<<&-»-«Sl»)/tw -(*§-»>-«SU)/.w -(^-a-^ilA" 

('iU-',"!,,)/." (^»)-^- . i ) / ." fr)Li,-«?-i))/jW 
('S-»-«i£la>>/'w («g^i-«gU)AW («^,-«gL«)AJV 

V ( ^ 1 - 4 % ) / ' " («&-)-^n)/. '» («&-n-^ii)A"^ 
The expressions in Equation C.l can be rewritten as 

f - A + B r . 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

If we introduce the weight matrix W, 

MV, = l / ( » , ^ ) , (C.8) 

then we can write the fit X 2 
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Minimizing x 3 requires 

^ = -2BTW(9 - A- B . f ) - 0 . (CIO) 
or 

So, T can be obtained by 

?= (BTWB)-lBTW(Y - A) . (C.ll) 

The covariance is given by 

= BTWB (C.12) 



Appendix D 

Experience with Accelerator 
Backgrounds at the SLC 

A large part of the recent improvement in SLC luminosity has resulted from better 
beam diagnostics and machine stability, and this in turn baa allowed us to arrive at 
a more detailed understanding of the problems of experimental backgrounds. Part of 
this success is also due to the recent strategy of running the damping rings with their 
tunes uncoupled to produce a vertical/horizontal eniittance ratio of approximately 
1:4. This haa allowed the achievement of a significantly smaller vertical beam size 
throughout the accelerator without much growth in the horuoctal size, resulting in 
higher instantaneous luminosity and lower backgrounds[210]. Currently, upgrades to 
SLC and SLD are being carried out or planned which will increase the beam angular 
divergence and pouibly decrease the beam pipe radius. A large amount of effort 
lias recently been expended to compare the background models with observations of 
actual detector backgrounds in order to assess the potential impact of the upgrades. 
Here, we summarize recent experience in understanding and controlling backgrounds 
from the accelerator which have an adverse effect on the SLD detector*. 

'This appendix 1* an updated wnioa of a 1M1 memo entitled "Yon loo can tunc backgrounds" 
combiaad with reaulU prevented at the 0'* International Worktbop on Next-Generation Linear Col
lide™ at SLAC. October 13-21,1993. Tata wrk watdoae in collaboration witk H. Band. D.L. Barne, 
S. HerUbaca, T. Uaher, W. Aah. H. DeStaebler, F.-J. Docker, P. Emma, S. Hedge*. J. Habcr, T. 
Markka-id, T. Maniyaaia, N. Puianey, CD. Pwnlmr, 0. Sw. and J. Ynmnrtino. 
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Figure D.l: An overview of the SLC collitnalion system. A symmetric set of collima
tors exists in the South Arc and South Final Focus. 

D.l The SLC Optics and Collimation System 
For completeness, this section presents a detailed introduction to the collimation sys
tem for the SLC and its relationship to the beam orbit parameters along its length. 
These collimators and orbit characteristics will be referred to throughout this pa
per. Figure D.l shows a schematic view of the end of the linac, the arcs, and the 
Final Focus, with the major groups of collimator!; labeled- Since their installation, 
the collimators in sectors 29 and 30 of the 30 linac sectors have been the primary 
collimators for the SLC. These collimators are designed to collimate both beams si
multaneously, and thus arc placed in alternating pairs at high-beta points for the two 
beams In each plane, as shown in Figure D.2. Effectively, these collimators cut the 
beam to a box in the y-y plane, establishing the acceptance of the beam transport 
system. These are the only SLC collimators systematically designed to define the 
beam phase-space aperture. These jaws are usually used in a configuration where 
the primary collimation is done with the apertures in Sector 29, with the Sector 30 
jaws used to clean up some of the repopulated beam tails and to catch the spray off 
the upstream collimator*. In the 1993 running with "flat" beams of aspect ratios of 
approximately 1:4 vertical to horizontal, these collimators were typically at 5 beam 
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slgma in the horizontal plane and 8 to 10 ligma in the vertical. Although conitaation 
to about 5 sigma is viewed as optimal[211], the tightness of the aperture is lawitad 
by the precision and stability of two-beam steering in this segment of the IUUK. 

Along the region of maximum horizontal dispersion at the front of the arcs ait the 
first series of momentum collimators. These allow the removal of any low or high-
energy beam tails that are the result of beam acceleration in the linac aid are denoted 
SL-1 andSL-3. Figure D.3 snows the locations of the movable jaws at the front of the 
SLC arc superimposed upon the dispersion along the beam orbit. Of these jaws, the 
low-energy jaw is used the most frequently, aa there it; often a non-negugible fraction 
of the production bunch that arrives at the end of the linac sufficiently low in eaergy 
as to be a potential problem downstream. In addition, it baa often proved helpful to 
collimale away vertical beam tails here, ac the croas-plane coupling introduced by the 
arc rolls will populate all undesirable corners oi phaae-apace by the tine the beam 
reaches the interaction point. To that emd, all of the vertical collimators along the 
arc have been extremely useful. At about one third of the diataace down the arc, 
the beam curvature changes sign at the "Reverse Bend". As shown in Figure D.4, 
this provides the opportunity for another zero-dispersion collimatton point, as well as 
another (relatively) high-dispersion point for secondary momentum coUiraation. The 
zero-dispersion aperture is provided by the jaws SL-9. SL-10 complete* the set as the 
high-dispersion pair to allow removal of smaller tail* that were missed by SL-1 and 
SL-3 far upstream. Beyond SL-10, the beam proceeds to the Final Focus without 
encountering another set of collimators. 

At the entrance to the Final Focus there lie a series of fixed- aperture protection 
collimators. Their effect on the beam is seen primarily by the rate of Betbe-Heitler 
production of muons which can penetrate the SLD detector. These collimators cannot 
be used to remove a significant part of the beam without flooding the entire detector 
with noise from hundreds of high energy muou* (see below.) The aet of jaws labeled 
Cl-X arid Cl-Y arc the first movable collimators in the Final Focus. Cl-X has a 
keyhole shape, and can be moved both horisontaUy and vertically. Before the Unac 
collimators were installed, Cl-X had to function as the primary collimator for tha 
entire beam-transport system. Following Cl-X/Y are the last useful momentum slits, 
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Fifure D.2: The Sector 30 collimator layout at tlie rod of the SLC linac. The (a) 
boriaontal and (b) vertical /3 function* for electrons (positrons) are drawn with solid 
(dashed) liner The symbols Q and Q repreaeitl the poiitioiw of the electron and 
positron collimators, respectively, . 
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Figure D.3: Tbe collimator* in tbe 51-Line, at tbe beginning of tbe North Arc. Tbe 
petitions of the collimator* as well at tbe horizontal (%) and vertical (n,) dispersion 
is alao shown. Tbe double pairs of lines represent a complete set of vertical sad 
horizontal jaws. SL-4 only ban vertical jaws. 

Raven* Band CoMfnatore 

Figure D.4: The collimators in tbe Reverse Bend, approximately one third of the 
way down tlw North Are The positions of tbe collimators at well as the tviiisoataj 
(tv) and vertical (n,) dispersion is also shown. Note that the SL-9 jaws ak at a aero-
dlsperakn point. The two sets of SL-9 jaws are horiaotrtal and vertical coMiautors. 
Tba "L-10 jaws are boriaontal only. 
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North Final Foeua Apwtuiw 

Figure D.5: The layout of the Final Focus collimation system showing the positions 
of all of the apertures along tbe heamline. Movable collimators are shown in their 
fully-inserted positions. The 10<T beam ellipse in the horizontal and vertical planes in 
shown for optical configuration used tn the 1993 SLC running. 

PC-12, and the other movable jaws in the Final Focus, PC-10.5 and PC-10, PC-7.5, 
and PC-3. As discussed below, these collimators are used sparingly, as there is a 
constant need for compromise in how much beam loss one can tolerate here versus 
how much beam one needs to remove to run the more sensitive parts of the SLD 
detector. Figure D.5 shows the 10-sigma beam envelope for nominal 1993 omittances 
at each of the apertures in the Final Focus. 
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D.2 Types of Backgrounds Seen 

in the SLD Detector 

There are three major types of accelerator-induced backgrounds visible in the SLD 
detector. A brief introduction to each in provided here. Detailed discussions of the 
backgrounds follows. 

As mentioned above, muons are created by j>holoproduction from primary beam 
particles hitting an aperture upstream of the interaction point (IP). As tbe Final 
Focus tunnel needs to be large enough for access to the beamline, there is not sufficient 
material present to absorb all of these muons. Hence, the muons can travel from their 
production point along the beamline and can penetrate to the SLD detector. 

The SLC produces copious synchrotron radiation from the focusing elements along 
the beamline. A masking scheme has been implemented around the IP in an attempt 
to shield the sensitive portions of SLD from the intense synchrotron radiation pro
duced by the final dipoles and quadrupole triplet. Particles in the tail of the beam, 
however, can create synchrotron radiation which strikes the masks directly and can 
re-scatter into the detector, causing unwanted noise. 

In addition to these other backgrounds, we also have evidence that a number of 
particles derived directly from the primary beam are showering in or near the detector. 
These showers produce visible secondary particles that arc detected by SLD and are 
a potential source of backgrounds for physics analyses. 

D.2.1 Muon Backgrounds 
With the initial commissioning of the SLC came the surprise that there are numerous 
muons being created in the Final Focus as beam tails arc scraped off on the collima
tors. This led to installation of magnetized iron muon toroids placed in such a manner 
as to deflect most of the muons away from the dctector(212]. Figure D.8 shows the 
layout of the miion toroids relative to the collimators and detector for the north Final 
Focus. This approach was successful for the running of the Mark II detector for its 
years at SLC. Since SLD is a much larger detector, however, it presents a much larger 
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Figure D.6: A view of the SLD WIC detector, showing the paths of muons produced 
by the SLC beam and traveling essentially parallel to the beam axis. The WIG 
endcaps have crossed strips in order to obtain the positions of the muons; only one 
projection can be seen; (The vertical lines arc the vertical WIC strips, which are 
parallel to the plane of the page.) 

target for both deflected and undetlccted muons. The Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) 
of SLD is a backing calorimeter and muon detector made of steel plates interspersed 
with Iarocci tubes. Since most of the background muons are traveling parallel to the 
beam, they do not point back through the IP along tracks and thus are not contusing 
for inuon identification. They do present a constant signal of tracks in the WIC (sec 
Figure D.6), and thus make the creation of a trigger for low- angle muon pairs from Z 
decays impossible. Also, muons traversing the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) leave 
long continuous strips of hit towers (see Figure D.7), which can be removed but occa
sionally overlap with clusters of energy from particles in Z events, potentially skewing 
the determination of event shape variables. During the 1993 run, the mean number 
of muons teen in the calorimeter per Z event was 0.32, down from 0.7 In 1992. This is 
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Figure D.7: A view of the SLD LAC, showing the paths of muons produced by the 
SLC beam and traveling essentially parallel to the beam axis- In the LAC barrel, the 
muoDfi deposit energy in the liquid argon gaps between the lead tiles; longitudinal 
streaks of adjacent towers signal the presence of these muons. The LAC has been 
unrolled into a plane for this perspective. 
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Figure D.8: The layout of the Final Focus collimation system showing the positions 
of the collimators, several optical elements, and the muon-spoiler toroids. Note the 
difference in vertical and horizontal scales for this drawing, and the large size of the 
SLD detector relative to the tunnel aperture. 

a relatively small perturbation on a calorimetric analysis and thus does not degrade 
the performance of the calorimeter by that much. The number of muon tracks in the 
WIC endcaps is substantially larger, causing approximately 50% more tracks to be 
called anions by the muon identification system; since muons pass along the barrel 
axis, the WIC barrel is virtually unaffected. Infrequently, a muon passes through the 
Central Drift Chamber (CDC) parallel to the sense wires, depositing hundreds of hits 
in a small number of jet cells. Since these hits are localized to a relatively small area 
of the tracking volume, they do not significantly effect the tracking efficiency. 
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Studies of the locations and strengths of the muon toroids[213] were undertaken to 
ascertain whether or not the optimum position calculated in Ref [212] for running the 
Mark II detector was also the optimum for SLD. Possibilities for some improvement 
over the current placement and strengths of the toroids was seen, but these have yet 
to be subjected to an experimental trial. 

D.2.2 Synchrotron Radiation Backgrounds 
In the difficult environment of a linear collider, it is necessary to have as detailed 
as possible an understanding of the potential for backgrounds due to synchrotron 
radiation (SR). Since there is no opportunity to use scrapers or other such devices to 
reduce beam tails on multiple turns of the beam around the machine, the interaction 
region must be designed to accommodate the additional, wider-divergence SR from 
the beam tails. This makes simulations of the sources and scattering of SR photons 
and their interaction with the detector essential to minimize the adverse effects of 
beam tails on detector performance. Indeed, modeling of the synchrotron radiation 
from the final triplet followed by EGS4[214] simulation of scattering in the detector 
has illustrated the expected importance of collimatkm and the sensitivity to beam 
tails. 

The problem is made more severe, however, by the constant effort to minimize 
the beam spot sizes at the interaction point in order to maximize the luminosity. In 
general, the linear spot size o* at the IP is given by a' = e/B*, where ( is the beam 
emittance, and 9' is the angular divergence of the beam core. A larger angular diver
gence implies a larger beam size in the final quadrupoles that focus the beam, which 
generates much more synchrotron radiation from any beam tails that are present. 
At some point, the luminosity cannot be made larger without making the detector 
useless. As an introduction, Figure D.9 shows the SLD IP masking on a distorted 
scale; the overall distance along the beamUne is 3 m, and the diameter of the M2 
aperture is 27 mm. Sensitive detector elements are shown in gray. They include the 
Central Drift Chamber (CDC), the CCD-pixel Vertex Detector (VXD), the Medium 
Angle Silicon Calorimeter (MASiC), and the silicon calorimeter Luminosity Monitor 
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(CDC) 

(CDC) 

Figure D.9: A diagram of the masking around the SLC IP designed to shield the 
SLD detector components from the primary synclirotron radiation produced in the 
focussing elements upstream. Also shown are the paths synchrotron photons must 
take to be scattered into the active detector elements. Primary synchrotron radiation 
background (which is never allowed to strike the detector) U shown in solid lines. 
Secondary and tertiary background is in wavy lines. 
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(LUM). Each detector has a slightly different response to SR backgrounds. 
In considering the impact on physics analyses, the two most sensitive systems are 

the ones used in tracking, the CDC and the VXD. Excessive numbers of synchrotron 
photons in either detector produce randomly scattered photoelectric or oompton elec
trons, which leave large local depositions of energy. This can result in very large cur-
rents on the CDC high-voltage grid, potentially damaging the chamber or increasing 
the rate of aging oF the wires. On a smaller scale, these low energy electrons leave 
huge amounts of charge in an area equivalent to one CDC sense wire, saturating the 
digitization ADCs that are necessary to get pulse-shape information. This renders 
part of the drift length of the drift chamber cell useless for tracking, as the real track 
hits are obscured by the huge pulse from the secondary electron. Some capacitive cou
pling between adjacent cells on the CDC also leads to crosstalk from this large pulse 
on other nearby channels, creating large blotches of hit cells io the CDC. From timing 
and charge information, this crosstalk is easily recognizable and can be removed in 
software offline; it does, however, affect the operation of the tracking trigger. Drift 
chamber noise is always quantified in terms of "occupancy", which is defined as the 
percent of wires (out of 5120) with hits in a given beam creasing. Sufficiently large 
occupancy, then, can result in a significant degradation in the detector's ability to 
find and fit tracks. 

In the vertex detector, these local depositions of energy translate into spurious 
clusters of pixels which could be linked onto the tracks projected inward from the 
CDC, potentially resulting in tnisraeasured track parameters. Since the VXD is es
sentially a two- layer device, the track linking is not sufficiently protected from linking 
two background hits to an otherwise well-measured track. This has been identified 
as one of the largest sources of efficiency loss for linking tracks to the VXD hits; the 
three-layer VXD3[215] wilt be considerably less vulnerable to this problem. 

Synchrot ron Radia t ion Background Simulations 

It is useful to define a maximum divergence angle, 9 , which is obtained by mul
tiplying the beam core divergence, 8*, by the aperture of the collimation system in 
beam sigmas. Typically, 8UA* is about 5 to 8 times 9*. This represents the maximum 
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possible excursion of a particle traveling through the final lenses. 
If the total angular spread (including tails) of the beam at the IP, 9UA*, is limited 

by collimation to a small enough range, the only qtiadrupole synchrotron radiation 
(QSR) incident on the detector masks strikes the interior of the downbeam M2 mask 
(M2B) after passing the IP. With the current masking, a photon from this mask 
cannot reach the beam pipe without additional scattering, and the probability that a 
photon incident on this mask results in a photon in the CDC is rather small (6 x 10 - 7 j 

If 6 is increased somewhat, there will also be photons incident on the upbeam 
M2 mask (M2A). Photons originating in this mask also must scatter again in order 
to reach the beam pipe, but they are typically more energetic than those from the 
downbeam mask, and have a larger probability of resulting in a photon In the CDC. 

If 9UAX is suficiently large, photons passing through the 27 mm diameter aperture 
in M2A can hit the annular M4 mask inside the beryllium beam pipe, or the face of the 
Medium Angle Silicon Calorimeter (MASiC). Photons striking these surfeces directly 
have probabilities of 18% and 1% respectively of producing a photon in the CDC. 
Because the flux of photons passing through the M2A aperture can vary rapidly 
with radius, this situation is likely to result in high and unstable CDC background 
occupancy and must be avoided. 

The SR and EGS4 models can be combined with a simulation of interactions in 
the CDC to obtain an estimated CDC occupancy for a given beam profile and opaque 
collimators. We concentrate on the effects of beam tails or halo because a Gaussian 
beam with nominal 0* results in negligible CDC occupancy. In order to understand 
the geometry and the sensitivity of the QSR background to various parts of beam 
phase space it has been useful to consider a distribution of electrons uniform in 0* 
and 0J, and to bet a reasonable scale we assume this uniform distribution constitutes 
\% of the beam at the IP. In the absence of a measurement of the shape or magnitude 
of beam tails we use the preceding assumptions as a model of a 'flat tail'. 

The general behavior of the calculated CDC occupancy due to QSR is illustrated 
in Fig. D.10 where we show the occupancy for this model as a function of 8 
This particular graph is for the case of round beams with o"AX = Q"A* • The oc
cupancy due to scattering from the downbeam mask (M2B) is relatively small and 
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Figure D.10: Measured and calculated CDC occupancies. The solid curve is th* cal
culated occupancy in the central drift chamber due to synchrotron radiation from the 
quadruples as a function of the maximum beam divergence angle at the interaction 
point, assuming round beams and 1% of the beam spread out in a very wide tail. 
The dashed cun'cs show the contributions from each mask. Typical operating points 
are indicated by the arrows below the graph, which show approximate values for each 
beam in June 1993. Also shown is a measured occupancy due to synchrotron radia
tion, determined from a sample of random trigger events recorded in June and July 
1993. 

independent \A 8 in the range of interest, and occupancy due to QSR incident 
on the upbeam mask (M2A) is significant for $HAX larger than 1400 /irad. Beyond 
1600 prad scattering from M4 and the MASiC is significant, and quickly dominates 
as 9 increases further. 
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D.3 Spurious Track Trigger Background 
In order to collect events from ft- and r-pair decays that do not deposit large amounts 
of energy in the calorimeter, SLD has implemented an event trigger baaed solely on 
charged tracks in the CDC. For an event to pass the trigger requirements, there 
must be at least two charged tracks separated by more than 150°. Since the trigger's 
initial commissioning, it has been clear that large numbers of charged particles are 
being produced in beam crossings that contain no other elcctroweak physics processes. 
Occasionally, the rate of hard charged particle production exceeds 0.1 Hz, and the 
trigger has to be prescalcd or rate-limited to avoid excessive dead time in the detector, 
causing a potential low of events from Z0 decays. We have undertaken an extensive 
study of these events to understand their source, and some of the results are presented 
below. 

The charged particles in these events have a transverse momentum spectrum with 
an average of 400 MeV/c, where the mean momentum for the fastest particle is 
about 1 GeV/c. The average charged multiplicity of these events is approximately 5 
tracks per event. The particles with enough transverse momentum to fire the tracking 
trigger have been shown through a dE/dx analysis to be in-edominantly protons, and 
the ratio of positive to negative particles is 7:1. All of these attributes suggest that it 
is impossible that these tracks are due to interactions from synchrotron radiation, as 
the SR spectrum typically has very few photons above 5 MeV. The presence of large 
numbers of protons also implies energetic interactions with the material surrounding 
the detector. In addition, since the SR spectrum falls off quite rapidly with energy, 
there would be a huge occupancy in the CDC due to the lower energy photons which 
would also scatter into the detector. The scattering process does harden the SR 
spectrum somewhat, hut not nearly enough to produce only the high-energy particles 
seen in these events. 

Figure D.i l shows the position in z relative to the nominal IP of reconstructed 
chnr»«d-track vertices from events which fired the tracking trigger. Approximately 
GOfrom the two masks M4 located 12 cm to either side of the interaction point. 
Single-beam studies have shown that the dip angles of the tracks are inclined along 
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Figure D. t l : The primary vertex portions along the beam ana in low-multiplicity 
tracking-trigger events. Some number of two-photon events or low-multiplicity Z* 
events which come from the SLC IP are included in tbe sample, giving the peak at 
2 = 0. However, most of tbe events come from interactions in the M4 maaks which 
are located at : t l2 cm from the IP. 

the direction of the beam that produced them, but no strong correlation is observed 
between tbe track direction and whether they bit upstream or downstream of the IP. 
An analysis of vertices of the tracks in the transverse plane clearly shows that most 
of the tracks originate in tbe top and bottom of the beam pipe/masks, as shown in 
Figure D.12. 

There is also often a correlation between tbe presence of tracks in the CDC and 
deposits of large clumps of isolated energy in the luminosity monitor. These also 
occur mostly in the top and bottom of tbe luminosity monitor, but do not have a 
strong correlation to tbe location of the track vertices found in the same evtnt. The 
isolated showers in the luminosity monitor have a different longitudinal profile than 
isolated electrons from Bhabha scattering, as the fractioa of energy deposited in the 
first of tbe two layers is much larger in the case of the background events, implying 
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Figure D.12: The x — y primary vertex positions in low-multiplicity tracking-trigger 
events. Some number of two-photon events or low-multiplicity Z° events which come 
from the SLC IP are included in the sample, but most of the events come from 
interactions at the top and bottom of the beampipe/masks. 

that the shower has already started before the particle hits the luminosity monitor. 
This is supported by numerous tracking trigger events where the innermost layer 
of the MASiC has a shower which correlates exactly in azimuthal position to the 
luminosity monitor shower behind it. Geometrically, a particle entering from outside 
the detector has to hit .he MASiC first to deposit energy into the LUM, suggesting 
that these energetic particles do not originate at the IP. In addition, there are often 
multiple high-energy isolated showers in events where the total energy deposited in 
the luminosity monitor is hundreds of GeV. 

4 

t 0 
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D.4 SR Background Measurements 
SLD routinely write* to tape a sample of events obtained by triggering; on raadom 
bearncroasings. The analysis of a set of random triggers from June and July 1M3 
resulted in a value or 2.3% CDC occupancy due to synchrotron radiation. Subtracting 
0.5% for radiation from the last SLC bend magnet gives 1.8% due to the quadrupotes, 
which is indicated on Figure D.IO. Typical SLC operating conditions for a 24-howr 
pcriod in mid-June 1993 are as follows: 

Fiectrons: £ * * = 4.5 x 350/irad = 1575/irad 

0"A* = 9.5 x 175/rrorf = 1663/irad 

Positrons: *"** = 4.5 x 350/irad = 1575/irad 
*""" = 8.8 x 150/irad = 132tyirad 

Figure D.IO indicates these operating conditions. Note that the collimation aeasm to 
result In what are effectively "round" beam tails. This is, as mentioned above, because 
the beam positions at the collimator jaws at the end of the linac is sufficiently unstable 
an to require a slightly larger aperture to limit the possibility of large beam losses aad 
the even larger backgrounds that this causes. In this case, the electron beam would 
be expected to produce most of the CDC occupancy. The occupancy predicted by the 
simple model agrees surprisingly well with the measured value. However, the i 
values above must be taken as very approximate, as the collimation in the z-y plane 
at the end of the linac results in a rectangular cut in x-y position space. Particles 
up to 50% farther away from the core of the beam can thus remain in the beam if 
they sit in the appropriate location in space. SLC history plots of beam aiae and 
angular divergence show significant time variation, but it is common to operate in 
this situation, with one beam contributing negligible occupancy, and the other on the 
edge, contributing several percent background CDC occupancy. 

Even though the "effective collimation" calculated above for runs during 1993 
gives equal $ values for both the i and y planes, the smaller beam emittance in 
the vertical has had a significant effect on the severity of backgrounds experienced 
by SLD. Comparing good running conditions from the 1992 run with runt having 
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similar tf"** values from 1993, we have seen a reduction of approximately a factor 
of 3 in the average CDC occupancy due to SR in the 1993 data relative to 1992. 
This suggests that our assumption of a 1% flat tail as the source of SR backgrounds 
to be an overestimate of the tail population, or that the composition of the tails 
primarily responsible has changed as beam conditions have improved. In addition, 
due to the smaller angular divergence in 1993, the vertical beam size in the Final 
Focus is also smaller, which may reduce the amount of beam tail generated there. 
The optical properties of the final quadrupole triplet also may contribute to this 
reduction in background. From Figure D.5, one can sec that the beam has a large 
vertical 0 function closer to the interaction point than in the horizontal plane, and 
that it decreases rapidly to the IP. This violent focusing is expected to generate a 
larger amount of synchrotron radiation. This problem would be ameliorated if the 
beam size in the vertical plane were substantially smaller, as there would be fewer 
particles that would feel the stronger region of magnetic field within the quad. 

Late in the 1993 run two shifts were devoted to background studies with single 
beams. Analysis of this data is continuing, but some preliminary conclusions can be 
made. The collimation was not optimized for the positron beam, and because of time 
constraints most of the data were taken with the electron beam. 

SLD data were recorded at four values of 0* for the electron beam: small 0* , 
the 9' at the end of the 1993 run, $' expected in 1994, and a larger value. For the 
reasons mentioned above, positron data was obtained only for the first two values. 
The CDC occupancy due to synchrotron radiation, determined from random beam 
crossing data, is shown for electrons and positrons in Figure D. 13 as a function of 
both 0" and 8y . In the first case the occupancies appear to differ significantly, but 
when plotted as a function of 9y the electron and positron occupancies are quite 
similar, illustrating the importance of coUimation on backgrounds. Figure D.13 also 
shows the occupancy calculated as for Figure D.10, except that the measured values 
of 0*. 0J and the actual X and Y collimator settings have been used. The agreement 
between the data and this simple model is reasonable, but not dramatic. 

Thu data taken a l the small 0* point has been used to measure the SR due only to 
thi una] bend magnet before the IP, as this is an important baseline number in the 
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Single • * B u m CDC Occupancy 

Figure D.13: The solid and dashed curves are measured CDC occupancies, using 
random triggers in dedicated background runs, for single electron and positron beams 
respectively. The dotted curve is the calculated CDC occupancy due to synchrotron 
radiation, assuming 1% of the beam spread out in a very wide tail, and using measured 
X and Y values for $* and collimation. Otherwise the calculation is identical to that 
used in Figure D.10. In the upper graph the curves are plotted as a function of the 
measured . In the lower graph they are plotted as a function of 8"AX , the product 
of 8* and the collimation in units of the beam ot at the collimator. The similarity 
of the measured occupancy curves in the lower graph illustrates the importance of 
collimation in determining backgrounds. 
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calculations of the occupancies due to scattering off the masks, as mentioned above. 
At this small angular divergence, the SR from the final quadrupoles is expected to 
be small, allowing us to observe the dipole SR directly. The CDC occupancy due to 
synchrotron radiation from the last SLC bend magnet has been calculated as 0.25%, 
and the preliminary measured value for a small angular divergence (235 x 164/irad) 
is between 0.25 and 0.50%. This is a partial measure of the ability of the models to 
predict CDC occupancy due to SR. 

When the angular divergence of the electron beam was varied, the vertex detector 
occupancy ( # of clusters per CCD) and cluster size ( # of pixels per cluster) did not 
vary significantly between current conditions and those expected after the upgrades. 
The observed increased occupancy in the CDC and vertex detector was not large 
enough to generate concerns about backgrounds in the 1994 run. 

D.5 Tracking Trigger Backgrounds Studies 
In an attempt to understand more about the tracking trigger background, we included 
in the background studies at the end of the 1993 run single- beam running with 
reduced and near-zero field in the SLD solenoid. At 10% of the nominal .fi T field, 
the events look very similar to those seen in the original Mark II vertex drift chamber 
as shown in Ref. [211]. An event picture of the SLD CDC is shown in Figure D.14. 
This is a random triggered event from this run. Any track thai passes through all 
layers of the CDC has a momentum of at least 20 McV at this field, and there are 
typically many of these tracks per event. Virtually all events have some tracks with 
an energy greater than 20 MeV. A study of the CDC occupancy as a function of 
radial wire layer while the B-fietd is varied has shown that the majority of these 
tracks probably come from photon conversions within the material between the IP 
and the drift chamber. Also, the z of the track-beam pipe intersection does not show 
the dramatic, peaked structure seen in Figure D. l l . The overall CDC occupancy 
during this running was large but stable, implying statistically that the number of 
particles causing the underlying event must be large enough not to fluctuate to zero 
very often. 
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Figure 0.14: An event picture showing the CDC for a random trigger during running 
with the electron beam only at 10% of nominal solenoid field. Tracks that traverse 
the entire one-mctcr radius have a transverse momentum of greater than 20 MeV/c 

The above evidence leads us to the conclusion that the tracking trigger events are 
caused by multiple off-axis, off-energy primary beam particles showering inside the 
detector as shown in Figure D.15. The pattern of vertical versus horizontal hits is 
also comparable to what is expected from a study of the transport of off-energy and 
off axis particles through the final focusing triplet, as off-axis, off-energy particles 
arc much more strongly over-focused in the vertical plane (see Figure D.5.). The 
additional evidence from single-beam tests with a lowered solenoid field implies that 
this process occurs on almost every event, as the spectrum of particles produced is 
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far too energetic to come solely from synchrotron radiation. The mask M2, whose 
aperture has an inner radius of 1.35 cm at 1.5 meters from the IP, is the likely source 
of these scatters. We have also observed events in running single beams where the 
entire detector is filled with noise, including the upstream luminosity monitor, which 
implies that the shower must have originated before the beam has arrived at the 
IP. A showier near M2 is the only thing that could produce enough local energy to 
generate this signal. EGS studies are underway to confirm that enough energy can 
be generated in these showers to produce the observed tracks. In the Mark II studies 
discussed in Itcf. [211], the observed backgrounds could be simulated by assuming 
that between 10 and 100 50 GeV electrons hit a mask upstream of the final quadrupole 
triplet on every beam crossing. However, the SLD masking scheme is substantially 
different near the IP, so it is not clear if this will remain as an accepted explanation. 

It remains to be seen whether or not the actual source of these off-energy, off-axis 
particles can be found and eliminated. The inner radius of M2, though it is at 1.35 
cm, is still more than 30 beam sigma from the core of the beam. The momentum 
bandwidth or the Pinal Focus beam transport system is narrower than this, which 
implies that thtse particles must be generated somewhere in the Pinal Focus itself. 
A ray-tracing study should probably be done to see if any potential sources can be 
identified. Interestingly enough, the rate of these events decreased markedly when the 
angular divergence of the beom was lowered. This points strongly at some aperture 
in the Final Focus as a cause of these tails, as the beam in this case is much smaller 
as it travels along the beamline, and thus will be more apt to miss the offending 
obstruction. 

D.6 Conclusions 
We have undertaken an extensive study of the background conditions at the SLC using 
the SLD detector in an attempt to ameliorate trigger problems and assess the affect 
of potential upgrades. Although the results are preliminary, good agreement is found 
between models of synchrotron radiation interactions and actual data taken from the 
detector. Many unsolved questions, especially as to the source of the tracking trigger 
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Figure D.15: Schematic showing the expected source of the track triggers. The 
masks are shown on the conventional distorted scale. Primary, but degraded-energy, 
electrons strike the mask with shower debris accounting for the large energy in the 
low-angle caloriinetry and the production of low-energy particles at large angle. 
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background, still remain, however, and will have to be pursued during the upcoming 
rune. 
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